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INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
This  thesis is  a regional study of the coastal port settlement 
of Bowen and its interaction with the surrounding Kennedy d istrict 
of North Queensland , thrown open for settlement in 1 86 1 . The 
primary focus of the study is the progress of the first generat i on 
of settlement , 1 86 1 - 1 88 0 .  Pre sented in generally chronological 
for m ,  the experimental successes  and failures of the first white 
inhabitants of Australia 1 s first enduring tropical settlement are 
examined . The emphasis is  soc ial, but issues of regional frontier 
economic s ,  immigration from �urope and other Australian c olonie s ,  
patterns of settlement in the distr ict , political development featur-
ing the first N orth Queensland separati on movement , race relat i ons 
during initial c ontact between the whit es and Aborigines and 
sea and overland communicati ons are integral component s .  For 
administrative purpose s ,  t he Queensland Government sub-divided the 
Kennedy into two regions . north and south , and it was the s outh 
Kennedy with which.Bowen most interacte d .  Bowen was the first of 
several coastal frontier towns in the N orth Queens land area . Its  
early ambition was to  bec ome the capital of  a new  N orth Queensland 
colony , but rivalries for prominence in the regi on soon ar ose . 
Eventually , the centre of Townsville , to Bowen's north , overshadowed 
the first settlement , and by 1 88 0 ,  the future of B owen as a permanent 
but sec ondary port was determined . 
Due to my childhood' links with Bowen ,  I became aware of the impressiv �
amount of work carried out by the Bowen Historical S oc iety and the 
fact that rare 'Publications of the colonial period and copi e s  of 
( ii )  
the  original local newspaper , the  P ort Denison Times, f irst publish­
ed in 186 4 ,  had been carefully preserved for research purposes . 
This knowledge stimulated an interest in further examining themes  
which were raised during the  course of my  studies  in N orth Queens­
land history at James Cook University in Townsville . Later 
residence in Brisbane allowed me the opportunity t o  extend my 
research at the John Oxley Library and the Univers ity of Queensland . 
An adequate selection of mat erial has been gathered t o  permit a 
detailed study of early Bowen, as an example of N orth Queensland 
coastal settlement during the mid nineteenth century . To place 
this study in broader c ontext., I would lHe to review briefly 
s ome more general Australian historical writings whi ch pr ompted 
the direction of my research . 
In " The Australian Legend''• Russell Ward pr ovides an ins ight into 
the influence of the bush workers in the Australian pastoral industry 
on the development of a unique frontier society . (1) As the s outh 
Kennedy was first settled for pastoral purposes  with the a compani­
ment of squatters, shearers, shepherds and labourer s ,  many of 
Ward ' s  observations can be evaluated against additional ev idence 
offered by d iary-keeping settlers such as Rachel Henning (2), 
a resident on Exmoor Stat ion, the editorials and contributions 
in the local pres s  and published acc ounts of pioneer life in  the 
Bowen area . The pastoral flavour of Brn-ren 1 s  early society and 
busines s  was pronounced for at least the first generati on of 
settlement . Despite attempts at diversification, initially the port 
township vas dependent m the hinterland grazing of cattle and sheep 
for its survival . Although different industries e merged during 
( iii ) 
the first two decades of settlement , for example agriculture 
and mining , the importance of pastoralism was never seriously 
challenged in the Bowen district . Thus the character of the 
squatting movement in North Queensland is  of v ital import ance 
in the understanding of Bowen ' s  foundati on .  
Because it was a port settlement � Bowen ' s  destiny was very much
shaped by shipping and sea rout e s .  Geoffrey Blainey ' s  " Tyranny 
of Distance'' emphasizes  the importance of d istance and isolation ,  
and t o  what extent shipping and mar itime trade and  strategy 
influenced c oastal sett lement in Australia . (3) Previous port 
settlement s in Australia ' s  tropics had been prompted by consider­
ations of trade with the Asian north and safeguarding the Torres 
Strait sea route from the many c ompet ing Eur opean interest s .  
All had failed due t o  extreme i s olation and the sett ler s '  unfamil­
iarity with an har sh ,  tropical environment . For it s survival , 
Bowen had the advantage of servicing an expanding , pastoral 
hinterland - it wa .s  as sured of regu lar trade and shipping c ontact 
with other eastern seaboard port s .  For rapid pr ogre s s , howev e r ,  
nati onal s e a  r oute pr i orities and regi onal services  lin�ing larger 
port s t o  the front ier port s were vitally needed to fav our Bowe n .  
Bowen's ultimat e decline t o  sec ondary port status in N orth 
Queensland was to s ome extent the result of broader nat�onal 
strateg ies of shipping and c omm�nic ati ons , and Blainey ' s  w or k  
amply illustrates t h e  broader maritime hist ory of Australia 
in the nineteenth �entury . 
( iv ) 
Bowen was e stablished as a whit e ,  European settlement . Many of the 
new arrivals were from across the oceans and had endured long and 
arduous v oyages  in order to make a new home . Others were less  
committed - they had come only to  improve their fortunes and return 
home to  Great Britain to  conclude their lives  in c omfort . Yet 
others were 1nat ive 1 or Australian-born whites , and had gained 
v aluable experience in the southern colonies before v enturing north 
in search of expanding opport unit ies  to  acquire land and an 
inheritance for future generat ions . Geoffrey S erle ' s  ' ' From De serts 
the Prophets Come '' is  a perceptive analysis  of the extent to which 
these various groups contributed to  the s oc ial and cultural 
values of communities  throughout Australia . (4) He  suggests 
yardsticks by which different influences can be measured - the 
emergence of l ocal newspapers ,  the presence of churche s ,  polit ical 
life . social organisation s ,  and adaptatj.on to  environment . Bowen ' s  
case history offers an opportunity t o  study many aspect s of 
Australian c olonial migration in microc osm . The adaptation of 
the immigrants to 'tropical c ondit i ons in the Bowen district
develops as an important theme in this the s i s .  
Race relat ions between the Eur opeans and A borigine s during t h e  
period o f  colonial impact i n  A ustralia have been explored 
by C.D. Rowley in his  v olume , '' The De struct ion of Abor ig inal 
Soc iety" . (5) Rowley ' s  was one of the first comprehensive att e mpt s 
to assemble , on a national scale , the facts of the fr ont ier cla sh 
and its aft ermat h .· Later works on this theme include H . D .  Reynold s '
( v )  
' 'Aborigines and Settlers , the Australian Exper ience 1788-1939'', 
which further documents and analyses the cons iderable violence 
between the traditional occupant s of the land and the newcomers . ( 6 )  
The North Queensland front ier around Bowen was sett led at a later 
date than most areas of Australia . White supremacy was f irmly 
established in the s outhern co�onies , and the new arrivals had 
little reason to doubt their ult imate victory in the ant icipated 
confrontation . But due to the part icular characteristics of the 
region , the traditional pattern of front ier racial c onflict 
varied and se curity f or the settlers tended to  be longer in 
coming . I s olat ion from the c ivilised sout h ,  inadequate police 
protection and control , the re lat ively sparse  pastoral sett lement 
and the rugged and bushy terrain which aided the guerrilla style 
warfare of the Aborigines all contributed to  the protracted 
conflict . Newspaper reports of the early phase of settlement 
confirm that it was a vioient a nd risky frontier and atrocities 
were committed by both sides at.an alarming scal e .  The aftermath 
of the violence brought new problems , as the remnants of the 
disposses sed Aborig inal tribes became fringe-dwellers on the 
outskirts of Bowen . and outlying pastoral propertie s .  This 
thesis attempts to  place the fr ontier racial contact experience 
in nat ional as well as regional perspect ive .  
Additional themes for my study emerged after res earching more 
specific material c oncerning N orth Queensland histor y .  G . C. 
B olton ' s  '' A Thousand M iles Away'' is an es sential modern reference 
( v i )  
f o r  all students of history in t h e  North Queensland are a .  I have 
found much informat ion in this work to enable me to assess  
Bowen1s development in  relation t o  the  ov erall settlement of 
the whole of North Queensland . (?)  Research carried on in  the 
History Department of the James Cook University has greatly 
increased the detail and range of information available on 
the history of the Bowen district , and the most notable works 
have been c ompiled by H. Reynold s ,  Dr J. Farnfield and Dr N. Loos . 
In a ser ies of lectures on N orth Queensland history which were 
published by the History Department , extra topics such as 
agricultural experimentation , the first North Queensland separ­
ation movement , regional rivalrie s ,  and different stages of 
development on the northern fr ontier , the character of immigration 
and settlement patterns are raised . 
In Queensland . numer ous regional hi stor ies r elative to pioneer 
settlement have been published , but the maj ority are extreme ly 
sketchy and j outnalistic in approach and do n ot c ontribute 
greatly to reliable s e c ondary source history r e search . Out standing 
in its professionalism and thor oughnes s  however , is  A .  Allingham's 
'' Taming the Wilderness'' . a work which closely t ouches the f ormative 
years of the pastoral industry in the Kennedy district in  which 
Bowen was located . {8 ) It has been an invaluable guide in  
the  formation of the  ideas  emerging in this  thesi s .  Contemporary 
account s of life in B owen and the surrounding area during the 
1 86 0 ' s  and 1 8 70 ' �  are available , but much of the i nf ormat i on is 
(v i i )  
contradictory and difficult to  confir m .  
Alternat ively , there is  a wealth of primary source material . 
The manu script s of the first settlers include the descriptive 
letters of Rachel Henning , written from Exmoor Stat i on situated 
on the southern- most boundary .of the s outh Kennedy . ( 9) I mport­
ant details of pastoral life near Bowen are combined with 
more general observations on the significant event s  in the 
pioneers 1 live s .  Lucy Gray ' s  journals are not strictly 
of the Kennedy region . but do serve to illustrate the pastoral 
s oc iety and ec onomic c onsiderat ions of settlers during the early 
years of expansion throughout North Queensland . (10) Of· newsJ 
paper s ,  Bowen ' s  own Port Denison Times which dates  from 1864 
has been a c onstant reference for this the s i s .  Its  first 
editor ,  F . T .  Rayner , was diligent and often spirit ed in his record­
ing of all significant t opics during Bowen ' s  first two decades , 
and was a strong adv ocate of Bowen1s potential t o  develop as 
the maj or c entre of North Queensland . Contributi ons t o  the 
editor also reflect a wide cross- section of c ommunity opini on 
at that time . Official correspondenc e of the first Government 
off icials such as James Gordon provides an insight int o the 
early working s of Bowen ' s  trade and management , while the reports 
of the Officer- in-Charge of the settlement , G . E .  Dalrymple , 
authentically document many of the major decisions taken by 
the first planners of Bowen . 
The European settlement of N orth Queensland including the Bowen 
d istrict, offered great. natura l assets as well as many serious 
( viii )  
challenge s  and risks . It was only when the newc omers had learned 
to  adapt to  their part icular tropical env ironment , and t o  
husband their land , and to  co-operate i n  planning i t s  development 
that white sett lement was as sured . It took a whole generat i on 
of experimentation t o  accomplish this , and it is this first 
generation of settlement that is analysed in this work .  It was 
a distr ict that offered small settlers with limited means an 
opportunity . Unlike much of the rest of Australia where 
powerful landed interests c ontrolled the c ommunit y ,  N orth 
Queensland , particularly in the Bowen area , was not to remain 
a ' big man 1 s frontier 1• ( 1 1 )  Immigrants with limited or no 
financial backing were able to  take advantage of pastoral , 
agricultural and mining developments to build a new life for 
themselves  and their familie s .  A particular brand of self­
reliance and sense of independence grew up among st the m ,  and 
this characteristic can be - traced through many facets of 
early frontier life . 
To recapitulate ,  this study is a microcosmic view of coastal 
settlement in tropical N orth Queensland during the first 
generation of experimental settlement , 1 86 1 - 1 88 0 .  �hile it is 
by no means intended t o  be a d etailed chronicle of year by 
year development of the t own , district and community , it 
does attempt to  highlight key i s sues and maj or themes in the 
progres s  of this part icular settlement . Most significantly , 
the question of,the settlers ' expectati ons versus the reality 
( ix ) 
of the s ituation is examined . While it is the purpose of this 
thesis to  explain the origins of settlement at Bowen ,  it is  
hoped that the  study will also c ontribute to  an  examination of 
the broader themes of North Queensland hist ory during the 
latter half of the nineteenth century . 
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CHAPTER ONE 
NORTH QUEENSLAND EXPLORATION AND MOTI VES FOR THE 
SETTLEMB:NT OF BOWEN . 
I. 
The settlement of the port of Bowen o� the North Queensland coast 
was the direct re sult of the pastoral ex��nsion which occurred 
along the eastern seaboard of Austral�a i� the mid 1 8 00 ' s .  The 
Kennedy district , Bowen ' s  hinterland , was officially proclaimed 
for European settlement as from 1 Jan ·"ary 1 86 1 . It was t o  be 
pioneered by pastoralists and would constitute a northern 
extension of the broad grazing fronti�r. In an era of sea 
transport ation, it was i�perative that a seaport be developed t o  
service this isolated area . The most nor�hern seaport of nctc 
prior to the opening of the Kennedy d:str:.ct wa s Rockhampt on , but 
this centre was too  distant to be of a:1y �egular service t o  the 
occupants of the new district to th� r.:irt.:·. . A more c onve.ri.ient
and proximate coastal site was sought snd discovered . In April , 
1 861 , the Kennedy distr ict. had the be;;;innO.ng s of its new port 
settlement when the first sett ler s ra:oed the British flag at 
Bowen , named in honour of Queensland 1 2  fi�st Governor . 
To place Bowen 1 s  sett lement in nat ioncl perspectiv e , it is  
important t o  note the previous Europe:.� �'tempt s to  establish 
�arts in tropical Australia. Pastora_ ex�ansion had not always 
been the maj or incenti-Je for founding ;>or- settlements in 
Australia ' s  northern waters. The pre�!ous experimental port s had 
long been abandoned in the northern tropios by 1 86 1 . In the 
early ninetnneth century ,  the c olonia: au:�or it ies  had recognised 
the value of the Torres Strait sea ro��e :a Asia and expressed 
a willingness t o  safeguard this asset . V�litary stat ions were 
established on strat egic coastal vantcge ;oints on the north 
2. 
Australian coast . Fort Dundas on Melville I sland and Fort 
Wellington on Raffles Bay (near present day Darwin ) were built 
in success ion between 1 824 and 1 827 , but from the outset were 
ravaged by an unfamiliar climate and neglect . The nearest 
authorities and means of supply were located over 2 , 000 miles 
away . Lack of food , d i sease , native attacks and sullen c onvicts 
and embittered soldiers soon pr oduced c omplete dis illus ionment . 
(1) The first experiment ended in failure in 1 829 when these 
ports were abandoned . 
Eight years later , in 1837, t.he colonial authorit ies res olved 
f or another t ime t o  establish a settlement on this isolated 
c oast with the double view of affording shelter to the crews 
of vessels wrecked in the hazardous T orres Strait and of 
endeav ouring to throw open to 3rit ish enterpr ise the neighbouring 
islands of the Indonesian archipelag o ,  the East Indies. This  
settlement , Port Ess ington , was never more  than a mere military 
post and the smallne s s  of the party (appr oximately 40  marines ) 
could not have been expected t o  do more than render their own 
condit i on more comfortable . �owever , for a few year s ,  Port 
Essingt on did serve as a depot f or important overland Australian 
expedit ions fr om the south , such as that of Ludwig Le ichhardt 
in 1844-1845. Some vi si�s from Asian traders were receiv e d , but 
the sett lement wa s poorly advert ised and was finally abandoned 
in 1849 when the garri s on and stores were removed t o  Sydney . (2 ) 
On the eastern tr opical c oast of northern New South Wales another 
3. 
experiment t ook place in 1 846 . The germ for the idea of the 
Gladstone Colony of N orthern Australia is to  be found in a 
despatch dated 30 April 1 846 , Downing Street , London,  and address­
ed  by the  Brit i sh Secretary for  State , Gladstone , to  the  Governor 
of New S outh Wales . In it , a proposal is made t o  create a new 
c olony in northern Australia and revive transportation to  the 
new colony in a guarded and modified f orm . ( 3 )  Transportation of 
c onvict s to New S outh Wales had been abolished in 1 84 0 ,  and 
Britain was once more in need of a place of banishment for it s 
criminals .  Other factors c ons idered were the potential of a 
northern port as a depot for supplying steam shipping with 
c oal on the passage from Sydney to India , as c oal had been 
discovered near Port Curtis , and the territorial advantage t o  
be gained from laying firm c laim to  the northern sect or o f  the 
southern c ontinent . 
Squatters welc omed the idea of the c olony with a ready supply 
of cheap labour , as labour shortages in outlying pastoral stat i ons 
had been severe in New S outh Wales since the c e ssat i on of 
transportat ion . Glad st one pursued the deve lopment of settlement 
at Port Curt is  with enthusiasm , but bef ore the f irst permanent 
buildings had been ere cted , he was succeeded by Earl Grey 
as Secretary f or State and the whole plan was abandoned . The 
principal obj ections to the settlement had been that North 
Australia was too tr opical a region to be cult ivat ed by 
European labourers ,  and the expense of sett ing up a new c olony 
was too great . ( 4 )  The establishment of Bowen some f ifteen 
years later was t o  be the f irst succe s sful att empt t o  overc ome 
4. 
SEA ROUTES TO AND FROM AUSTRALIA DURING THE NTNETEENTH 
CENTURY, AND THE LOCATION OF THE FIRST NORTH AUSTRALIAN PORT 
SETTLEMENTS . 
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5 .  
these inhibit ing ideas regarding the ability o f  Europeans t o  
adapt t o  tr opical settlement in Australia . 
Although the area ar ound the s ite of Bowen had for long been 
occupied by Aborigines , who f ound the c oastal l owlands and range s  
o f  the tropics a congenial habitat , i t  was the European c oming
that led to Bowen ' s  f oundation . The first recorded observat ions 
of the area by a white European were made by the noted navigator , 
Captain James Cook ,  dur ing his epic v oyage on the ' Endeav our ' 
in 1770 .  A s  he sailed north along Australia ' s  eastern seaboard , 
he pas sed and named Cape Gloucester , a prominent landmark near 
Bowen , and noted in his j ournal on June, 
''At daylight , the ' Endeav our' lay off a lofty promont ory 
which was named Cape Gloucester . On the western s ide of the 
cape , the land trends away south west and s outh s outh west and 
forms a deep bay . The land in the bottom of this bay I c ould 
but j ust see from the masthead - it i s  very low . Without 
waiting t o  look int o this bay which I called Edgecumbe Bay , we 
c ontinued our course for the westward .11 ( 5 )  
Edgecumbe Bay was later t o  harbour the port of Bowen . 
Following the settlement of New S outh Wales in 1788 , trade 
between Sydney and ea stern A s ia devel oped and was c onducted v ia 
the sea route through the Coral Sea and Torres  Strait . 
Concerned with the hazard of the Barrier Reef t o  shipping u s ing 
the route , the �rit ish Admiralty concerned itself with gett ing 
more accurate chart s .  Matthew Flinders in 1 8 02 and Phillip K ing 
between 1 8\ 8  and 1 820  added c ons iderably t o  knowledge of the 
6 .  
northern coast s .  After the Napoleonic Wars at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century , rivalries of t�e Dutch and Brit ish 
traders for the commerce of the Indones ian archipelago had 
bec ome intense .  ( 6 )  By 181 9 ,  Britain possessed S ingapore as an 
ideal trading base for its c ommercial invasion of the I ndones ian 
islands . It was a natural progre ssion of Brit ish strategy t o  
strengthen the links between the colony of New S outh Wales and 
S ingapore , and so  capture the S outh East A s ian trading 
opportunit ie s .  The Torres  Strait sea route was the v ital link 
and future ports along this r oute such as  Bowen , c ould expect 
to derive considerable profit by serv icing shipping and 
c ontributing to the trade . 
Further naval surveys were undertaken along the northern 
A ustralian coast by Captains Wickham and Stokes between 1 839 
and 1 841  in HMS Beagle . Captain Stoke s was interested in the 
potential of the land for investment and sett lement , and was 
impres sed wit� the c ountry watered by the Albert and Flinders 
Rivers at the base of the Gulf of Carpentar ia . His  glowing 
reports of unl imited fine pastures for development prompted 
enough public and official att ent ion to mount an overland 
expedition to  investigate the area . The New South Wales 
Legislative C ouncil was also  keen to  establish an overland 
r oute between the settled parts of New S outh Wales and P ort 
E s s ington to increase geographical knowledge of the area and at 
the same t ime open more direct lines of c ommunication with A s ia .  
(7)  A c omparative newcomer to Australian explorat ion , Ludwig 
Leichhardt , wa s chosen to lead the expedit ion . 
7. 
It was dur ing Leichhardt's expedition in 1 844-45 from J imbour 
Station on the Darling Downs to P ort Ess ingt on, that the 
Kennedy distr ict was first traversed by white men .  B y  A pril 
1 845 , the expedit ion passed through the watershed of the large 
Burdekin River , named by Le ichhardt in honour of an expedit ion 
sponsor , and Leichhardt favourably c ommented on the c ountry as 
s ome of the finest that he had seen . In describing it he wrot e ,  
11 It  was  very  open with s ome plains slightly undulating or 
r ising i nt o  ridges , beautifully grassed with s ound ground . "  ( 8 )  
The excellent condition of the expedit ion ' s  steers while 
pass ing through this country wa s added confirmation of the 
area 1 s suitability for grazing purposes . Following the suc c e s s  
o f  the expedit ion , which had been fortuitously undertaken in 
an except i onally favourable year with good rainfalls , Leichhardt 
publicised the newly discovered territ ory to c olonial audiences. 
His j ournals were enthus iastically received in both Australia 
and Britain . Awareness of the explorer and his discoveries was 
heightened by·his disappearance in 1 848 and the subs equent 
clamour and publicity of search expedit ions and a s s oc iated 
fund raising. ( 9 ) 
Yet the Kennedy district was not to be settled for over another 
decade . This delay was partly due t o  a number of discouraging 
setbacks in other northern areas , for example , the failure of 
the Gladst one Colony and the tragedy of Edmund K ennedy ' s  
exped ition from Rockingham Bay t o  Cape Y ork in 1 84 8 ,  when ten 
of thirteen men lost their lives t o  pr ivations or Aborigine s . 
The sole nprthern garr ison,  Port E s s ingt on , was abandoned in 
1 84 9 ,  and the gold dis coveries of 185 1  turned att ent ion back t o  
8 .  
New South Wales and Victoria. (10) The well-watered pastures 
of the Burdekin were then too remote from existing settlements 
and markets to tempt most squatters. 
There were exceptions however, far-sighted pioneering men 
anxious to investigate and lay claim to the best grazing lands 
for future occupation. It is certain that isolated trips 
were undertaken to the northern country by squatters during 
the early 1 85 0 ' s ,  but they were reticent about their findings 
until they could officially claim their chosen holdings. ( 11) 
It was not until the overland expedition of the Gregory 
brothers in 1 856 that Leichhardt 1 s favourable reports on the 
Burdekin and surrounding Kennedy district were fully 
confirmed. Their observations rec0rded extensive available 
country with plentiful rich pastures and good supplies of 
water following good rainfalls. (12) These brothers had 
established a reliable reputation during their earlier explor­
ations in Western Australia, so squatters accepted their 
recommendations readily. The exploration of the Gregorys 
was also motivated by strategic reasons as well as the need 
for pastoral expansion. 'I'he Colonial Office had written to 
them prior to their expedition that ''there can be no 
question but that the interests of the eastern provinces, 
and of commerce, would be greatly p�omoted by the establishment 
of a practicable road between them and the Gulf of Carpentaria, 
as it is impossible to forsee the extensive and beneficial 
results to which it might lead in facilitating our intercourse 
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with the islands in the China Sea.•  (1 3 )  Certainly the 
offic ials of the day envisaged a thriving northern trade 
with A s ia , which added greatly to  the expectations of Bowen ' s
fir� settlers when they established their t own in the 1 86 0 ' s .  
Gradually , events in the s outh turned more attent ion t o  the 
opportunit ie s offered by the unsettled north .  In 1 8 5 9 ,  the 
year of Queensland's separation from New S outh Wales , interest 
in the Kennedy distr ict increased amongst s outhern squatters 
in the belief that the new Queensland Government would be 
sympathet ic to the squatters ' interest s .  I n  both New South 
Wale�. and Victoria , the power . of the squat ocracy had been 
eroded by �he influx of new settlers during the g oldrushe s ,  and 
agitation for land reform in both colonies  seemingly threatened 
the secur ity of t enure on past oral holding s .  ( 1 4 ) The appeal 
of a new c olony and its opportunities attracted Ge orge 
Elphinstone Dalrymple and in· 1 85 9 ,  he set about rais ing 
f inancial backing for a proposed expedit i on to Australia ' s  north 
eastern coastline . Citing the glowing report s of Leichhardt , 
Dalrymple soon gained the support of a syndicate of sponsors 
who were keen to hav e first selection of the land that was to 
be explored. 
A lthough the sponsors were predominantly squatter s ,  the ir 
obj ectives were quite broad . A s  well as seeking pastoral 
land. they also planned to establish a thriving and 
industr ious European and Oriental mercantile and planting 
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c ommunity" .  ( 1 5) I n  August 1 85 9 ,  Dalrymple had a s se mbled h i s  
party o f  overlanders consist ing of hi�se lf as  leader , Ernest 
Henry ,  Richard Hought on , Philip Sellhe im , a man called Hood, 
Henry St one the surveyor , and two Aborigine s .  They depart ed 
Marlborough Stat ion , north of Rockhampt on , and proceeded north 
int o the Kennedy distr ict . The party was away for e ight months , 
exploring the watershed of the Burdekin River and discovering 
pastures that fulfilled their expectations . Pastoral runs 
were hurriedly marked out in the hope of early claims on 
their return .  However , the  host ile nature of  the  Aborigines 
encountered along the way did not auger well for the security 
of future settler s .  
During the party ' s  absence from c iv ilisat ion, the New S outh 
Wales Government proc laimed the district s of Kennedy and 
M it chell for sett lement , just three weeks before the new 
colony of Queensland assumed .autonomy . ( 1 6 )  However as  soon 
as the Queensland cabinet t ook office it cancelled this  
proclamat ion , and the  new Governor of  Queensland- , George 
Bowen , deferred all  tenders for past oral holdings unt il August 
1 86 0 .  (17) Dalrymple reached c ivilisation in April 1 86 0 ,  with 
vivid descriptions of land ''und oubtedly capable of bec oming 
one of the finest and largest past oral and agricultural regions 
of Australia . "  ( 1 8 ) He also reported in correspondence with 
Governor B owen that the Kennedy provided an admirable r oute 
for the passage of the proposed Anglo-Australian telegraph -
a project that was of great importance t o  Queens land . ( 1 9 )  
II. 
DALRYMPLE'S EXP3DITION COLLEAGUZS. From left to right -
Henry Stone (the surveyor), Philip Sellheim, Ernest Henry, 
and George Dalrymple. The portrait was taken in Sydney, in 
1 86 0 ,  after the expedition to the Kennedy. From John Oxley 
Library, Brisbane. 
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Despite the fact that his syndicate had lost interest due t o  
the polit ical events which had prevented early claim t o  the 
past oral holdings of the Kennedy , Dalrymple had gained the 
attention of the Queensland authorities who were inclined t o  
reward him for his efforts. 
Meanwhile , Captain Henry S inclair of the nine t on ketch , 
' Santa Barbara ' ,  had undertaken the sea voyage which led 
t o  the disc overy of the Kennedy district port , Port Denison ,  
t o  bec ome the site  for the township of Bowen . His search 
was prompted by newspaper reports that S ir Charles C owper , 
Premier of New S outh Wales , had offered a reward for the 
discovery of a new port north of Rockhampt on. ( 20) His 
c ompanions for the voyage were Benjamin P oole and James 
Gordon . On  Oct ober 15, 1859, the 'Santa Barbara ' 
penetrated Edgecumbe Bay and Gordon rec orded , 
11We passed a c ouple of islands near the c oast and ins ide 
the third we'discovered that we were in a most splendid 
harbour where ships c ould remain in perfect safety. The 
harbour is formed partly by islands and partly by an elbow of 
mainland . Inside we found the water perfectly smooth though 
there was a strong n orth easterly blowing. "  ( 2 1 ) Named in 
honour of the Governor of New South Wale s ,  P ort Denison was 
promptly reported to the New S outh Wales author it ie s .  
Unfortunately , the reward was never forthcoming , but news 
of the fine harbour was welcomed by the newly formed 
Queensland G overnment . ( 22 )  S inclair , P oole and G ordon 
13. 
were later offered c ivil  posts in the new sett lement of 
Bowen to help c ompensate them for their valuable discovery . 
However , they never felt suffic ient ly rewarded for their 
effort s ,  and pet itions continued t o  be wr itten t o  the 
Queensland Government for the remainder of their lives. 
The final impetus for northern s ettlement came with the 
inaugurat i on of the Herbert ministry of Queensland . The 
young c olony was acutely short of revenue and highly 
dependent on primary industry.  Appreciat ing that the 
colony ' s  pr incipal resource at this t ime was land , the 
Government was determined to  extend settlement as  rapidly as 
possible and to enact suitable land legislation that would 
attract a rush of pr ospective settler s .  ( 23 )  It was opportune 
for the Queens land Govern�ent that the opening of the new 
northern d istrict c oincided with the anti-squatter legislation 
of the s outhern c olonies ,  a.s. many dis illusioned pastoralists
were await ing the  first chance t o  move  n orth . Care was t aken 
to ensure that the land was not taken over by speculat ors and 
absentee s .  In the Land Act of 1860 ,  it was stated that 
fourteen year leases would be grant ed over past oral holdings 
that were st ocked within a year of a gra z ing licence be ing 
taken out . ( 24 )  The broad a im of the leg islation was t o  
encourage rapid , productive occupat ion b y  past oralists  while 
retaining f or the Government the power to enc ourage a change 
to agriculture when future c ondit ions made it ec onomically 
feasible . ( 25 )  
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On August 1 1  1 86 0 ,  Lieutenant J .W .  Smith R . N .  was instructed 
by Governor Bowen to  take c ommand of the schooner ' Spitfire ' 
and t o  carry out a search of the outlet of the mighty 
Burdekin River , of which Dalrymple ' s  report spoke so highly . 
Further instructions were t o  report on Port Denis on with a 
v iew t o  confirming S inclair ' s  descr ipt ion of it as an harbour 
suitable as a port of entry f or the Kennedy district . By this  
t ime , Dalrymple had been offered the  post  of  C ommis s ioner f or 
Crown Lands in the Kennedy ,  in recognition of his  knowledge of 
and enthusiasm for development of the area ,  and he acc ompanied 
Lieutenant Smith on the v oyage north from Brisbane . Despite 
exhaustive surv eys , the mouth of the Burdekin River proved 
to be completely unnav igable and the ' Spitfire ' turned south 
to  assess the potent ia l of Port Denison. The crew was not 
disappointed and their subsequent invest igations c oncluded that 
it was a beaut iful , spacious harbour , eminantly suitable as a 
port of acce s s  for the Kennedy . ( 26 )  
With the land regulat ions settled and the suitability o f  P ort 
Denison as a port of access  dec ided , it was at l ong last 
possible to declare the Kennedy district open f or settlement . 
On 20 November 1 86 0 ,  the Queens land Government Gazette conta in ed 
the following not ice : 
11 His Excellency the Governor , with the adv ice  of the 
Executive Counc il , has directed the publication of the Report s 
of the Government Expedit ion to the north-eastern coasts of 
Queensland - for the information of the public generally and 
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especially of persons intending to settle in the new d istrict 
of the Kennedy. 
It is proposed t o  open that district t o  occupat i on on 
January 1st ,  1 86 1 . The l ocal C ommissioner of Crown Lands 
( Mr G.E .  Dalrymple ) will proceed from Rockhampton about February 
1 st , 1 86 1 , with a strong party of Queensland Nat ive Police , 
f or the pr otection of the settlers. It is expected that , about 
three weeks after leaving Rockhampton , this expedit ion will 
reach Port Denison. A vessel will be despatched to c onvey 
thither by sea the necessary stores etc . 
Persons desir ous of availing themselves of his Escort 
should apply forthwith to the Commissioner for Crown Lands . 
Port Denison will be pr ocla imed as a Port of Entry and 
Clearance on or about March 1st , 186 1 . "  (27) 
The first phase of explorat ion in North Queensland led to the 
choice of P ort Denison as the site from which settlement was 
to be d irected: L ocated on the latitude 20° sout h ,  its climate
was wholly tropical ,  furnishing the first c omprehensive 
experience of tr opical occupat i on by Eur opeans in Australia . 
Another significant factor in its locat ion was Port Denison ' s  
isolat ion from established centres o f  European settlement . 
The settlers were t o  f ind themselves far from c ivilisat i on in 
a front ier situat ion . The state capital and seat of g overnment 
in Brisbane was almost 1,000 miles to the south ,  and irregular 
overland and sea transport were the only possible l ines of 
c ommunicat ion.  Distance and isolation proved t o  be a constant 
16 . 
preoccupation of the settlers during the first generation 
of settlement , not only in relation to  links with the state 
capital , but also within the Kennedy it self,  an area which 
c overed an extensive 5 1 , 000 square mile s .  (28) Explorat ion 
in the Bowen district was by no means c omplete but enough 
knowledge had been gained to permit the opening of the area 
for European settlement . The first five years of Bowen 1 s 
history were ones of energy and enthusiasm on the part of 
the new settlers, and it is this period of opt imism that will 
be c overed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE FIRST PHASE OF SETTLEMENT 
1 861- 1 86 5 :  
A TIME OF OPTIMISM 
19. 
Despite many pioneering hardships, Bowen's first five years 
were a t ime of progre s s  and optimism .  The community was 
filled with a s ense of urgency to  promote the new t ownship 
and district and a determination to  establish Bowen as 
N orth Queensland ' s  leading coastal port . Though fr ont ier 
life in the tropics held many s etbacks , the prevailing mood 
was one of enthusiasm and high expectation for Bowen ' s  future. 
The town was still very much a primit ive , colonial outp ost and 
prominent among its needs was a jetty , but in the early 1 860 ' s  
there were many developments in the settlement t o  inspire 
confidence .  The s ense of is olation ,  the threat of Aboriginal 
attack , the apparent indifference of the Queensland Government 
and the lack of adequate officials to handle the day to day 
administrati on were all offset by the perceived potential of 
the town and district to  offer all new arrivals a chance 
for rapid material betterment . By depicting the development 
of the settlement during its fir st five years , it is poss ible 
to  highlight c ertain feature s  which distinguished Bowen 
from other frontier towns , and to  discover the reasons  why 
the settlement surv ived whereas other tropical Australian 
s ettlements had formerly failed. 
George Dalrymple led the first overland party of s ettlers  t o  
Bowen and the surrounding Kennedy district from Rockhampton 
on 25 February "861 . The j o urney took six weeks , due t o  
floods caused b y  a heavy ' wet ' season . Dalrymple had been 
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appointed Officer-in-Charge of the new sett lement at Port 
Denison as well as Commissioner for Crown Lands and was 
responsible for the j oint overland/sea expeditions to  Bowen .  
His overland companions included pr ospective squatters who had 
already laid claim to pastoral runs in the Kennedy , and a 
c ontingent of well armed Native Mounted P olice , charged with 
the protection of the white settlers in the event of Abor­
iginal attack . By sea ,  two ships brought officals , wives  and 
children plus equipment and prov isions for the settlement. 
The stores and personal belongings of the expeditionary party 
had been loaded on board vessels at Rockhampton.  Passengers 
included James Gordon , one of the original discoverers of the 
port , Clarendon Stuart , a Government surveyor responsible for 
planning the new township , Fitzalan, the Government contractor 
for building , and D. Bel l ,  a storekeeper. (1) There was a 
mix of Government officials and private individuals looking 
for busine s s  opportunities . The 1Jeanie Dove 1 ,  a one hundred 
ton schooner , �rrived at its Port Denison destination on 29 
March 1 86 1  with 63 settlers aboard ,  after a four day voyage 
from Rockharnpton. ( 2 )  Sixteen days ear lier , Captain S inclair 
had arrived in command of his ketch ' Santa Barbara ' and anchored 
off nearby Stone I s land to avoid any clash with the numerous 
and hostile Aborigines camped on the mainland shore. In lieu 
of the monetary reward s ought by Sinclair and his two 
companions for the discovery of Port Denison , the Government 
appoint ments of Harbour Master and Government P ilot , Sub­
Collector of Customs and Clerk of Petty Sess ions , and Clerk 
to the  Commissioner had been offered to  S inclair , Gordon and 
Thomas respective ly. ( 3 )  
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The overland and sea  parties made their ' rendez - vous '  on the 
main beach that bordered the northern shore of Port Denison 
on 1 0  April 1 861 . The following morning the t iny frontier 
s ettlement was officially proclaimed and named Bowen , in honour 
of the Queensland Governor. The settlers in attendance 
numbered 1 1 1 ,  including the Nat ive Mounted Police , a modest 
start to North Queensland ' s  conquest by white man. ( 4 )  The 
founding of Bowen was duly reported by Dalrymple in his f irst 
de spatch to  the Colonial Secretary in Brisbane . 
"On the low hill beside the native well s ,  now the s it e  
o f  this and the t ent s o f  the other Government department s ,  we
drew up in a line , and not having been seen by those on boar d ,  
fired two v olleys to  attract attention. A gun wa s immediat ely 
fired by the 'J eanie Dov e '  and Captain McDermott of that 
vessel ,  Mr Gordon , Officer of Customs , Mr S inclair , Harbour 
Master , Mr Stuart . Surveyor , Lieutenant P owell of the Nat ive 
M ounted Police ,  and Mr Fitzalan,  Government Contractor , immed­
iately came ashore and I had the deep gratificat i on of thus 
completing the thorough co-operat ion of land and sea expeditions 
on a distant shore. Having found a plent iful supply of water 
for the requirements of the township - on the morning of 
Friday 1 1 th of Apr i l ,  the main camp was moved to this place 
and a flagstaff erected on the Government re serve ridge and 
Captain McDermott hoisted the Ens ign , thereon which those 
around gave three hearty cheers for Her l�ost Gracious Majesty 
and three rnore . for His Excellency Sir George Ferguson Bowen. " ( 5 )  
Bowen ' s na� ural attributes for settlement were c ons iderable : 
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native wells  c l o s e  by t h e  main beach that could provide 
water ; hilly , scrubby country which could be cleared for 
building and farming ; rich alluv ial s oils close to the Don 
River , which supplied a second source of water at some four 
miles from the towns ite. Dalrymple optimistically noted that 
the land between the t own , Q�een 1 s  Bay and the Don River was 
composed of a rich alluvial s o il which bore crops of close , 
long , fine and silky grass. He considered that the soil was 
'' capable of producing in perfection cotton ,  sugar , tobac c o ,  
maize , and many other tropical product ions . '' ( 6 )  Prospects 
for past oral expansi on in the Kennedy district were reported 
with equal enthu s iasm. James Gordon noted in his first 
c orrespondence from Bowen that " people generally seem well 
satisfied with the place and have no intention of leaving. 
There are a number of squatt ers here at present and young men 
in search of runs who all speak well of there be ing good c ountry 
inland and easy c ommunications. with the Port". ( ? )  Later 
discontent with the problems of transport and communicat i ons  
in the district was  not  present in  the early days of 
enthusiasm for the place. 
For s ome weeks , the Bowen settlement looked ext r e m e :y 
temporary with tents dotting the area in close proximity 
to the main beac h .  The Commi s sioner 1 s  marquee served as 
a focal point with its multi-purpose function - Crown Lands
Office , the Court of Petty Sessions and Dalrymple ' s  own 
quaters. Several settlers had erected their tent s on temporary
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sites allocated by the Surveyor , Clarendon Stuart . Top 
priority was given to the completion of the official t ownsite 
survey , and Stuart wasted little time in preparing a ' plan , 
marking out nearly 200 allotment s ,  some of which were located 
well beyond the immediate t own limits. ( 8 )  Both Stuart and 
Dalrymple shared high expectations for Bowen ' s  leading role 
in North Queensland settlement , and the survey was conducted 
on a scale which befitted the future capital of a new northern 
colony. They also demonstrated an awareness of their tropical 
environment and the need to plan the town accordingly.  All 
of the streets were made two chain wide , as Dalrymple noted 
in his reports that 11 in a tropical climate , a large width of 
thoroughfare c ontribut es t o  the health and comfort of the 
inhabitant s ,  by the greater facility f or cleanline s s ,  the free 
ventilat ion and capabilities  of shade with rows of trees on 
the edges of the footways." ( 9 ) 
The small c ontingent of Native P olice camped on the out skirt s 
of the tiny tent settlement and patrolled the area to thwart 
any Aboriginal attacks. Relat ion� between Commandant 
Morriset and DaJ rymple had been strained during the overland 
trip from Rockhampton when Dalrymple had dismis sed an escort 
of Aboriginal women and ins isted on no women in camp . A s  
Officer-in-Charge o f  the new settlement , Dalrymple had been 
granted control of the Native P olice , but he was instructed 
to minimise his interference in the decisions of the 
Commandant . ( 1 0 ) With the absc ondence of four of the Aboriginal 
troopers i� the f irst days of settlement , the effect ivene s s  of 
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the small force dwindled further and the c iv ilians had t o  
take turn a t  keeping watch . The menace of Aboriginal raids 
was real. In anticipat ion of trouble , the whit e s  had hastily 
erected a few rough , wooden buildings in which t o  shelter at 
night , and their precaut ions were t ested on the very first 
night. As  one of the camp rec orded in his later memoir s ,  
''During the first night , the native s  several t imes 
tried t o  surprise  the camp , j u st before daylight , but thanks 
to the vigilance of the guard on watch , they were always 
seen before they got near enough to do any harm. Upon one 
occasion the native tr oopers were led against them and gave 
them such a severe drubbing as will be remembered by the 
tribe for many a day to  come . •  ( 1 1 )  No  doubt the new settlers 
felt extremely vulnerable despite their superior fire power , 
as they were well outnumbered and located in unfamiliar 
t erritory. Although little remorse was expre ssed at the 
spilling of Aboriginal blood , s ome Europeans did doubt that 
the indiscriTQinate tactics of the Native Police would best 
achieve security  and safety on the frontier. Dalrymple 
frequently urged the G overnment to  revise  its approach to the 
treatment of Aborigine s ,  and stressed that a larger protective 
force would discourage attack much more effectively than 
the original small force which relied solely on severe 
retaliat ory action to exert contr ol. Racial t ens io� and 
violence was a maj or theme during the first g enerat ion of 
s ettlement in. North Queensland and deserves a separate chapter 
in this thes is. 
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Within two months of arriva l ,  some settlers were replac ing 
their tent s with buildings of t imber and mud -brick t o  
improve their comfort and express  their sense o f  per manent 
settlement in the district . Unfortunately , the timber 
available around the t own waS inferior and sparse f or 
building purposes , and alternative supplies were s ought. A 
brick-maker discovered g ood brick clay in the township 
limits , and brick samples were prepared and sent to Brisbane 
for analysis . S inclair ' s  d iscovery of pine t imber on the 
Cumberland I slands was thought to have solved the problem 
of shortage of fine timber , but it was subsequently reported 
that "the t imber brought up from the Cumberland I s lands has 
turned out very inferior , and in consequence of this , the 
1 Bounaparte '  has been despatched to bring timber up fr om 
Brisbane . "  ( 1 2 ) The dwellings were primit ive by any standard . 
Slab huts were far from weatherproof , expec ially during the 
tropical downpours experienced during the ' wet •.  The r oove s  
were made of·bark ,  and t h e  lack o f  windows and d oors pr ov ided 
ready access for the host of st inging insect s .  Despite 
the disc omfort s ,  the settlers lived in these dwe llings for 
several year s ,  preferr ing t o  invest their money in busine ss 
and land. In 1 86 4 ,  slab hut s and tents st ill heavily out ­
numbered the more substantial weatherboard and metal houses 
in Bowen and throughout the pastoral distr ict. ( 1 3 ) 
Public build ing fell behind schedule . The Government 
C ontractor , Fit zalan , had a c ontract for six months ,  from 
the 1 May, 1 86 1 , and was instructed t o  c omplete a small lock-
2 7 .  
u p ,  a Commi ssioner 's Office and Court House. A t  the end 
of May , with the exception of the 1 2  x 6 feet wooden lock-up, 
little had been done t owards the erect ion of the Government 
buildings. ( 1 4 ) By Oct ober of the same year, a report from 
the Port Denison correspondent t o  the Rockhampton Bullet in 
stated that "Mr Fitzalan, having ent irely failed up to the 
present t ime in making any progress in his c ontract to  erect 
Government buildings which were to  be finished in six months 
fr om time of commencement, the Commissioner, in September , 
t ook the work out of his hands . "  ( 1 5 )  There had been 
c onsiderable frict ion between Dalrymple and Fit zalan , due 
to Dalrymple 's interference in the progress of the building. 
However, Dalrymple ' s  acti on was premature , as the replacement 
c ontractors achieved even less progress , and Fit zalan was 
subsequently reinstated during the middle of 1 86 2 ,  and instruct­
ed to  proceed as quickly as the local circumstance s  would 
allow. ( 1 6 )  Private building of houses was hampered because 
land sales had not been finalised for s ome months, and sett ler s 
were reluctant t o  build homes or business premi ses  on land 
that could be sold to s omebody else. 
Despite much criticism from the Bowen settler s ,  the fir st 
sale of Bowen t own allotments was held in Br isbane on 7 October 
1 86 1 . Optimism in the future of the settlement wa s 
revealed by the prominent names of the purchaser s - Rat cliffe 
Pring, the Queensland Attorney-General, R. L ittle, the Cr own 
S olicitor , the Right Rev. Tufnel l ,  the Bishop of Brisbane 
28 . 
and Dalrymple , the chief offic ial in the settlement . ( 1 7 )  
The total revenue raised was .±. 2 , 083/1 1 /1 - a cons iderable 
boost to the limited funds of the new Government . A petition 
from Bowen resident s that these early land sales be held 
s olely in Bowen to  allow them a fair chance of bidding was 
ignored , and a sec ond land . auction was held in Brisbane in 
mid-October . To placate the res ident s ,  land sales were 
held in the same month in Bowen ,  but southern speculat ors 
had been able t o  buy the key allotments and for many year s 
the principal bu s inesses in Bowen had t o  rent sites from 
absentee land owner s .  ( 1 8 ) 
The want of a j etty was apparent from the first day of 
sett lement . The dis charge of cargo in Port Denis on was 
inconvenient owing to  the broad flat which extended out from 
the main beach for about one quarter of a mil e .  At low t ide , 
the flat was dry and carts could go out and take cargo from 
the boat s .  but during the str ong south-easterlies which were 
prevalent in Bowen for at least six months of the year , this 
operation was serious ly  disrupted . Dalrymple reque sted 
"a  boat and light draught ves sel j etty immediately'' , and 
" ultimately a pier at which vessels of large size can load 
or discharge carg o . •  ( 1 9 ) Adequate port facilities  were vital 
for the devel opment of Bowen ' s  sea trade , espec ially in v iew 
of t.he bulk carg oes of wool expected to be exported f or the 
pastoral industry of t.he interior . Dalrymple favoured the 
inner point of the north entrance to Port Denison ( later t o  
2 9 .  
be named Dalrymple P oint ) a s  a site for a pier , a s  the structure 
would form a further protective barrier for the port and the 
area had adequate land for the erection of port and customs 
buildings .  ( 20 )  But progres s  was slow, and in February 
1 86 2 ,  the inhabitants of Bowen dec ided to take s ome action of 
their own and formed a j oint stock c ompany to raise funds for 
work on the j etty . Their initiative was short-lived but 
prompted the g overnment to send the Minister for Lands and Works 
to pay an off icial v i s it to  Bowen to  finalise plans for a 
j etty financed by the g overnment . After spirited public 
debate , the j etty s it e  was chosen at the main beach , and 
the Dalrymple Point plan was abandoned . This  port development 
was the first of its type in N orth Queensland and gave Bowen 
a leading start in developing as the north ' s  number one 
port and trading centre . 
_On 1 2  April 1 865 , after four �ears s inc e the founding of
the t own , the ceremony of driving the first pile of the wooden 
j etty was performed to much c ommunity j ubilat ion . The j etty 
was built by day lab�ur under the oversee ing of a Resident ial 
Clerk of the Works . It was planned t o  make the j etty 980 yards 
long in order to accommodate vessels  of up to twelve feet 
draught , even at low tide . There was difficulty in procuring 
suitable timber for the work which caused many delays . A ll 
t imber had t o  be shipped from the Logan and Maryboroug h ,  far 
to the south . (�1 ) The piles were of iron bark sheathered with 
3 0 . 
c opper and the planking made of blue gum . ( 22 )  Work progressed ,  
and que stions were promptly asked in  the Legislat ive A s sembly 
when delays occurred due to shortage of building mat erials . 
The Government was constantly urged to spare no effort in 
c omplet ing this important asset for the port of Bowen . (23 ) 
By April,  1 866, the barque ' Ellesmere ' was in need of repair , 
and beached alongs ide the j etty and discharged the principal 
portion of its cargo ,  and subsequently loaded again from the 
j etty.  Thus the first sea-going ship made use of the new 
j etty . ( 24 )  
Bowen w a s  well o n  t h e  way t o  success , but i t s  greatest drawbacks 
were is olat ion and the lack of regular c ommunicat ion with the 
larger centres t o  the south . O�ficials , merchants, art isans 
and squatt ers  suffered . They bad to  depend on sailing ships 
and the unpredictable arrival of steamers to  do bus ine s s  with 
Brisbane and Sydney . The settlers c omplained to Dalrymple , 
who passed on their c omplaint s to the Queensland Government . 
When this had little effect, he dec ided t o  g o  to Brisbane 
himself and present the s ettlers ' petit ion for a better postal 
service and regular steamship service . ( 25 )  Meanwhile , h i s  
many dut ies as  C ommiss ioner for Crown Lands were neglected 
dur ing his absenc e .  During the 1 860 ' s ,  private trading 
schooners and the Australas ian Steam Nav igat ion Company 
provided a very indifferent service to  and from Brisbane . 
In 1 86 3 .  23 vessels were registered entering port , and 1 8  
registered a s  departure s .  (26 ) These shipping number s 
actually de9reased in the following year . The main reason for 
this slow pr ogress was that Australian c oastal trade at this 
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t ime ran along the s outh and then u p  the eastern c oast of 
Australia , which placed Port Denison in an isolated and costly 
posit ion in intra-Australian services . Faced with immense 
transport d ifficult ie s ,  Bowen and distr ict had little 
alternative but to utilise c oastal shipping when it was 
available . But the irregularities and unreliability of the 
service were of c onstant irritat ion to  the inhabitants of the 
port . Even the A . S . N .  C o .  had a habit of forgetting to call 
at Bowen , despite the fact that it. had been des ignated a 
scheduled port . 
In December 1 865 , the P ort Denison Times editorial carried the 
following remarks , 
. while the convenience of the more southern t owns 
has been studied , Bowen has been entirely overlooked and we 
must submit to the exorbitant. charges made by the Australas ian 
Steam Nav igation Company . It is a well known fact that by the 
exist ing fares : a trip to  Sydney and back costs within a few 
pounds of that charged b;1 the Black Ball Line from Brisbane 
to London . The amount of damage done to the t own is incredible ; 
we have heard of numbers of people in Sydney who would visit 
us with a view of establishing themselves here , but they are 
deterred by the c ost of the trip . The higher rate of freight 
compels our merchants - to  gain a fair remunerat ion to charge 
prices which might well be regarded as ext ort ionate and thus the 
monopoly of the " A . S . N .  C o .  is felt by all classe s . "  ( 27 )  
The frustrat ions o f  the early settlers , part icularly the 
3 3 .  
squatters who had long overland distances with which to  c ontend 
as well as the sea v oyage , were clearly revealed in a letter 
of Rachel Henning wr itten in 1 86 2 .  She and her brother , 
Biddulph , lived on Exm0or Stat ion bordering the s outh Kennedy 
and her v ivid descr ipt ions of all aspects of outback life 
contain many reference s  t o  the shortcomings of the transport 
facilities in the are a .  Her words confirm the inconvenience 
caused by the poor shipping serv ice to Bowen . 
" Biddulph took the letters with him t o  Port Denison , whence 
he meant to start by the steamer for Brisbane , but after 
wait ing a week in Port , which he describes as the dullest , 
hottest and generally most detestable little t own he saw , it 
became evident that the steamer had missed this trip ,  so he came 
home • • •  the steamer is expect ed again next week , and he is
g oin� off t o  meet her . hope he will be more fortunate .  It 
is  very inc onvenient that the 'Murray ' is so unriertain , as it 
is nearly 1 00 miles from here ( Exmoor ) t o  Port Denison . " ( 28 )  
One wonders whether the crudeness of the front ier t own was s o  
offensive , o r  whether Biddulph 1 s  patience was at its end when 
he thus described the t own . Certainly , the people of Bowen 
doubted their own wisdom in their original support of the 
A . S . N .  Co. A new sea line had at first compet ed with the 
A . S . N .  C o . , t he Queensland Steam Navigation C o . , but 'tllhen 
the A . S . N .  C o .  severely undercut rates , the l ocals chose t o  
support the cheaper service , only to  discover that as s oon 
as serious c ompetition was reduced , the rates were quickly 
raised again . ( 29 )  
34 . 
Despite these hardships , busine ss pr ospered in these early 
years . Bowen was c learly recognised as N orth Queensland ' s  
foremost trading centre , new stores were being erect ed , and the 
first t ownspeople dreamed of easy fortune as merchants and 
suppliers for the surrounding stat ions , which were also enj oying 
a prosperous outlook.  Bowen ' s  busine ss was c onducted in the 
early morning and late afternoon , with the except i on of 
drinking which went on from daylight to the small hours of 
the next morning . By 1 86 4 , there were two licenced hotels 9 
but numer ous drinking shant ies greatly boosted this trade in 
t own . ( 30) In 1 86 3 ,  a newly arrived squatter pass ing through 
the sett lement was able to observ e ,  
11 The new t ownship was already a busy little place ,  as 
befitted Queensland ' s  ter minal port ; there was cowing and g o ing 
in the impr ovised hotels and in the Lands 1 Office hut , where 
settlers filled in applications for land ; there was an air 
of bustle in the stores which banked , bought and sold , and 
carried on agencie s .  11 ( 3 1 ) Two banks were operating within 
the first few years , the Australian Joint Stock Bank and the 
Bank of 1/Jale s ,  and they carried on steady business . A saw-mill 
and many merchant and trading houses pr ospered , as the drays 
carried their g oods through out the entire Kennedy district . 
Advert is ing in the P ort D enison Times from 1 864 c overed a wide 
range of goods and s ervices , and there seemed no  reason t o  
doubt that this pr osper ity would c ont inue . 
Socially , B owen gradually transformed from a brash , front ier 
35 . 
outpost t o  a more c ivil ised sett lement with many of the 
trappings of re spectable soc iet y .  In 1 86 2 ,  the explorer McK inlay 
had returned from his search for Burke and Wills , and uas 
entertained in Bowen at an hotel "with lots of s peeches and 
s ongs'' unt il four o ' clock  in the morning by thirty squatters 
who 11 1ooked quite fierce with their long knives stuck in their 
belt s ,  and revolvers at the ir sides . "  ( 32 ) At Bowen it was 
then cust omary to end the night ' s  enterta inment with a bottle 
chorus - the s inging of a sailor ' s  shanty accompanied by each 
man drawing an empty b ottle down the side of a weatherboard house 
in imitat ion of hauling ropes . The t iny t own lock-up was 
rarely short of a guest . ( 33 )  However , Bowen gradually lost 
its rowdy outback manners .  The inaugurat ion of a local 
newspaper in 1 864 had an uplifting influenc e ,  as the stylish 
editor , F . T .  Rayner urged Bowen ' s  c it izens to  foster culture 
as well as mat erial progress . His first edit or ial reflected the 
opt imistic feeling s of the local resident s .  
"One can liardly re strain a feeling of exultation that we 
are the pioneers of the Press in this magnificent region which 
is  dest ined at no  distant day to occupy a posit ion of high 
c ons iderat ion , not only through the colonies of the s outhern 
heiliisphere , but also among the nati ons of the world . " ( 34 )  
The newspaper recorded meetings which pr oposed the establish­
ment of a library and museum in Bowen , fund raising concert s and 
dance s  were advert ise d ,  c ommunity picnics and s port s and horse 
race meet ings w�re planned . 
was enc ouraged . 
and a general pr ide in the t own 
At first , Bowen was lacking in matters of law and order . 
The t own police f orce numbered two , hard ly sufficient t o  enforce 
the laws over such a vast area as the Kennedy . These numbers 
were slightly  increased in 1 86 4 ,  but frontier j ustice was 
largely in the hands of the private c it izen.  The Native 
M ounted Police were s olely responsible for dealing with 
Aborig inal threat s ,  and at no · stage enforced law and order 
amongst the white community . The more is olated stat ion families 
were anx ious about bushranger s .  who gradually followed settle­
ment int o the Kennedy . Several outrage s  had been c ommitted 
by this lawless  group by 1 86 4 .  and a public meet ing was called 
to cons ider appropriate action . The lock-up was the sole 
symbol of fr ontier law , and the lack of a suitable c ourt house 
was a c onstant s ource of critic ism .  During Dalrymple ' s  
many absence s ,  legal matters tended t o  be neglected as his role 
as Police Magistrate could only be carried out when he was in 
t own . During the per iod 1 86 1 - 1 88 0 ,  plans f or a permanent 
c ourt house we�e never fulfilled , and c ourt cases were held 
in rudimentary accommodat ion. 
Religion quickly f ollowed the first arrivals t o  Bowen , as it 
was an important component of the cultural baggage of mid­
nineteenth century Britons and colonials . The more secular 
liberal ism of this era did exclude the possibility of the 
Church c ompletely dominating frontier societ y ,  but spiritually 
and s oc ially . t�e ear l y  churches did play a significant role 
in the c ommunit y .  Reflect ing the composition o f  the f irst 
white settlers , English , Irish and Scots in the main , the 
37 . 
Church of England , the Roman Catholic Church and the Presby­
terian Church \.Jere t.he first to g ather regular congregat ions . 
The early clergy were pioneers in the truest sense . In 1 86 3 ,  
the Roman Catholic pr iest , Rev . Father Murley , arrived in 
Bowen aboard the 1Eagle 1 ,  and to attend to  the needs of all of 
his flock , rode by horse to the isolated Burdekin River . 
By December 1 86 3 ,  the Rev . James Reid was known t o  be coming 
t o  head the Presbyterian Church , and the newspaper editor ial 
acknowledged his dedicat ion in hastening to Bowen a s  soon as 
he had heard that a minister of religion was lacking for his  
church . ( 3 5 )  For the Church of England , the first church 
service Has held by a res ident minister in A pr il 1 86 4 ,  when 
the Rev . Fred Grnsvenor used the premises of Byrnes , Bassett 
and Company as a temporary house of prayer . ( 36 )  A permanent 
Church of England was built and opened in 1 865 , with a c lergy­
man ' s  residence along s ide . Thus was the Christ ian influence 
firmly established in Bowen . 
By 1 865 , the first , secular state financed school was in 
operation to pr 0v ide f or the educat ional needs of Bowen ' s  
youth.  An inspect or ' s  report on the c ondition of the school 
during its first year observed that a permanent building was 
yet t o  be built , but that the temporary arrangement of a c on­
verted store with the  capac ity for 80 pupils was  adequate .  ( 37 )  
Despite the very basic mat erials available to  the teacher 
and pupil s ,  the ' inspect or was nonetheless favourably impre ssed 
with the conduct of the school . Praise was high for pupils 
and teacher• al ike . 
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' ' The children exhibit int el ligence , keen interest in 
their work and a good understand ing with their teacher of 
whose capac ity and industry for school management I have 
formed a very favourable opinion . " ( 38 )  
The number o f  enrolment s a t  the state school in i t s  first year 
was 77 c ompared with the 21 pupils enrolled at Bowen ' s  two 
private school s .  This early trend t owards secular , instead 
of relig i ous , private educat ion , confirmed the nat ional prefer­
ence for l iberalis m .  The tone o f  Bowen ' s  remote  front ier 
s oc iety l.ofas generally set by the search for individual 
progress and self-betterment in material asset s .  The v irtues 
of hard work , manual skills , and the ability to cope and 
improvise were seen as more praiseworthy than classical 
scholarship . School ing was basic but adequate for the ev olving 
frontier s oc iety in Bowen . It held no pr etent ions for great 
intellectual achievement or entry to higher level educat ion , 
but served the basic family needs of Bowen ' s  sett lers . 
The strong link between town and c ountry was a d ominant theme 
in the early pr ogress of Bowen . Unt il 1 865 , all s ignificant 
bush tracks in IJorth Queensland led to Bowe n .  The welfare of 
the past oral industry was dj rectly responsible for the prosperity 
enj oyed in the t own . Although the sheep and cattle  grazing 
industr ies had yet to pr oduce significant fl.eeces and beef 
export s ,  c onfid ence was high ,  and trading houses were very 
willing to ext end almost unlimited credit to squatters . The 
bullock teams that toiled out of Bowen laden with all manner of 
4 0 .  
supplies were the lifeline between t own and country . They 
returned with wool for export through P ort Denis on . The 
tropical ' wet 1 played havoc with this primit ive system of 
transport dur ing the summer months of Dec ember to March , but 
the bull ockies earned a reputat ion for tackling the most 
difficult obstacles t o  keep the supply route open .  The main 
routes from Bowen led south to Rockhampton , s outh-west to 
Bowen Downs and � aunt Cornish · in the Barcoo country , and 
north-west , as far as the new runs opening on the Etheridge 
River . ( 39 )  Rachel Henning great ly valued the arr ival of 
the bullock drays at Exmoor when she wrote , 
" The drays brought up the usual amount of flour bag s for 
the supply of the stat ic!1 , and not t oo s oon , for we had come 
to  our last pound , pretty nearly , besides borrowing from the 
ne ighbouring stat ions . The drays had been delayed again at 
the river and c ould not cross until some one went to the rescue , 
constructed a bottle-tree canoe and ferried the g oods over , 
when the bullocks swam and dragged the empty drays through 
the water . "  ( 40)  
By the middle of 1 86 2 ,  454 applications had been sent in for 
an extent of 31 , 5 04 square miles , an area nearly as large 
as all Ireland and larger than Scot land . ( 4 1 ) A l l  past oral 
applications in the south Kenned y ,  and the nort h ,  had t o  be 
l odged at the Commissioner ' s  tent in Bowen . The process ing 
of these applications by Dalrymple was a c omplex � t ime-consuming 
task.  A part f�om his many duties of explorat ion , law and order 
and town administration , he was also expected to enforce the 
1 860 Land Act . Delays in process ing past oral lease applicat ions 
s o on aroused c omplaint-s which were presented before a Government 
4 1 . 
Inquiry held in Br isbane in 1 86 2 .  �alrymple defended himself 
against charges of negligence by reminding the Government 
of the far-ranging responsibilities that his j ob entailed , and 
that the vast extent of his district , the pr imitive nature 
of travel and c ommunicat ions both within the Kennedy district 
and between Bowen and the seat of Government in Brisbane 
led to unav oidable delays . ( 42 )  An Ass istant Land Commissioner 
was duly appointed , and offic ial surveys of the past oral 
holding s were c ommenced to clar ify the many boundary 
disputes . 
Overland immigrat i on of past oral settlers c ont inued dur ing the 
early 1 86 0 1 s .  The ant i- squatter legislation in the southern 
colonies resumed millions of acres of squatters ' holding s ,  
squeezing many from the land . Small scale squatters and 
sec ond generat i on squatters who ant icipated the dissolution 
of their inheritances , felt threatened and t urned with interest 
t o  the new c ountry opening near Bowen , and l istened apprec iately 
to the discussion of the Queensland Government ' s  proposed 
liberal land c ode s .  ( 43 )  Richard Daintree showed enthus iasm 
for his venture int o pastoralism  when he described his  share 
holding in glowing terms . 
" The c ountry I t ook 11p is found for pastoral pr ospects 
to exceed the expectat ions I had formed . • •  there is  a 
splend id lake on it I hear and magnificent plains . " ( 44 )  
The past oral fFontier c ont.inued t o  expand westward and north­
ward as high c onfidence in wool markets prevailed , despite  
4 2 .  
the fact that the success o f  t h e  reg ion as  a wool and beef 
producing area had yet to  be pr oven.  Hand in hand with this 
expans ion and development went greater financ ial indebtedne s s .  
Bowen ' s  banking and merchant houses were only t o o  keen t o  
fuel this pastoral boom with credit on a n  ever increas ing 
scale . Thriving on the expected trade between c ountry 
and port , Bowen ' s  populat ion increased to 1 , 1 92 by Oct ober 
1 86 5 .  
Two maj or developments that pr omised progress f or Bowen were 
the arrival of the overland telegraph with talk of a linkage 
via the Gulf of Carpentaria with the sea cable from London , 
and a plan for e stablishing a regular steamship service 
linking North Queens land ports direct with the Dut ch East 
Indies via the Torres St.rait . In 1 86 4 ,  J: 2 ,  457/5/7 was allocated 
by the Queensland Government for the ext ension of the overland 
telegraph from Rockhampt on to Bowen .  This link would provide 
more reli�ble 'and rapid communication between Bowen and the 
s outhern capital , Br isbane . Unt il the c onnect i on of the 
telegraph service to Bowen . outgoing te legrams were sent by 
pack horse mail �o Bl oomsbur y ,  north of Rockhampt on , and 
replies returned the s ame  way . By the end of 1 86 5 ,  the telegraph 
was almost c onnected to Bowen , and private and business interests 
were planning how best the new service c ould be utilised . 
Meanwhile , the Queens land Government engaged Frederick 
Walker t o  carry out investigat ions for possible rout e s  for 
telegraph lines t o  link the eastern c oast with the Gulf of 
Carpentar ia , a potent ial landing site for the sea cable from 
43 . 
London . To be l ocated on this d irect telegraph service  
between Australia and Britain gave  Bowen an obv ious advantage 
in speedy communicat ions . The c omplet ion of this scheme 
was not expected for several years , but the notion of greatly 
improved c ommun icatioris in the ·rutur e ,  did much t o  bolster 
Bowen ' s  early opt imism in its development . 
In 1 86 0 .  the Queens land parliament had passed a res olut ion 
favouring direct ·c annP-ction by steamship with Britain,  v ia 
T orres Strait and the Dutch East Indie s .  It was not unt il 
1 865 that a ship was chartered to perform this serv ice on 
an experimental bas i s .  Bowen immediately launched a n  all - out 
campaign to be preferred to larger rivals in the s outh ,  as t he 
most suitable port of call for the steamship as it passed 
along the Queensland c oast . The markets of South East Asia and 
Britain would be vast ly more accessible if such a s ervice c ould 
be expanded and include Bowen as a scheduled port of call . 
The Port Denison Times carr ied a notice concerning the 
proposed sh ipping service in January 1 866 , and expressed 
the communit y ' s  hope s .  
11We trust that the opp0rtunit ies thus afforded for inter ­
c ourse w ith Netherlands Ind ia will be the means of facilit at ing 
neg ot iatinns for a permanent servic e ,  and f or the c ommencement 
and development of an extensive trade . " ( 4 5 )  
B y  then , Bowen ' s  shipping needs were be ing met b y  a c onsiderable 
range of shipp1ng as illustrated in the shipping notices in 
the local paper . The screw steamer 'Amy '  plied c oastal wat ers 
between B�wen , the Burdekin and other northern port s and 
4 4 .  
Brisbane , carrying wool cargoes for delivery t o  the L ondon 
Packet ships in Moret on Bay . The A . S . N .  C o .  was operat ing 
the steamer 'James Peterson '  between Bowen , other northern 
p orts and Sydney , the schooner ' Policeman 1 sailed bet\veen 
Bowen and Cardwell regularly,  as well as the schooner s 'Arie l '  
and ' Three Friends 1 linking .Townsville , Cardwell and Bowen . 
Enquiries were made about local interest in supporting a 
shipping service between Bowen and the Gulf of Carpentar ia , 
a newly developed outlet for the northern pastoral industry .  
! �migrant ships arrived occasionally from Britain to discharge 
their pa ssengers , and shipping links seemed t o  be favouring 
the gradual expansion of Bowen ' s  port . 
I mpressive pr ogress had been achieved during the first five 
years of Bowen ' s  life . The t ownship had gr own from virgin 
land , and by 1 86 5 ,  had taken on a distinct air of permanence . 
Despite the constant threat of Aboriginal attack,  squatters 
flocked to t.h� Kennedy with their herd s ,  and t ook advantage 
of the new Queensland Government ' s  liberal pastoral laws . 
The str ong l ink between t own and port was forged as the 
bullock teams toiled between Bowen and the most far-flung 
outback station . The past oral industry , the mainstay of 
Bowen, had still not seriously quest ioned its adaptability 
to the tropical environment . Bowen had clearly e stablished 
itself as North Queensland ' s  premier port , and the promise 
of improved sh ipping c ontact with the Dutch East Indies and 
Britain fuel led the enthusiasm of the settler s .  Road and 
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telegraph links were gradually i mproved t o  reduce the isolat ion 
of the t own and district and the frontier character of life 
was mellowed by the introduction of regular church activ it y ,  
education,  a n  awarene s s  o f  local polit ics a s  expressed i n  the 
local newspaper and a thriv ing business communit y .  
I t  is clear that Bowen had it S own distinctive characterist ics :  
frontier c ondit ions were if anything more difficult than in 
most other regions due to the marginal location ,  d istance 
and is olat ion ,  and the tropical envir onment which was not 
fully underst ood . A spirit of independence was aroused by 
the lack of support from the far removed colonial g overnment , 
and this later strengthened int o a formal movement f or 
separat ion . Bowen ' s  strategic position in relation t o  the 
development of national and international shipping s ervices 
was still unclear in 1 865 , but as the north ' s  larg est port , 
residents c ould expect c ontinued expansion. The l ink between 
t own and c ountr.y was pronounc ed . and squatting influences 
undoubtedly kept the t own alive during its format ive year s .  
For the f irst t ime in Australian history . white settlers had 
come suffic iently to terms with the unpredictable tropical 
environment to e stablish a permanent sett lement in the 
tropical north of the c ountry . Commerc ial incentive had proved 
the superior mot ive in settling the land , and despite  hardship 
and setbac k ,  the squatt ing movement persevered , a s suring 
that Bowen would c ont inue to surv ive and even prosper in the 
favourable c ircumstances of the t ime . 
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CHAPTER THREE 
IMMIGRATION TO BOWEN AND DISTRICT 1 86 1 - 1 87 0 :  
ADAPTING T O  A NEW ENVIRONMENT . 
5 0 .  
A n  important theme t o  emerge i n  an analysis of Bowen ' s  
formative years i s  immigration t o  the town and district . 
Colonial immigration to tropical N orth Queensland was in 
many ways experimental due t o  the unfamiliar tropical climate 
and environment , the extreme isolat ion of the new frontier 
from the sett led areas to  the· south , and the new g overnment 
legislation being introduced to enc ourage certain sett lement 
patterns . The origin and motive for immigration t o  Bowen , 
the interaction between the different groups of settlers and 
their adaptability to the new environment provide insight 
into the s ocio-economic development of Bowen . This chapter 
c oncentrates on the first decade of sett lement in Bowen , 
from the early months of 1 86 1  when the first wave of settlers 
came rushing north in search of past oral runs , unt il  the 
closing of the decade , when the community had diversified 
and to  some extent stabilised , to include not only squatters 
and pastoral worker s ,  but agriculturist s ,  miners , trader s ,  
merchants ,  tradesmen and g overnment officials . 
New settlers to Bowen and the surrounding Kennedy district 
were predominantly of Brit ish or European desc ent . The English , 
Scot s ,  Irish and Germans , and ' native born ' c olonist s far 
outnumbered the few other group s .  They brought with them the 
cultural beliefs of the time :  a re spect for the  work ethic , 
a firm belief in white race supremacy and their r ight t o  
occupy the land and f orce their dominance over the l ocal 
Aborigine s .  A dedicat ion t o  material wealth and deve lopment 
came before all els e .  The nineteenth century was a t ime of 
pi.oneering new front iers all ar ound the world , an� B_owen 1 s
5 1 . 
example t o  some extent reflected this world wide trend of 
Europeans flooding to the new opportunit ies offering in 
the newly developing c ountrie s .  
During the nineteenth century , Australia had gained enormously 
by using land revenue to enc ourage and subsidise immigration .  
The settlement of  North Queensland was  no except ion . The 
availability of huge tracts of land was undoubtedly the single 
most important attraction for immigration from both overseas 
and acr oss the southern border with New South Wale s .  By the 
1 860 ' s ,  much of explored Australia had been thr own open for 
settlement , and tropical North Queensland was one area which 
still had sufficient unsettled , potentially productive land to 
beckon settler s .  While other Australian colonie s were restrict­
ing immigration and f ormalising their polic ies t o  acc ommodate 
diverse post goldrush communit ie s ,  the young colony of Queens­
land persisted in subsidising migrants from Britain and 
introduced legislation which would enc ourage c olonists to  
uproot from  southern propert ies and seek the  wider opportunit ies  
of  the tropical front ier . ( 1 )  During Bowen ' s  first decade , 
there was much active enc ouragement from the Queensland 
Government for settlers to c ome and claim the land and e stablish 
new industrie s .  
The first wave o f  settlement was pastoral . Throughout the 
early 1 860 1 s ,  anti-squatter leg islation in the s outhern 
5 2 .  
colonies had resumed millions o f  acres of squatt er s '  holding s 
to placate the mining class who had become so firmly entrenched 
there . ( 2) The displaced squatters turned with new interest 
to  the pastoral frontier near Bowen . At the same t ime , the 
outbreak of the A merican Civil War had disrupted normal trade 
between the A merican c olonies and Britain, and the prices of 
primary produce from the Australian colonies had risen 
sufficiently to  create an opt imistic mood amongst squatters .  
America became a less attractive dest ination for immigrants 
from Europe while the War raged . Thus , when the Kennedy 
district was declared open f or pastoral settlement in 1 861 , there 
was an active rush of potential squatters to  the region , and 
the district was quickly diStr ibuted between the most 
enterprising arrivals a A lthough the government ' s  terms 
were cons idered liberal by standards of the day , past oral 
leases were quite c ostly to stock and equip . The need t o  
drove sheep over long distances to  arrive a t  their northern 
dest ination , the high demand f or breeding stock which increased 
prices ,  and the need to be self-sufficient all added greatly 
to  the expenses of the squatt ers .  Cattle provided a s lightly 
cheaper alternative to  sheep in setting up past oral runs in 
the Kennedy . Hence , those squatters with more limited means 
tended to inv est in cattle instead of sheep.  ( 3 )  
Bullock teams had t o  b e  purchased and maintained , large numbers 
of stock horses were required ,  store s ,  tools , furnitur e ,  
clothing and other station necessities were a l l  expens ive 
to  haul over long distanc e s a  A s obering array of costs 
awaited all, of the squatters ,  and Rachel Henning was not 
5 3 .  
exaggerating when sh-e wrote that "there is  little pros·pect 
for anyone here now who has not a large capital to begin with -
.,/;8 . 000 or J 1 0 , 000 at least . "  ( 4 )  
The Kennedy pastoral distr ict was the first test ing gr ound for 
the new Queensland G ov ernment ' s  land legislat ion enacted in 
1 860 .  The g overnment envisag-ed a long -term plan f or North 
Queensland settlement , with the squatters act ing as explorer s ,  
surveyors and developers ; providing the g overnment with quick 
returns and g overnment revenue from rapid occupation of the 
land . Th is pastoral activity was to lead t o  mineral activity 
which had followed in other parts of Australia , and g old was 
considered the most attractive mineral.  Finally , with capital 
and populat ion , a tropical plantation industry was to be 
established upon the fertile c oastal plains , and thence North 
Queensland c ould flourish on a treble economy bas i s .  ( 5 )  
Coastal trading c entres , such as Bowen , would serv ice  these 
industries and. pr-ovide the esSential port facilit ies  for 
the neces sary import and export of good s .  
The Queensland land legislat ion of 1 86 0  c ompr ised four 
separate Act s ,  each dealing with one categ ory of land . The 
Act of chief relevance to the sett ling of the Kennedy was the 
Act to Fac ilitate the Occupat ion of Unoccupied Crown Lands , 
which was t o  encourage rapid , productive occupat i on by 
pastoralists wh,ile retaining for the g.overnrnent the power 
to encourage a change to agriculture when future c ondit ions 
made it ec�nomically f eas ible . (6 ) The Queensland legislat i on 
5 4 .  
offered a f ourt een year lease t o  the squatte r ,  with r8ntal 
set at an increasing scal e ;  for the first four years t h e  
charge was ten shillings per square mile , and acc ording t o  
s i z e  and stock carrying capacity i t  rose to  bet W3en twenty­
five and fifty pounds per run f or the next five years . 
Thereafter , it was raised t o  between thirty and seventy pounds .  
Runs were of twenty-five t o  One hundred square mile s ,  but 
there was no limit t o  the number of c ontinuous runs held 
by any one individual . These  regulations were c ons idered 
very generous at the t ime , and were commonly referred to as 
Queensland ' s  liberal land policy . (7)  All lease applicat ions 
were made at the Land Commissioner ' s  office in Bowe n ,  and 
thus Bowen became the focal point of the northern squatt ing 
migrat ion and how effectively the new land laws were being 
put into pract ice . 
What of the t ype of pe ople who came north as squatters? 
Queensland ' s  Gpvernor Bowen was a keen observer of the migrati on 
pattern developing in the far north of his colony . An aware­
ness of the traditional British c lass system was revealed 
in his c orrespondence when he wrot e ;  
"Most o f  t h e  pr incipal settlers i n  north east Australia 
( B owen and the Kennedy) have been attracted from V ict oria 
and New South Wales .  There i s  however , a str ong sprinkling 
among them of ret ired officers of the Brit ish Army and Navy , 
of oxford and C,ambridge men ,  preferring an adventurous life 
in the open air , and other g entle.men of birth and education 
recently ar.r ived  from England . "  ( 8 )  ' Native born 1 c olonists
were still regarded as l ower on the s oc ial scale than their 
55 . 
newly arrived c ousins from Britain ,  de spite their invaluable 
practical c olonial experience in Australia.  A populat ion 
census taken in Bowen and district in 1 862 revealed that 
acc ording to place of birth , the English far outnumbered 
their nearest rivals , the Scots  and Irish , but this information 
did not ident ify those who had already come from Britain and 
spent t ime in other Australian c olonies before venturing north . 
( 9 )  
During 1 86 1  and 1 86 2 ,  the maj ority o f  squatters overlanded 
with herds of sheep or cattle from Rockhampton and centres 
further s outh . The British element ment ioned by Governor 
Bowen , although not necessarily permanent settlers in 
the Bowen district , were to play a very prominent role in the 
early history of the area .  Biddulph Henning who held runs 
in the s outh Kennedy was an example of this squat ocracy -
those squatters who hailed from a family backgr ound of 
squirearchy , t.he Church and Army officer c orp of Britain . 
Thus his sister 1 s let-ter s ,  pr ovide an invaluable guide in 
determining the s oc ial and economic mores of this group of 
settler s .  From the numerous letters and diaries set down 
by this class of sett ler , it is pos sible to identify their 
chief motive for migration . Financial advancement , which led 
to ultimate return to the c omforts of life in England was 
undoubtedly their main ambit ion . Many of them came fr om 
landed family backgrounds and they naturally gravitated to 
squatting in the colony , where they determined to deal in 
property and stock and work hard in order t o  acquire suffic ient 
5 6 .  
funds to  return and s ettle permanently i n  Britain a t  the 
earliest opportunit y .  ( 1 0) This class never achieved 
complete c ontrol over local polit ics in the Kennedy , and 
generally were accepted by the ' native born ' squatters quite 
readily . Fools and failures may have rec eived abundant 
recognition of their British .origins , but the immigrants who 
were pract ical and successful were accepted as honorary 
Australians . ( 1 1 ) Thus the well-bred and well-born Henning 
rapidly became a very fair bushman and successful squatter 
of whom his s ister c ould writ e ,  
" Biddulph i s  a capital master . He never lets any of the 
men gain the least advantage over him and yet they all like 
him . "  ( 1 2 ) 
The second and numer ically dominant cat egory of squatters 
settled near Bowen on a much more permanent bas i s .  Predomin­
antly middle class in origin , they s ought in the Kennedy an 
independent status not available to  them in other colonie s .  
They had previous experience in squatting i n  other c olonies , 
and although this did not prepare them well for the different 
tropical environnment enc ountered near Bowe n ,  they had the 
tenac ity and endurance to overc ome the immediate difficult ies  
and establish successful propert ies . Many were ' native born • , 
Australians in the full sense , and had developed a brand 
of independence and self-reliance which served them well on 
such a remote front ier . S ome had worked on the s outhern g old 
diggings , and had sufficient funds to buy pastoral leases and 
5 7 .  
and stock i n  the hope of convert ing their temporary luck 
int o more consolidated fortune . They probably held high hopes 
for any mineral pr ospect ing that they c ould do as  a s ideline . 
The s oc ial character of these pi oneers was d iverse . Neighbour ­
ing squatters c ould represent s oc ial extremes , with one 
stat ion insist ing on the most f ormal manners and lifestyle 
pos s ible in the bush ,  while the station alongside could be 
manned by the r oughest front iers men . However , is olat i on and 
c ommon hardship shared on the front ier were a great levelling 
influence ,  and there was little t olerance for assumed s oc ial 
superior ity .  Bush g ood neighbourl iness and co-operat i on was 
essent ial for common surv ival.  At Mt . McConnell , Lucy Gray 
described a c ommon event when there was a "gather ing of the 
neighbours11 to help in a "general mustering of cattle11 • N ot ice 
was given s ome t ime before it began, and 11 people came them­
selves or sent their st ockmen to help and collect the stock 
and any that belonged to them which may have strayed ont o our 
property . "  ( 1 3 )  For h e r  part , Rachel Henning revealed her 
social preferences and prej udices in describing the var i ous 
visit ors  t o  Exmoor Stat ion during the early 1 860 ' s .  Her 
comments c oncerning a pair of young "c olonials" who were 
overlanding illustrates the a ir of superiority that the newly 
arrived Brit ons s omet imes felt . " Two atr oc ious young over landers ,  
first rate spec imens of the free and ea�y young Australia'' 
v i s ited , and ca'me up and 11 shook hands patronis ingly with 
B iddulph , who had never seen them before in his life" in the 
5 8 .  
hope of '' making themselves c omfortable here for s ene days . '' 
( 1 4 )  Despite her critic ism however , it would never have 
been c ontemplated that hospitality not be extended .  
Yet another observation about the 1 native born ' was made 
following the v is it of a st out old gentleman who was the 
11 pr opriet or of twelve thousand sheep11 and his two daughters , 
who were 11nice-looking11 g irls . They were natives and 11 a little 
c olonial , as might be expected . 11 ( 1 5 ) Certainly the s ituat ion 
at Exmoor where nobody sat in the parlour without a c oat , and 
at Mt McConnell where s imilar standards were observed in 
honour of the lady of the house .  Lucy ,  was typical of the 
Brit ish front ier society . Despite the contradictions of 
climat e ,  the Victor ian standards of dres s  were str ictly 
observed by the outback w·omen and the cumbers ome cr inoline s 
reigned supreme . For the men , a more appropriate bush uniform 
emerged , which c onsisted of cr imean shirts which were eas ily 
Yashed , and stout cord trousers and white moleskins , 
strong lace-uv boot s ,  a neckerchief and broad shad ing hat . ( 1 6 ) 
With the past oral lands effectively settled in the f irst 
c ouple of years of Bowen and distr ict ' s  life , atte�tion 
turned to the need for a labour force to help the squatters 
run their herds . S ince 1 86 0 ,  the Queensland Government had 
made intens ive efforts to at·tract immigration to the new 
c olony , and Bowen looked for its share of the new arrivals . 
The most i�portant scheme of immigration funded by the 
Government was the Land Order Syste m ,  which had been designed 
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6 0 .  
t o  subs idise needy immigrants t o  Queensland and provide them 
with the minir.mm capital to  settle in their new home . 
It was originally pr ovided that every adult immigrant from 
Britain or Germany who paid his  or her own sea passage t o  
Queensland was t o  b e  granted a land order for 1 8  acres , and 
after two years ' res idence in the c olony , a further order f or 
1 2  acre s .  Land was the maj or attraction. The orders were 
valued at .f'1 8 and .£1 2  respectively ,  and a shipowner who brought 
passengers at his own expense was given a land order f or .f1 8 
for each adult carried t o  Queensland . Furthermore , ass isted 
passages  were g iv en t o  any i mmigrant who was unable to pay 
full fare , and free passages were granted to female servant s 
and persons whose circumstances were such as to warrant 
such ass istance . ( 1 7 ) 
By paying land orders instead of cash t o  the new immigrant s ,  
the young c olony was saved the . need of calling upon its meagre
financ ial resoUrces to meet ·the cost of immigration of free 
and assisted pas s engers . ( 1 8) It was under this land order 
system that many of Bowen ' s  early settlers were landed.  
A c ertain amount of c ontroversy ar ose during the early 1 86 0 ' s  
as t o  the nat ionality of the immigrants - or rather the 
proport ions of the pe ople of the several Brit ish nat ionalit ies . 
The regulations laid down that the nat ionalit ies year by year 
should c ons ist of two-twelfths Scott ish , three -twelfths Irish,  
and seven-twelfths Eng lish , but these proportions were never 
strictly observed . ( 1 9 ) The Rev . Dr Quinn , Roman Catholic 
Bishop of Br isbane , was influential in assisting Irish immi­
grat ion . under the auspices of the Queens land I mmig�ation 
6 1 .  
Soc iety . Other societies were formed with the idea of pr omot ­
ing the immigrat ion of spec ial classes of workers to the new 
colony , and among these were the Bolton ( Lancashire )  Cotton 
Growing and Selling Company , and the Lancashire and Queensland 
Cotton Growing Co-operative Soc iety , which reflected the dire 
straits in which the English c otton industry found itself 
following the outbreak of the A merican Civil War , when there 
was a great shortage of raw c otton. In 1 86 0 ,  a pet iti on was 
presented t o  the Queensland Government bearing the s ignatures 
of many German freehold settlers in the new c olony , asking that
strong efforts be made to bring out further numbers of 
German c olonist s .  As a direct outcome of this , an immigrati on 
agent of the Queensland Government was appointed t o  Germany 
to organise future passage of suitable German settlers , while 
Mr Henry J ordan was appointed to a c omparable position in 
Britain . ( 20 )  The i mm igrat ion pattern to  Bo.ren during the 
1 86 0 1 s  reflected these influences , with the maj ority of English , 
Irish, Scots anti German arrivals to the t own and district 
being recruited by the Queensland I mmigration Agent s .  
These immigrants were transported from Britain by the famous 
Black Ball Line of ships , that ran a fast serv ice to Australia . 
Condit ions were often overcrowded and uncomfortable , but 
attempts were made t o  maintain adequate hygiene by appointing 
medical officers to superv ise each v oyag e .  Init ially , Bowen 
was not c ons idered s ignificant enough to  attract the immigrants 
who were distributed between the Queensland port s of M oreton 
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Bay , Keppel Bay and Rockhampton .  However , b y  1 86 4 ,  reports 
in the local Port Den ison Times indicated that sailing clippers 
were being directed to Bowen to discharge either some or all 
of their passenger s .  This helped boost the numbers of sett lers 
urgently required t o  develop the pastoral and t own industries 
in the area . By 1 86 2 ,  the Government had drafted immigration 
regulations which spec ified the proportions of immigrants 
to be sent to the different Queensland port s .  Keppel Bay 
was to receive at least three-twelfths ,  Wide Bay two-twelfths 
and P ort Denison one-twelfth , and the rema inder were to be 
landed in Brisbane . A proviso was added that this arrangement 
was dependent upon the de mand for labour and the willingness 
of immigrants to pr oceed to the respect ive port s .  ( 21 )  
The first immigrant ship from Britain to Port Denison was the 
1Wansfell 1 ,  which carried a large group of approximately 500 ,  
recruited under the Land Order Scheme . It succes sfully navi ­
gated it s way �hrough the hazardous Great Barrier Reef near 
Bowen , and its passengers subsequently swelled Bowen ' s  small 
populat ion . A sec ond immigrant ship , the ' Maryborough 1 ,  
arrived in Bowen from Liverpool in 1 865 . The ship carried 
about 445 passengers , many escaping the severe depre ssion 
of England ' s  cotton industry . The Queensland Agent for 
I mmigrat ion in London , J ordan , also not ified the Government 
that for the 1Maryborough 1 ,  he "was c ompelled to accept a v ery  
large proportion from Ireland • . •  or  the  ship c ould not  have 
been dispatched in anything like the t ime for supplying the 
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demand for labour at a certain season at P ort Denis on11 • ( 22 )  
An outbreak o f  typhoid a t  s e a  had proved fatal for twenty of 
the passenger s ,  and on arrival in Port Denison , the ship was 
placed under quarant ine at nearby Stone Island for over a 
week . ( 23 )  The 1 Maryborough 1 had experienced a long v oyage 
of 1 00 days at sea.  However , the type of immigrants were of 
only limited value to the distr ict . Factory workers were ill 
equipped to work as past oral employees , and many of the new 
Irish immigrants were inclined to  move s outh to the c ities in 
search of the urban life with which they were familiar . By 
December 1 86 5 ,  report s in the local press  were question ing 
the effect iveness of the operating immigration system .  
Following the  arrival of another immigrant ship the  ' Mont ­
morency ' ,  which discharged 21 4 passengers in Bowen , the edit or 
was moved to write in his c olumn , 
"With the selection made this time by our I mmigrat ion 
Agent in London , we must express our dis sat isfaction . • •  a 
-portion of the , labour now sent into the market is t otally 
unfit for our infant stat e ,  and in fact ought never to have 
been allowed to leave the old country . We allude more 
especially to two or three c onfirmed invalids who the doctor 
assures us are suffering diseases contracted before coming on 
board,  and whose recovery will neces sarily be slow • .  The class  
of immigrants best adapted t o  so young a colony , and more
especially , to so young a settlement , are single men and women , 
or if married , lolithout encumbrance . "  ( 24) 
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The 'Montmorenc y '  brought 1 31 s ingle men, 2 8  single girl s ,  and 
55 married c ouple s ,  s ome with familie s .  This disfro port ion 
between the sexes was not favourable for the stability of 
the newly arrived workforce .  S ingle men were more likely t o  
remain i n  Bowen and distr ict if they found suitable marriage 
partners with whom to share the ir new frontier lif e .  This 
influx of s ingle men to these front ier areas of Australia did 
much to  bolster the ethic of the bushman, the pioneering 
past oral worker , accustomed to hard living , self -reliance 
and solitud e .  Rachel Henning certainly not iced this brand 
of self-reliance in the pastoral workers on her brother ' s  
stat ion , 1 Exmoor 1 • In one of her letters home t o  Britain , 
she spoke of 11 a g ood station manager" needing 11 a thorough 
knowledge of stock and country , besides much tact in dealing 
with the very free and independent gentry whom we have 
to  employ as shepherds ,  st ockmen , bushmen etc . " ( 25 ) Although 
stat ions utilised female labour in the kitchens and about 
the homesteads � it was preferable for the squatters to reduce 
the numbers of employees ' dependent s ,  as station st ores were 
difficult enough to  maintain without extra mouths to  feed . 
Thus , there vms a certain contradict ion between the des irability 
of encouraging an increase in female immigration to the 
district , and the reality of the ec onomics of stat ion management 
which favoured male , single workers . 
Crit ic ism was a1so directed against the attitude and expectat ions 
of some of the new arrivals , who expre ssed dis illus ionment 
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with j ob pr ospects when their particular trades or work 
experience c ould not be utilised in Bowen . The established 
c ommunity held the att itude that the immigrants would do well 
to take the f irst j ob offered,  and gain valuable colonial 
experience before seeking to expand their opportun ities in 
their chosen trade or enterpris e .  ( 26 )  As  early as 1 86 3 ,  there 
were warning s igns that this immigration system was not working 
as effectively as it should . The new arrivals were not sett ling 
the land as was intended . Almost as soon as the immigrants 
landed , they were met by agents willing to buy the ir land 
orders for cash . Trade carried on quite openly and prices 
which dealers were willing t o  pay were advert ised . Many immi­
grants had no means with which to develop the ir land and wel­
c omed the cash in hand . Even those who had money and farm 
training were adv ised by the locals not to attempt to establish 
themselves on the land unt il  they had bec ome accust omed 
to colonial method s .  ( 27 )  The benefits that were intended t o  
have been held .out t o  agriculturists were i n  reality going t o  
another class .  The chief purchasers of land orders were 
squatters who used them f or the purpose of acquiring under the 
pre-emptive r ights at.t ached t o  the ir past oral leases , the 
most valuable parts of their runs . ( 28 )  However , the ships 
c ontinued to arrive in port with mainly s ingle , male immigrants .  
The 'Platypus '  arrived in 1 866 with 1 30 aboard ,  and the Bowen 
I mmigrat ion Barracks facilitated their placement into employ­
ment immediately after arr ival .  However , an economic recess ion 
in 1 866-1 868 eased the need for this type of immigrant , and 
the Land Or�er System gralu 'illy lost its s ignificance in the
settlement of Bowen .  ( see Appendix 1 )
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The sec ond wave o f  immigrat ion to  the area was prompted by 
mineral prospecting . During the early years , the past oral 
boom had gained the undivided att ent ion of the squatters , and 
the northern frontier was too  far from the established g old­
fields of the s outh to attract even the most speculat ive of 
prospect ors . It was only in Sept ember 1 865  that the inhabitants 
of Townsville , the port to Bowen ' s  north , eager to promote 
the ir infant settlement beyond the rival ports of Bowen and 
Cardwell , offered a reward of ,f:l , OOO to the f inder of payable 
gold within the ir hinterland . Results s oon followed , and 
diggings developed t o  the west of Townsville , attract ing 
several part ies from Bowen and further afield . ( 2 9 )  B y  1 86 5 ,  
there was a pronounced seepage of confidence i n  the past oral 
industry in the north which dev eloped int o a crisis during 
1 86 6 .  A variety of frustrations faced the pastoral industry: 
inadequate political influence in the Queensland Government , 
the fluctuat ions of capital and investment , the unpredictable 
market s ,  as werl as  the ris ing threat of Aborig ines and the 
c onstant hardships caused by is olat ion and the tropical envir­
onment . The squatters were coming to realise that the area 
could not match the high expectations originally placed in it . 
The more realistic s ettlers saw the need for another industry 
to boost the flagging sheep and cattle graz ing industry and 
mining seemed the natural alternative , as most of Australia 
was caught up in g old fever during the decades of the 1 85 0 ' s  
and 1 860 1 s .  Bowen , not t o  be outdone by Townsville , had it s 
own little rush in January 1 867 , when W . D .  Bauerle r eported 
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g old a t  M t  Wyatt . ( 30 )  About 7 0  men tried their luck 
there , s ome not unsuc cessfully , but the Aborig ines in this 
area were s o  host ile that by March that year , the field was 
v irtually abandoned . North of the Burdekin, more favourable 
diggings were finding payable g old , which greatly favoured 
the port of Townsville and led to serious rivalry between the 
two ports .  Townsville seized. the trade of the Cape and 
Ravenswood diggings north of the Burdekin River ,  while the 
better port of Bowen languished because of the barrier of 
crossing the Burdekin, and squabbles among its leading busine s s ­
men . ( 3 1 ) By 1 86 8 ,  the people of Bowen were realis ing that more 
st imulis was required if the t own was to keep pace with 
Townsville . In November , the Port Denison Times editor ial 
carried the following message :  
"Measures are be ing taken for  offering a reward for the 
discovery of payable g oldfields , for which Bowen will be the 
port . It is proposed that the st ipulations shall be the same 
as  those under ,which the Gov.er.riment reward is offered , with the
additional pr oviso that Bowen shall be the port of supply . 
This reward will of cour se be over and above and independent of 
the Government reward . :.Je are not yet in a pos it ion t o  
state what amount the promoters o f  this scheme will b e  able 
to offer as  an inducement to  pr ospect ors , but believe they are 
sanguine as to something hands ome , say .£1 , 000 .  Cons ider ing 
the great benefit s to be derived from success  in this matte r ,  
w e  cannot doubt . that those interested will come forward 
liberally . "  ( 32)  
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De spite such effort s on the part of the t own c om�unit y ,  
gold did not prove t o  b e  Bowen ' s  salvation.  The mining industry 
was well established north of the Burdeki n ,  but the sole 
benefit that Bowen and the S outh Kennedy gained was a market 
for beef f or the struggling pastoral industry . 
Agriculture was t o  have a more promising future in Bowen .  
Coincid ing with the outbreak of  the  American C iv il War which 
cut c otton supplies t o  Britain ' s  c otton industry , Bowen ' s  
foundat i on opened the way for c otton cult ivation i n  N orth 
Queensland . To relieve the serious situat ion in Lancashir e ,  
the Queensland Governme_nt came under c ons iderable pres sure t o  
give ass istance t o  c ot t on c ompanies . In August 1 86 1 , the 
Government c omplied w ith ''Regulations for the grant ing of 
suitable port ions of land to pers ons or c ompanies undertaking 
the cult ivat ion of c ot t on" . ( 33 ) Incent ives  were given f or 
the clearing , fenc ing and production of c otton on large 
acreages of laqd . Abundant land had already been made ava il­
able f or agriculture by the  Cr own Lands Alienat ion Act  of  
the  first parliament of Queensland in  its  first session .  The 
int ent ion of the Act was clearly to encourage diversificat i on 
of the Queens land econ omy and ostensibly t o  meet the potential 
demands of would-be farmers without upsett ing t oo much the 
past oral industry on which the new colony was patently dependent . 
( 34 ) The Bill intr oduced a policy of government -c ontrolled 
selection in th� form of Agricultural Reserves . A hundred 
th ousand acres of land were to be specifically set a s ide for 
agriculture , on the shores of navigable wat ers  in M oreton 
Bay , P ort Curt is and K eppel Bay . Within f ive  miles of t own 
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such a s  Bowen with a population of more than 500  people , 
generous areas of land were also reserved for agriculture . ( 35 )  
The alluvial plains o n  either s ide of the Don River were a 
tempt ing s ite for c otton cult ivat ion. In 1 86 4 ,  a notice 
appeared in the local newspaper requesting Bowen settlers t o  
obtain c otton seeds at the ne-wspaper office for the pourpose
of proving whether the climate in Bowen was suitable for the 
growth of profitable cult ivat ion of the c otton plant . ( 36 )  
Reports from the s outh of the c olony already indicated that the 
uncertaint ies of the Queensland climate , with flood and drought , 
were taking their t oll on the newly established cotton 
plantat ions . H owever , the s mall farmers of Bowen were keen 
to experiment in the search for the ideal crop for their 
district . 1 864 also saw the arrival of a sugar cane expert 
from Maur it ius , Mr Desmazur e ,  who expressed unqualified 
approval of the land in the vic inity of Bowen for the growing 
of sugar cane • .  Despite Bowen ' s  unpredictable climat e ,  with 
a tendency t oward low rainfall of 40 inches per year , Desmazure 
was enthusiast ic in his predictions for a successful sugar 
industry in Bowen . Certainly he saw the district at it s 
worst , in August , after months without rain. Bowen was parch­
ment dry, and the settlers accepted this planter ' s  adv ice 
readily , knowing that the 1 w:et 1 season would greatly improve 
their sugar growing pr ospect s .  Est imates for the expenses 
incurred in starting and working cane were calculat ed on the 
assumpt ion that European labour would be used , and this met 
the hearty , approval of the Port Denison Times ' edit or . In
v iew of the later change of c ommunity opinion about importat ion 
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of  c oloured labour , it is  worth recording the  early views
held by Mr Rayner . 
11We do not believe in Coolie labour , nor do we c ons ider 
it nece ssary . • •  we think that the quest ion of the profitable 
employment of European labour is settled , and as , moreover , a 
large proportion of the work on a sugar plantat i on can be 
perfOrmed by women and children , even under a tropical sun , 
there is no need t o  import a large number of foreigners whose 
habits are rep.ugnant t o  our own . "  ( 37 )  
Early in 1 865 , J . F ,  Kelsey floated the Bowen Sugar C ompany . 
At this stag e ,  maiz e ,  green fodder and vegetable gardens were 
the principal farm crops in the area , but by 1 866 , sugar cane 
cult ivat ion occupied over 12 acres of land along the banks of 
the Don River , which ranked the crop fourth ln i�portance 
acc ording · t o  acreage under cultivat ion . Cotton also increased 
in importance and by 1 866 , there were 35 acres under cult ivation 
in the Bowen district . ( 38 )  Agr icultural deve lopment in Bowen 
was cons iderable at this time . In the 1 2  month period from 
1 865  t o  1 866 , acreage under cultivation increased from a little 
over 6 1  acres to 1 76 acres . Maize remained the most popular 
crop, but sugar cane and cotton were intr oduced at a rapid 
rate at this t ime . ( 39 )  By 1 87 0 ,  these two crops had  bec ome 
the two most significant crops in Bowen , occupying the most 
land. 163  acres  were under c otton cult ivat ion , and 81  acres 
were devot ed to sugar cane plantat ions . ( 40 )  
Certainly the  local newspaper held high h opes for these 
agricultura
'
l experiments being c onducted in the district . 
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Although the Don River relied on seasonal ra infall for it s 
surface water , plent iful underground water supplies were 
available throughout the whole year . The edit or noted in 
March 1 866 , 
''All along the c ourse of the Don River there is an 
unfailing supply of the best of water , t o  be had by sinking , 
at the most , t o  a depth of thirty feet and the land 
along its banks be ing of the very best quality ,  our farmers 
will only have themselves  to blame if they do not succeed 
in rais ing crops of anything they wish t o  grow . "  ( 41 )  
The Bowen S ugar Company made considerable progress clearing 
land for c ultivat ion , erecting fences and hut s ,  and installing 
water pumps during 1 866 , and predictions were made that there 
would be canes " fit to cut for sugar" by August 1 86 8 .  ( 42 )  
Cotton c ontinued t o  prove promis ing , and one farmer Mr  Bell 
showed much energy and perseverance in cult ivating the crop 
and installing a windmill water pump as well as a c otton gin .  
( 43 ) 
The out c ome of this agriculture on the immigration pattern 
of Bowen was the i ntroduction of S outh Sea I sland labour . 
As the need for reliable , inexpensive labour for the sugar 
and c otton fields grew,  the quest ion of introducing C oolie 
labour to the d istrict was raised . During the mid-ninet eenth 
century, there was a strong belief that men of Anglo-Saxon 
race could not . labour manually in a tropical environment 
without disaster ous phys ical and moral deteriorat ion . ( 44 )  
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A lthough these ideas did  not  c oincide with the v iews of  many 
Australians in the s outh who were flexing their muscles  
polit ically to  advocate a vigorous and often radical democracy ,  
the northern settlers nevertheless became outspoken in their 
demands for importe d ,  cheaply priced labour . George Dalrymple ,  
himself , subscribed t o  the idea and urged the Queensland 
Government to implement legislation to provide a labour force 
of indentured Indian Coolies for N orth Queensland agriculture . 
Indeed , by February 1 866 , the Port Denison Times edit or had 
been convinced of the nece s s it y  to find more money saving 
methods of cult ivat ing c otton and sugar , and Rayner went on 
record to say that all past experience proved that European 
labour for the growth of tropical crops was unsuitable , and 
that Coolie labour was a feasible alternat ive .  But the 
northern settlers were not the first to  grasp the opportunit ies  
of  cheaper , c oloured labour . 
Captain Robert' Towns was the first t o  take advantage of an 
1 862 Queensland Government C oolie Act , which provided c ondit ions 
under which A s iat ics could be indentured t o  work in the c ol ony . 
He proposed t o  employ Indians t o  grow cotton on the Logan 
River ,  s outh of Br isbane . But Indians proved to be unavailable , 
and Chinese were too  unpopular for Australian condit ions ,  
and T�wns resorted t o  sending his schooner , 1 D on Juan 1 ,  t o  
recruit labour i n  the New Hebr ides of the South Pacific . 
Suitable worker's were brought back and employed ,  and this 
set the precedent for the importat ion of the Pacific I s landers 
or Kanakas { to the northern port s .  I t  i s  significant that the 
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local Aborig ines had been dismissed a s  a su itable s ource 
of labour , due t o  their c ontinu ing host ility on the northern­
frontier and their lack of enthusiasm for work . ( 45 )  
Later their chief c ontribution t o  the European economy 
of the north was in the past oral industry ,  where they even­
tually proved untiring horsemen and natural bushmen well 
suited to working the c ountry herds of cattle and sheep .  
However , in the  mid  1 86 0 ' s ,  the Aborigines were still 
a s ource of fear for the Bowen district settler s ,  and there 
was no serious suggest ion that their manpower be employed to 
boost the agricultural industry . 
By July 1 867 , 281 S outh Sea Islanders had arrived in the 
Bowen distr ict for ass ignment on pastoral , agr icult ural and 
town labour . Compared with the 358 who had arrived in 
Brisbane , and the 1 25 who had c ommenced work in the Maryborough,  
the  numbers employed around Bowen were c ons iderabl e .  ( 46 )  
I n  June 1 86 5 , �he ' Telegraph ' arrived with 30 I s lander s .  Then 
in September 1 866 , another 50 were landed in Port Denison 
from the ' P ercy 1 •  The largest c ontingent came in July 1 867  
when the  ' Fanny N icholson ' brought 201  newly recruited Island ­
ers to Port . ( 47)  Many had formerly been engaged in the 
heche-de -mer f ishing industry carried out in tropical 
Australian waters . They immediately impre ssed the local 
settlers with their athlet ic physiques and mild manners which 
would seem  t o  have qualified them perfectly for the work 
that the Europeans had in mind . The early opinion of the 
white empl9yers was suffic iently pos it ive to encourage more 
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recruitment . In January 1 86 8 ,  the 1 S punkie ' disembarked 
approximately 34 South Sea Islanders ,  and in April of the 
following year , 1 03 new arrivals entered port , 4 1  of whom had 
been allocated to nearby sheep stat ions . ( 48 )  
However , d isillus ionment soon crept into the  Islander-
European relations . Not only' were there increas ing numbers of 
reports of mistreatment of the I s landers during recruitment 
and employment , but public opinion between the Europeans 
was divided .  Employment of Kanakas in Queensland was looked 
upon with great d isfavour by a large portion of the Queensland 
public , particularly in the s outhern portion of the c olony . 
In the north near Bowen , where the white landowners c ould see  
that cheap and servile labour was absolutely neces sary for 
the economic cult ivat ion of sugar cane , the South Sea Islander 
trade was v iewed with more favour . Shopkeepers in Bowen 
were als o favourable to the trade , for the Islanders spent 
all of their wa�es , to the last' 'farthing , before leaving the 
c olony, preferring a chest full of calicoes and beads , t obacc o  
and cutlery , t o  the hard cash which would b e  ent irely useless 
to  them in their islands . ( 49 )  The mining populat ion i n  t h e  north 
was however , dead against the trade , being afraid that the 
labour might be introduced on the g oldfields , and threat en 
the employment of the newly arrived European immigrants .  In  
Bowen , no evidence was  recorded of  mistreatment of the  
Islanders but c e:rta inly , they  were  subJect to  the  whims of the 
individual employer and any abuse s  would not have been brought 
to  the public ' s  attent ion . The Polynesian Labourers Act of 
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1 868 served t o  protect the I s landers officially , though local 
opinion in Bowen felt that insuffic ient penalty was placed on 
those labourers who failed t o  fulfill their employment c ontract s .  
The Port Denison Times edit or noted in 1 869 that 
" It is a matter of not oriety that Polynesians are frequent -
ly seen in a state of intoxicat ion • we hope that the police
will keep a sharp look out and lay information against the 
first pers on who is detected in giv ing the black boys drink.� . 11 
( 5 0 )  The laws stated at that t ime that it was illegal for 
whites to supply alc ohol for either Polynesians or Aborig ine s .  
I n  the same editor ial , Rayner c oncluded that a large number 
more Polynes ians were due to arrive in Port and it was 
likely that 11 many of those on whose application the boys have 
been brought will refuse to take charge of the m . "  Clearly 
Polynesian labour was not as popular as it been init ially .  
Even more importantly,  agriculture in  Bowen was tending away 
from the larger plantation crops such as sugar and cotton , and 
cheap labour was not so es sent ial to the farmers '  survival.  
Small agricultural holdings could be managed by one man and 
his family . 
In 1 87 0 ,  the Bowen Sugar Company ' s  pr ogress was rec orded , when 
it s notice for sale appeared in the local pre s s .  By that year , 
the estate c onsisted of 1 26 0  acres on the Don River . H owever , 
only about 70 acres had actually been cleared and cult ivated 
and about 40  acres were occupied by the well-developed sugar 
cane with about 50 more c leared ready for planting . It was not 
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a spectacular development in c omparison with the rapidly 
expanding agricultural pursuits in the Mac kay district 
newly settled south of Bowen . There , higher rainfall better 
suited sugar cane . A lthough thirty t ons of sugar and 3 , 729 
gallons of rum were produced in Bowen in 1 86 8 ,  planting 
c eased in that year . Result s had been disappoint ing , and the 
inst igator , J . F .  Kelsey , returned to Mauritius with a reputation 
for incompetence . ( 5 1 ) 
Cotton farmers in the district did better f or a while . In 
February 1 86 9 ,  Gideon Pott and Donald Bell s old 6 1 /4 t ons 
of New Orleans type c otton for 1 0  1 /2 d. per pound average 
on the Brisbane market , and 1 , 000 lb . of Sea Island c otton 
fetched 1 s .  6 d .  ( 52 )  The crop reached its peak in N orth 
Queensland in 1 87 0 ,  when 163 acres at Bowen and 1 90 acres at 
Townsville were planted .  But such progress  was puny when 
compared with the 1 4 , 000 acres of c otton on the Darling D owns 
in s outhern Que�nsland . A fall in world pr ices in 1 870  was 
enough to end cultivation in N orth Queensland , and within 
four years there was not an acre under c otton in t he are a .  
The main c entre o f  sugar growing shifted t o  Mackay , following 
the introduction of cane to the area in 1 865 . 1 , 000 acres were 
brought under cane during 1 869  and 1 87 0 ,  thus revealing the 
very limited nature of sugar-gr owing in the Bowen d istr ict . 
One or two farmers in Bowen had continued t o  plant sugar cane 
on a modest scale , but s oon gave up f or want of crushing 
facilities . , Agriculture in Bowen had become small- crop farming . 
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Fru its  and v egetables could be cultivated on small plot.s 
on the alluvial s oils of the Don River , and the German 
immigrants in part icular gained good result s .  Mr Z immerman 
and Mr Muller received special mention frequently for the 
high quality of their produce .  By 1 87 0 ,  the s igns were clear 
that Bowen ' s  future lay with small farms and diverse fruit 
and vegetable cropping , while · the large sugar and c otton 
plantat ions prospered in other district s .  Thus , the immigrants 
who were attracted to Bowen because of agr icultural opportun­
ities were those with small farming experience and suffic ient 
capital t o  s et up the necessary infrastructur e �  The German 
influence was strong , and these migrants proved well suited t o  
the small scale ent erprise , clearing many acres and establish­
ing thriv�ng gardens which supplied the t own and g oldfields 
of the north with fresh food . 
Experimentation w ith cropping continued .  The caretaker of 
Br isbane 1 s Botanical Gardens played an enthus iastic r ole in 
introduc ing tropical fruits and other plants t o  agricultural 
areas in the col ony . Seeds and plants were obtained from Java 
and other Eng lish and German colonies in the tropics ,  and 
cult ivated in the Maryborough , Gladstone , Rockhampton and 
Bowen districts f or observat ion . Indigo , c innamon , ginger , 
t obacc o ,  cassava , c offe e ,  allspic e ,  av ocado pear , tallow tre e ,  
cherimoly and mango were typical o f  the plants introduced 
during the 1 860 ' s  and 70 1 s ,  and certainly , the mango was later 
to bec ome a maj or export product of the Bowen d istrict . ( 5 3)  
The resident s of the t ownship of Bowen meanwhile experienced 
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good t imes and bad . Until 1 865 , Bowen had pr ospered steadily 
from the bus iness that grew from the pastoral e xpansion 
throughout the Kennedy distr ict . The port had developed 
adequate fac ilit ies to cope with the import and export of 
g oods , the t ownshi? had gr own to boast numerous s mall trading 
house s , banking serv ices , g overnment offices and residences . 
A large proportion of Bowen 1 s  population c onsisted of mechanics 
and labouring men who were dependent for support on weekly 
wages obtained on building works . However , by 1 86 5 ,  little 
Government building was being carried out , and this large 
section of t own residents became reliant on the small amount 
of building being funded by private business . ( 54 )  I n  the 
c ountry t o o ,  depression w-as evident by late 1 865 . as  no new 
past oral runs were be ing taken up,  and an increas ing number of 
runs were offered for sal e .  This trend had been apparent the 
previous summer which was particularly dry and trying . The 
growing list of advertisements had prompted the T imes editor 
t o  castigate tltose " faithles s  ones failure was the 
result of inexperience11 he insisted , and he d id not want 11this  
small minority t o  give the  wrong impress ion of  the  district . 11 
( 55 )  But the mood c ould not be stemmed ; the prev ious enthus ­
iasm o f  t h e  squatters ' letters home to  Britain changed t o  
lengthy explanations about ill luck and poor seasons , and 
requests for funds to t ide them over . ( 5 5 )  By March 1 866 , 
a settler was moved t o  write at length on the econ omic 
situation of th� t own and district . 
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11Never , I believe , in the short history of this t own of 
Bowen has c ircumsta�ce more demanded more of its inhabitant s ,  
and all who are interested l n  the prosperity of the district 
in which we liv e ,  a display of that energy and perseverance 
for which the Anglo-Saxon race is so character istic . For 
the most sanguine must admit that t imes here are really bad ,  
and that s omething really needs t o  be done t o  rev ive trade , 
employ labour , and attract population and capital • •  , In 
the past and present we have been depending entirely upon 
pastoral products for our support , and they are the only exports 
that we have . . . 11 and c oncluded that it was indeed t ime that 
Bowen diver sified its trade , and added another 11 str ing to its 
bow" . ( 5 7 )  But Bowen ' s  trade suffered from this t ime on , and 
Townsville quickly as sumed super iority,  chanelling the newly 
discovered wealth of the goldfields of the North Kennedy 
through it s t own and port . Bowen ' s  recovery from economical 
depression was slower and on a more modest scal e ,  but it did 
recover . 
By 1 866 , the est imated value of land in the municipality of 
Bowen was :t'3 , 236 . There were 1 6 3  res ident elect ors on the 
electoral roll , and the population of the t own was about 
1 , 25 0 . ( 5 8 )  A spark of hope was raised with the discov ery of 
the Bowen C oalfield during the mid 1 86 0 ' s ,  and the ge ologist , 
Richard Daintree satisfied himself that "the Bowen River 
Coalfield is of great ext ent and c ontains numerous seams of 
coal whose numbers ,  thicknes s  and economic value might readily 
be ascertained by s ome extended research . "  ( 5 9) H owever , the 
demand for � oal was not recognised in the region , and the c oal-
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field was not developed during t h e  period discussed in 
this thes is . Despite regular calling of steamships which 
relied on c oal to produce their steam power , the difficult ies 
of developing the c oalfield and providing transport to the 
port overcame the benefit s .  The British c ommercial crisis 
of 1 866 was calamitous for the c olony of Queensland , for it 
involved the c ollapse of the Agra and Masterson Bank with which 
the Government had recent ly negot iated loans for public works , 
notably railway c onstruct ion .  Repercussion of this crisis in 
marginal districts of the c olony , such as Bowen , was extreme , 
part icularly in view of their a lready depres sed c ondit ion . 
In the Kennedy , al1 hope of financial relief from the g ov ern­
ment , such as release from rent s or other charges , dissolved , 
as did hopes of better roads and serv ices . Expenditure on 
Native Police was directly curtailed and the immigration 
scheme halted . Evidently ,  t own dwellers moved from Bowen t o  
more thriving centres , a s  the _ Report on sch ools noted in 1 866
that the new school in Bowen was c omplete and occupied , but 
that "at the beginning of the year , attendance had fallen off 
very much , in part from s icknes s ,  and in part from emigrat ion . 11 
(60 )  S ome immigrant s had failed to adapt t o  Bowen . 
But for those who stayed , the t own developed it s own styl e .  
A study o f  the 1 868 census reveals the occupations o f  the 
males in Bowen , and 72 were involved in trade and educat ion,  
5 0  were mechani'cs , 22 were c ivil  officers , and 94 f ormed 
an unskilled work pool . ( 61 ) These categories were the largest , 
though the�e were also 29 mariner s ,  29 domestic servant s 
and s ome miscellaneous workers rec orded as wel l .  The birth 
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country of resident s of Bowen was also  recorded , - and the 
great maj ority of people c ontinued to come from England , 
Ireland , Scotland , Germany and other Australian c olonie s .  ( 62) 
There was als o a sprinkling of Chines e ,  Polynesians , Frenc h ,  
Indians , New Zealanders and Amer icans . In the t ownship ,  
the  numbers of  men  and women were approximately equa l ,  
though i n  t h e  c ountry ,  there were 7 9 5  men t o  232 women , 
thus revealing the c ont inuing disproportion of the sexes . 
(63) Hous ing had bec ome more permanent , with wooden houses 
be ing the most c ommon t ype of dwelling . The Church of 
England , Presbyterian Church and Roman Catholic Church were 
by 1868 j oined by other houses of relig ion , including Hebrew, 
Mohammedan ,  Lutheran and Bapt ist . Although the Bowen 
community had divers ified , it st ill remained a predominantly 
British sett lement , though the immigrants had been c ons iderably 
tempered by the tropical , front ier environment of the 
. colony of Queensland . 
In conclusi on ,  Bowen 1 s  immigration pattern during the 186 0 ' s  
was stimulated b y  a three phase development . First was the 
pastoral boom that opened up thousands of square miles of 
land for a buoyant past oral industry . The f irst squatters 
lived in harsh and remote locat ions . but overcame the many 
hardships to c ons olidate the past oral industry in N orth 
Queensland . The front ier envir onment was shared by upper 
class Br it ons , 'in search of fortune in order to return t o
the comforts o f  Britain , and others who saw their future 
in the Kenrledy . Although many of these immigrants over-
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extended themselves with credit offered by  banks and 
merchant houses , they struggled through the years of ec onomic 
recession,  and most managed to retain their stations and 
look forward to a more promis ing future in the late 1 86 0 ' s .  
Gradually wool was replaced by beef , a s  the tropics were 
found to be too  unsuitable for sheep. The mining boom in 
the north gave the industry a much needed boost , and as 
transport and market s were improved , the squatters gradually 
built up their industry . 
The need for pastoral labourers brought about the immigrat i on 
system called the Land Order Scheme . It was an att empt on 
the part of the new Queensland Government to encourage 
immigration to  the c olony from England . Ireland , Scotland 
and Germany . The immigrants arrived in Bowen with little 
or no capital , but were granted 1 8  acres of land or s old 
this land for a handy amount of cash . These migrants formed 
·the nuc leus of . labourers , tradesmen and art isans , who
provided the building and labouring skills s o  v itally
needed in the devel oping settlement . The Irish were escaping
the depression in Ireland followin� the terrible famines
of the 1 840 ' s ,  and the English tended to c ome from the
cott on industry which had been dealt such a cruel blow by
the A merican Civil War . German settlers were escaping the
volatile German politics of the t ime , and came eager t o
establish a stable farming industry . 
The mining boom was an impcrtant phase of development in 
North Queensland , but due to the locat ion of the maj or mining 
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fields north o f  t h e  Burdekin River , Bowen largely mis sed 
out on any trade and industry that the miners created .  The 
Burdekin was a serious obstacle dur ing the 1 wet 1 season , and 
the more enterpr ising settlers at Townsville gained the 
most benefit from the Kennedy mining industry . Small quant ities 
of gold were discovered near Bowen , but never developed 
int o sizeable fields . The coal discovery pr omised greater 
potent ial , but the difficult ies of excavation and transportat i on 
t o  the port prevented any development until much later . 
On balance ,  the m ining boom did Bowen more harm than good ,  
a s  the t own l ost many of its residents t o  the more prosperous 
g old towns and port of Townsville . 
The agricultural development around Bowen had years of 
exper imentat ion , but ultimately became well established 
on the alluvial flood plains of the Don River . Underground 
water reserves provided adequate water for irrigat ion , and 
the soil was riich and fert ile . Sugar cane and c ott on 
were introduced with great expectat ion ,  but yields were 
not satisfact ory � and it soon became evident that other 
Queensland districts were better suit ed to the plantation 
crops . The introduction of South Sea Island labourers was 
an important part of this agricultural development in the 
area , although by 1 87 0 ,  Bowen was no longer attract ing 
this category of immigrant . Plantation agriculture gradually 
was displaced b¥ small crop farming , and fruit s and vegetables 
were to  bec ome the maj or agricultural products of Bowen. 
All immigrapt s  showed interest in making the ir livelihood 
in farming , though the Germans tended to be the most 
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successful . What ever their origins , the first settlers 
at Bowen persevered to form the first permanent European 
community in tropical Queensland . Despite the hardships 
and challenges , t hese pioneers made a very important 
c ontribut ion to the s oc io-ec onomic development of North 
Queensland . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
REGIONAL RIVALRY AND POLI TICS IN NORTH QUEENSLAND : 
1 861 - 1 880 
THE QUESTION OF NORTHERN SEPARATION . 
8 8 .  
Bowen ' s  role i n  the f irst North Queensland separat ion movement 
was an interest ing on.� ,  not often covered in discuss ion of the 
more well known movement of the 1 880 ' s .  I n  the early 1 86 0 1 s ,  
B owen residents began agitat ing for a separate c olony of 
N orth Queensland , and promoted the town as the logical capital 
for a new c olony . Gradually,. the Bowen forces j o ined with 
those of Rockhampton to the south , and although the common 
g oal was t o  seek independence from government in Brisbane , 
rivalry between the two centres came to hamper the effect ive­
nes s  of  the  movement . Both claimed that they were best s uited 
to becoming the capital centre .  The politicians represent ing 
Bowen certainly were involv·ed in promot ing the idea of 
northern separation , and they were speaking for the great 
maj ority of their electorate when they urged the format ion 
of a new northern c olony . But regional rivalry , chiefly 
between Bowen , Rockhampton,  then later between Bowen , 
Townsville and, Mackay proved too  strong , and the lack of
unification prevent ed the separation movement from achieving 
a separate colony in the North.  
The settlers who came t o  open up northern Queensland in the 
1 86 0 ' s  brought the idea of separation with them . Many 
believed that the separation of Vict oria and Queensland from 
New South Wales  as s ettlement spread, indicated a pattern 
of things to come . It was c ommonly assumed in official c ircle s , 
( 1 ) and by northern s ettlers in general , that Queensland 
would s ooner or later be sub-divided into two or more new 
c ol onies . The wr itings of John Dunmore Lang were part icularly 
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influential i n  creat ing t h i s  outlook . Lang had taken an 
act ive part in gaining the separation of Vict oria and 
Queensland from New South Wales and he str ong ly advocated 
further separat ions . Us ing the small states of the Unit ed 
States of America as his example , he wrote of the need for 
seven --c olonies along the eastern seaboard of Australia . ( 2 )  
Certainly , from the first days of Bowen ' s  settlement , the 
idea seems to have taken root that it was only a matter of 
t ime and progress , before N orth Queensland would bec ome 
eligible to  form a separate colony . 
Distance was an important factor in the development of this 
early separat ion movement . Brisbane , the capital c ity of 
Queensland , was placed in the extreme s outh-east c orner of 
the colony , which c ompr ised an enormous territory of 670 , 000 
square miles . The irregularity and slowness of shipping 
c ommunication between P ort Denis on and Brisbane further 
emphasized the, distance and is olation of the north . Consid­
erable delays were experienced in the mail serv ic e ,  g ov ern­
ment correspondence and trading , simply because the seat of 
g ov ernment and main trad ing centre for the Queensland c ol ony 
was s ituated approximately a thousand miles s outh of Bowen 
and the Kennedy . 
While the northern front ier was sparsely settled and isolated , 
the rapidly groMing c entre of Brisbane came to dominate 
the c olony 1 s parliBJment and metropolitan interests were 
served at the expense of the north.  Settlers engaged in 
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pastoral , mining and agricultural industries near Bowen 
felt that they were polit ically under -represented and that 
their interests were c onsequently ignored . Because the number 
of seats in parliament were allocated on the basis of population 
the north c ould never hope to outvote the s outh . M oreover , 
because the northern region of Queensland was in the tropic s ,  
there was a tendency for the northern industries t o  develop 
along lines quite different to those of the temperate s outhern 
portion of the c olony . This led to serious c onflict s of interest 
between the pr oducers of north and s outh Queensland , for 
example , over the quest ion of the introduction of Coolie 
labour , and also over shipping services and marketing priorit ­
ies .  
These then were s ome o f  the underlying factors predispos ing 
North Queensland , and in part icular Bowen ,  t o  the s eparat ion 
movement : a belief held from the t ime of first s ettlement , 
that separat io.n was inevitable . the fact or of distance from 
the governing capital 7 differences in climate , industry 
and populat ion density between north and s out h .  t h e  inadequac­
ies of regi onal c ommunication �  and the growth of a metro­
politan monopoly in Brisbane . ( 3 )  
I n  correspondence between the Secretary f or State f or the 
Colonies and Governor Denison of New S outh Wales c oncerning 
the separat ion .of the colony of Queensland from New S outh Wales 
in 1 85 9 ,  it was clearly stated that the new colony would 
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be further divided in future . 
'' It is desired that the s eparat ion of Queensland should 
take place with no further delay than may be actually requi s ite 
for the c ompletion of necessary preliminaries . It will be 
desirable that the Crown should possess the power of s ub­
dividing further the Territory now erected into the Colony of 
Queensland , by detaching from such northern portion as may 
hereafter be found fit to be erected into separate c olonies . •  kl 
This represented an offic ial view which no doubt filtered 
down t o  the settlers head ing north .  As  early as April 1 862 , the 
Bowen correspondent to the Moret on Courier newspaper of 
Brisbane was moved to raise the subj ect of northern separat ion 
only one year after Bowen ' s  foundat ion . Aroused by the possi­
bility of c onflict between Britain and the U . S . A . , his  c oncern 
for the protection of northern settlers was expressed .  
11 In the matter of protect ion , we have nothing but a flag 
flying , telling to 1 20 s ouls that they are under British  rule 
• • •  it is d'ownright folly to imagine that we can be
g overned at s uch a distance from Brisbane . The northern 
ports ought to unite in bringing about a separat ion chang e . "  
( 5 )  There appears little ment ion spec ifically of northern 
separation in the two years following , but many grievances  
with the  g overnment administration in  the  s outh of the  c olony 
were raised . The Kennedy d istrict , with Bowen as it s main 
centre , did not rec e ive representation in the Queensland 
Parliament unt il 1 865 . Unti l  that time , grievance s  and request s 
were channelled through the Officer-in-Charge of the t ownship , 
Dalrymple , ' who frequently v i s ited Brisbane on off ic ial 
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business . However in October 1 86 4 ,  the elect ors  of the 
Kennedy became enfranchised by the Addit ional Members B ill 
and Dalrymple was invited to run for election. It was vital 
t o  the northern settlers that they be represented by a 
Kennedy man , someone who had shared the hardships of life 
on the new front ier . ( 6 )  The opening o f  the Port Denison 
Times in March 1 86 4 ,  had also  provided the t own and distr ict 
with a vehicle of public expres s ion , and the edit or , R . T .  
Rayner was quick to note that g overnment neglect o f  Bowen c ould 
lead to increased demand for northern separation . ( ? )  
The creat ion o f  a new elect orate including Bowen , and the 
e stablishment of the local newspaper were the two events that 
gave t_he northern separat ion movement it s first impetus . 
Dalrymple was grat ified at the invitat ion to stand for election , 
and he replied to the Bowen supportern headed by the Mayor , 
that he was greatly honoured t o  have an opportunity for 
realis ing what
' 
had been his greatest ambit ion, which was to be 
the first man to represent in the Legislat ive A ssembly , 
the interests  of a district in the expl orat ion, settlement 
and g eneral advancement of which he had been so deeply 
interested . ( 8 )  The Kennedy electorate had 281 reg i stered 
voter s .  The electoral roll was based o n  a liberal franchise 
which c omprised the squatters , the t ownspeople of B owen and 
a handful of settlers at Cardwell , further along the c oast . 
A s  nearly every sett ler in the t owns owned his own dwelling , 
however pr imit ive , the only ones not qualified to vote were the 
shepherds ,  ' stockmen and a few nomadic labourer s . In 1 865 , 
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there were no part ies in parliament , and the relationship 
between the electors and candidates was pers onal and v ital . 
Dalrymple duly formed his political programme , to sat isfy both 
the squatters and t owndwellers ,  and was given an opportunity 
to write to the local press . For the squatters he pr omised t o  
d o  everything in h i s  power t o  bring about a change i n  land 
laws , in order to establish "the tenure of pastoral propert ies 
as a real s ecurity for capital . "  ( 9 )  B y  that time , the land 
boom of the North was c ollapsing and the squatters • ere 
needing additi onal capital investment to help them to retain 
their runs and st ock .  I n  marketing for new capital they 
found themselves at a serious d isadvant�ge in c ompet ing with 
the squatt ers in the s outhern areas of the colony . S outhern· 
squatter s ,  who had been granted pre-emptive r ight of purchas e 
at �f 1 an acre under N ew South Wales legi slat ion in 1 847 , c ould 
offer much better security than Kennedy men who were on a 
purely leasehold tenure . In growing bitterness and despair , 
many North Queenslanders saw the origin of their burdens in 
g overnment error and neglect . They naturally felt that they 
had endured dangers and privati ons in extending settlement 
into the new district , thereby enhancing c olonial revenue 
and prosper ity ,  only t.o be abandoned in their cris is , with 
the generous pr omises of progress and development of 1 86 1  long 
s ince dead . " I s  this the pi.oneers due ? Who has s ettled 
the waste land with d ifficult ies the agricultur ist never 
dreamt of" , demanded a Kennedy squatter in a letter to the 
Port Denison Time s .  (1 0)  Out of their discontent , a rising 
militant vdice lashed out at what n ortherners saw as the 
self-interested , s outhern dominated c olonial government . 
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They expected the new Kennedy member to champion their caus e .  
To the townspeople of Bm-1en Dalrymple promised t o  obtain from 
the Government a " j ust proportion of the revenue11 for expend­
iture on public works in the north .  ( 1 1 )  These  included 
road s ,  t elegraph , light ing of the c oast , improvement of harbours 
and rivers , regular postal c ommunication , a s chool and a 
hospital.  He also adv ocated two schemes of importance t o  
the whole c olony , but o f  particular importance t o  Bowen and 
Cardwell: a regular steamship s erVice between Brisbane and 
Singapore v ia Torres Strait , and a t elegraph link to the Gulf 
of Carpentaria . Later he became closely associated with 
both these pr oject s .  H e  was well aware of Bowen ' s  j ealousy 
of Cardwell . To allay the s uspicions of the maj ority of vot ers , 
he expressly declared he would "act consc ient iously· as member 
for the whole Kennedy , not for any one district " .  Finally , 
he stated he would give his support to the ministry then in 
power as long as it continued · t o  look after the n orth . ( 1 2) 
Dalrymple was an obvious choic e ,  but not universally popular . 
Some felt that he would not give all of his allegiance t o  
Bowen, and c ertainly h i s  maj or interests had been c entred 
further north , where he had invested in the Valley of 
Lagoons , near Cardwell . However,  by the eve of the elect ion,  
he had s old his int er e st in this propert y ,  and had the neces sary 
time and money :o qualify f or parliament , Rather lat e in the
election build-up , another candidate appeared in the person of 
Mr Pett igrew , who had opened a branch of his saw mills in 
Bowen. He had been at the f ore-front of the fight f or s ep­
aration from N ew S outh Wale s ,  and was an admirer . and support e� 
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of Dr J ohn Lang . ( 1 3 )  At the t ime of the separat ion of 
Queensland , he was one of the largest single employers of 
labour in the c olony . Apparently ,  he was not suffic iently 
well known in Bowen and t hroughout the pastoral d istrict for 
vict ory ,  and at the declarat ion of the poll at Bowen on 25 
March 1 865 , Dalrymple had won 78 votes to Pettigrew ' s  1 1 .  ( 1 4 )  
A certain amount of apathy was revealed by the poor showing 
of votes . However , the emergenc e of Pett igrew during the 
pre -election contest highlighted a fact ion within the 
Kennedy . His supporters , who included S inclair and Fit zalan , 
formed a nucleus of an ant i- squatter group in Bowen .  They 
supported bourgeoisie radical ism ,  which strongly opposed 
squirarchy and the dominance of squatting interests throughout 
the colony . ( 1 5 )  
The maiden speech from the new M ember for Kennedy occurred in 
June 1 865 , during debate on a petit ion from central and 
northern districts .  The Member for Maryborough , M r  Walsh , 
who introduced the mot ion , urged that the north had " peculiar 
wants and int erest s "  and that it had "unknown and untapped 
resources " , and after detailing the current grievances of 
this sector , he denounced the inequality of the northern 
and southern voice in g overnment and c onsequent allocat ion 
of expenditure . ( 1 6 )  In his  reply t o  t h e  Member f or Mary­
borough ,  Dalrymple offered him very little support ; 
only on the subject of the northern labour and immigrat ion d id 
he concede there was any cause for c oncern and he thereby 
d iverted the debate into a discussion of the poss ible intro-
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duction of Coolie labour . ( 1 7 )  Whatever the reas ons f or 
Dalrymple ' s  act ion , it was not the orthodox northern stance 
and it was not unt il August 1 865 that Dalrymple t abled a 
petition from northern electors and began the serious defence 
of Kennedy interests that his c onst ituents expect ed of him. ( 1 8 )  
I n  December 1 865 , a report was printed i n  the Port Denison 
Times of a paper delivered by Dr J ohn Lang on a v i s it t o  
Gladstone.  It adv ocated that a separate c olony b e  e stablished 
in the north of Queensland , with Bowen as the capital.  Lang 
claimed that the Governor , Bowen, had once indicated on a map 
what he had c ons idered an appropriate boundary between 
Queensland and a new colony to the north ,  and he v1ent on t o  
say, 
" if I were a res ident in the t own of Bowen , P ort Denison,  
would ins ist that that good t own should be the capital of 
another c olony ,of the future t
.o
. 
the northward,  of which the
southern boundary should be not less than two degrees to the 
southward of P ort Denison . " ( 1 9 )  This was t o  b e  the beginning 
of an associat ion between the resident s of Bowen and the 
Kennedy who act ively s ought separat ion of the north , and the 
well known radical Dr Lang , who became a member of t he 
Northern Separation League the f ollowing year . N orthern 
agitation, c entred in Bowen , heightened during 1 866 . Despite 
representation �n parliament , it was clear that any improvements 
would be very s low in  c oming . The chief c omplaints f ocussed 
on the cont inuing lack of c ommunications with Brisbane , and 
the ill -allocation of g overnment moneys . The issue of the 
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need  for Coolie labour t o  c ope with tropical c ondit ions was 
bec oming more important , and the edit or of the l ocal paper 
rounded up his t irade against g overnment neglect by stat ing 
that 11 separation is inevitable , and therefore it is of no use  
for those  opposed to  it  t o  shut their eyes  and fancy that 
by ignoring it s existence , t hey retard it s approach . 11 ( 20 )  
By  May 1 866 , it  was  noted in Bowen that the two j ournals of 
Rockhampton were open-mouthed about separat ion , and it was 
worth considering a j oining of resources and effort to achieve 
North Queensland separat ion a However , the Bowen adv ocat e s  
were quick t o  stress  that separat ion which included t h e  s cheme 
that Rockhampton be the capital would not be c ontemplated .  It  
was t o  be  distinctly underst ood that Bowen was  only interested 
in unit ing with t he separat ion movement of Rockhampton on 
the premise that Bowen would be the seat of government for the 
new colony . ( 21 ) Th is marked the beginning of intense r ivalry 
that existed between the various northern port s , c ompet ing for 
the trade and commerce  of the h interland squatters and shipping 
pass ing along the northern c oast . Reluctantly ,  north Queensland 
j oined hands with Rockhampton and the district of c entral 
Queensland in demanding separat ion .  The boundary of the new 
northern colony was t o  be at the l ine of Dawes Range to the 
s outh of Gladst one . The Northern Separat ion League therefore 
had it s centre in Rockhampton with affiliated leagues in Bowen 
and Mackay . However , internecine squabbling broke out fre­
quently between Rockhampton and Gladstone , and between 
Rockhampt on and it s past oral h interland , as much as between 
central Queensland and north Queensland , and the movement 
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seemed doomed . ( 22)  
The init ial momentum of the movement was l ost during 1 867 
and 1 86 8 .  Intermittent pet itions were prepared for the 
government in Brisbane and c olonial authorit ies in Brita in , 
but little action followed . In November 1 866 , Dalrymple 
suggested that the N orthern Separation League sponsor his 
travel to England with S ir Charles N icholson t o  l obby t�e more 
powerful gr oups in the Brit ish parliament t o  help bring about 
the separat ion . Howev er , the Bowen resident s t ook a dim 
view of his request for a " s uffic ient sum" t o  be placed in 
his hands ''t o  c over all expenses and remuneration f or t ime 
expended" in order to undertake the responsibility of pr o­
ceeding t o  England a s  the delegate of the Separat ion League . 
( 23 )  M oney was short in the t own and district anyway ,  and 
Dalrymple had proved a little disappointing in his parliamentary 
performance on their behalf . Bowen resident s were also bec oming 
concerned about the ris ing fo�tunes of the r ival port of 
Cleveland Bay , as more and more trade was being directed thr ough 
that port from the north Kennedy goldfields . 
Although the port s with the better natural ge ography such 
as Port Denison were mounting all-out campaigns t o  be preferred 
to their r ivals , it was bec oming increasingly apparent that 
what made a g ood port in the c olony was the port ' s  fac ility 
of hinterland �cces s .  ( 24 )  Between 1 863 and 1 867 , Bowen 
had been the foremost regional port in North Queensland , but 
the greate� degree of port divers ification was the result of
geograph ical magnitude of the area and the dispers i on of 
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mineral depos it s ,  which did not favour Bowen . With the 
discov ery of Ravenswood g oldfield in 1 87 0 ,  the northern 
mining boom was c onsolidated , and although other f ields such 
as Etheridge did something to boost the s mall port of Cardwell, 
the port most benefited was Townsville . Despite a poor , 
muddy apology for a harbour , Townsville s e ized the Cape and 
Ravenswood trade while the better port of Bowen languished , 
because of the barrier of the Burdekin River cross ing and 
the lack of enterpr ise amongst it s bus ines smen . Between 
1 868  and 1 871 , Bowen lost one-third of its populat ion ; after 
1 87 0 ,  Townsville handled the greater v olume of shipping , and 
although between 1 871  and 1 873 , the Bowen hinterland saw 
minor gold rushes at Mareng o ,  the N ormanby , and Happy Valley 
on the Pr oserpine River , all were short - lived because of 
rapidly diminishing r et urns and is olation from the main 
centres of trading . ( 2 5 )  
But the pr ospect of northern separat ion was kept alive despite 
the changing fortunes of the var ious c ontenders for capital 
of the new c olony . In 1 86 7 ,  Governor Bowen explicitly 
predicted a separate N orth Queensland when he wr ot e t o  the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies , and d ismissed the idea of 
maintaining a naval stat i on at the tip of Cape York at c onsid­
erable expense because "the rest of N orth Queensland will be 
sure to seek separati on so s oon as it shall bec ome self- support­
ing . " ( 26 )  Brisbane had n o  intention of financ ing a pr o,j e ct that 
could fall within the boundaries of a new northern c olony in 
the near fut vr e .  
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By 1 866 , Dalrymple had been appointed Colonial Secretary in 
the Queensland parliament , but the financ ial crisis which 
was brought about by the failure of the Agra Bank , a chief 
creditor of the g overnment , led to the dis s olution of parlia­
ment and another elect ion. In the Kennedy elect orate ,  
Dalrymple st ood again for election ,  and this t ime h e  was 
opposed by K . H .  Wills , a publican , who was described as a 
11worthy t ownsman" and 11a s imple honest man . 11 ( 27 )  To win the 
v otes of the elect ors , Dalrymple had t o  beat the separat ion 
drum as loudly as  pos s ible . ( 28)  He explained the financial 
crisis in terms of reckless expenditure by the government 
which supported s outhern interest s .  The c ompos ition of 
the new Macal ister Government suggested a deliberate oust ing 
of northern interest s .  He declared that "the determined 
manner with which the inhabitants of Brisbane and Ipswich 
utterly ignore the int erests of the north • • •  c onvince
.me more and more of the absolute nec essit y  for immediate 
separat ion . "  (29) As '.-I ills declared himself equally s ound 
on the separatiori issu e ,  the election again became a choice 
between pers onalit ie s .  The Kennedy on the whole � remained 
loyal to their first choice , as Dalrymple was returned with 
98 votes against 58 for Wills . ( 3 0)  In Bowen and Mackay and 
Cardwell,  he had a g ood maj orit y ,  but the new sett lement of 
Townsville rej ected him .  Townsville residents were angry 
that the g overnment had refused to grant any financial 
assistance to the new t own , and also identified Dalrymple 
as a Bowen/Cardwell man , support ing the r ival settlement s 
while the promot ers of Cleveland Bay had received no official 
enc ouragement . However , due t o  an official blund€r ,in the 
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collect ing and count ing o f  Kennedy votes , Dalrymple ' s  
re-entry t o  parliament was delaye d ,  and by the following 
year , dissolution of parliament had led to another general 
elect ion. Dalrymple decided not to stand again , and his 
political role in the Kennedy and Bowen came to a finish . 
During the 1 86 0 1 s ,  regionalism was r ife throughout the colony 
of Queensland . All t owns of any c onsequence were c ompet ing 
with Brisbane for the honour and profit of becoming capital ;  
Brisbane people were j ealous of  the  well established squatters 
in such areas as the Darling Downs ; outlying squatters in 
such areas as the Kennedy were resentful of the power and 
privilege enj oyed by the s outhern squatter s ;  the working men 
were showing s igns that they regarded themselves as members 
of a dist inct class . ( 3 1 ) But underlying all of this was 
a unity - all classes were aim�ng at the acquisition of 
property and the removal of all obstacles thereto .  I n  polit ic s ,  
two groups eme�ged.  On  the  one hand were  the squatters , 
anxious t o  perpetuate their hold over the land and t o  ensure 
a surplus of cheap labour to augment their wealth , and on the 
other hand were the Liberals , who were opposed to any s ort 
of inherited wealth or pr ivilege , and who espoused the 
importance and dignity of the c ommon man . ( 32)  Bowen ' s  
electorate c ontained b oth polit ical element s .  
Certainly Bowen partic ipated i n  the northern quest for 
separat ion throughout the s ixtie s ,  but regionalism was also 
a � potent fo�ce in northern politics , with the northern port s 
vying for first cons iderat ion as a future capital of a separate 
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northern c olony . A notable difference between Queensland 
and southern colonies was the greater extent to which it 
defied the c entralist tendencies which characterised Australia ' s  
e c onomic growth. ( 33 ) This reg i onalism fed the separat ion 
movement . Separat ism was the r eg ional grievance of new 
and rapidly expanding areas such as Bowen and the Kennedy , 
where economic development outran the political and 
administrative capac ities of the g overnment . The sharp 
downturn in the expanding pastoral industry during 1 866-69 
only heightened the agitat ion ,  as the g overnment was blamed 
for many ills and separat ion seemed to be a logical s olution 
to  their many problems . 
The depress ion which followed the financial crisis of July 
1 866 proved a serious set -back to Bowen and the surr ounding 
pastoral d istr ict . Until 1 87 0 ,  pronounced regionalism was 
a recurring theme , seen both in the c ontinuing demand 
for northern separat ion and in the deepening divis ions between 
it and its neighbour s .  The Port Denison Time s continued in 
it s robust manner and endured f or post erit y ,  but the growing 
r ivalry between Townsville and Bowen reflected in current 
newspaper report ing rendered suspect an account of north 
Kennedy affairs derived mainly from the Bowen press . Unf or ­
tunately , the Townsville paper , Cleveland Bay Expres s ,  which 
commenced publicat ion in 1 86 5  did not survive posterity as  well 
as the Bowen paper , and the only excerpts available are those 
that were reprinted in other colonial papers . 
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Townsville had grown rapidly from first settlement with 
orderly planning and an ambit ious building programme , which 
included the inevitable hot e l .  Apart from a boiling down 
works which attracted stock from throughout the d istrict , 
a cotton plantation was established and a wharf and substantial 
wool sheds c onstructed .  ( 34 )  A number of merchants had set 
up bus iness , including several who transferred from Bowen ;  
a race club was t o  be established and vessels of  the 
Australasian Steam Navigation Company serv iced the port , 
however irregularly from 1 86 5 .  Despite humid condit ions 
during summer and a poor harbour , Townsville ' s  dist inct 
advantag e over Cardwell to the north and Bowen to  the s outh 
was in its easy access  to  the hinterland where the pastoral 
and mining industr ies were located.  M ining had bec ome a 
strong ec onomic force in the north Kennedy by the end of the 
1 86 0 1  s .  
Popular legend laid heavy stress on personal r ivalry between 
J . M .  Black , one of Townsville ' s  founders , and the c it izens 
of Bowen in explaining the foundation of Townsville . As 
Robert -Gray wrot e ,  " it is doubtful whether it would even 
come into c ompetit i0n with Bowen except for a quarrel between 
Mr Black and the leading merchants of Bowen .  11 ( 35 )  This  dis­
agreement c oncerned rates  of  carr iage t o  the  Woodstock and 
Fanning River stat ions in �he north Kennedy , and there were 
other publicised· inc ident s .  However ,  these alt ercat ions can 
at most have played only a part in the initial impetus to 
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establish a more acces sible , northerly port . Black and other 
upper Kennedy squatters wanted better access to their runs , 
and Townsville s oon began t o  outstrip Bowen because of the 
obj ective superiority of it s inland rout e . ( 36 )  In the years 
following the foundation of Townsville , the bitter r ivalry 
which developed between Bowen and Cleveland Bay was v ery 
apparent in the press . Kennedy resident s aligned themselves 
with their chosen centres , and Cardwell and Mackay vacillated 
in support according to their own best interest s .  In the 
Port Denison T imes , J . M .  Black was referred to  as '' The Great 
Mogul11 , Charles Eden wrote of 11hateful Townsville" and a war 
of insult c ommenced when a Cleveland Bay balladist published 
his c ontribut ion which began : "Bowen once great now s ing s 
very small . " ( 37 )  
Following Dalrymple ' s  dec is ion not t o  stand for re-elect ion in 
1 86 7 ,  several squatt ing ident it ies were invited to stand for 
office as the K;nnedy repres �ntative in Queensland parliament , 
including James Hall Scott , J . M .  Black ,  J . G . Macdonald and 
E. Hifling . ( 38 )  As general manager of a large squatt ing enter­
prise , J . G .  Macd onald was better s ituated than most , and the 
election narrowed t o  a two way c ontest between him and Thomas 
Fitzgerald , a sugar miller and farmer of Mackay . The final 
result s of the elect ion indicated a clear cut d ivis ion 
between Bowen and the rest of the area . Thus Macdonald 
received 6 5 %  of the v otes  in Bowen ,  but only 1 0% elsewhere , 
and Fit zgerald rece ived 90% of the v ot e s  outs ide B owen , enough 
to give him a c omfortable win . The results suggested the 
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readiness  of the Townsville electorate , many of whom were 
squatters , t o  support. a south Kennedy planter rather than the 
local squatter candidate mount ed by Bowen . It also indicated 
the poor v ot e  registered in the inland centre s ,  and the growing 
political strength and awareness of the sugar farmers of 
Mackay . ( 39)  Bowen was losing it s political strength in the 
area , and its ambition t o  become a new northern capital .  
After the  election of  Fitzgerald in  1 867 , the demand for 
separation changed tack to give strong support for decentralised 
provinc ial c ounc ils , in order t o  alleviate northern disabilit ies 
wrought by distance and is olation from the capital and the 
dominance of the southern sector of Queensland. Fit zgerald 
fully supported this alternative as he saw the impract icability 
of separat ion at the t ime , and furthermor e ,  he had personal 
exper ience with the council system in New Zealand . He j oined 
forces with the member for L eichhardt , A. Archer , who had 
prepared a draf.t bill for the purpose , and together they 
addressed a large public meeting in Rockhampton . The Bowen 
press  reported that this meeting was signif icant for the ent ire 
northern district . ( 40 )  L ittle c oncrete action resulted ,  and 
it could be explained by the fact that the squatters were 
too preoccupied with their immediate troubles on the land , 
and were also waiting for the new land legislat ion being 
debated in parliament . The A lienation of Crown Land Act 
of February 1 86 8  proved disappoint ing for the northerners .  
The Port Denison Times received a copy of the first Act of 
1 86 8  a month after it was passed , but ·react ion from the 
Times subscribers was slow�  Exc ept for some general regulat ions 
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the Act was c oncerned almost exclus ively with land holding 
in the southern part of the colony . ( 4 1 )  Local Bowen squatters 
had rec eived little or no relief from the long await ed 
legislat ion . 
Meanwhile , a political reshuffle had placed Fitzgerald , the 
Kennedy representat ive , in the important portfolio of Colonial 
Treasurer , and ·Kennedy prospects immediately seemed a l ittle 
brighter .  Despite crit ic ism from squatt ers for alleged 
overprot ect ion of farming interests and for ignoring his 
past oral constit uents ,  Fit zgerald laboured lang and hard in 
debate for his squatter electors , and dur ing the land debat e ,  
h e  urged freeholding , at a low pr ice of 5 / - an acre , for 
northern pastures which were c las sified sec ond grade with no 
agricultural potent ial . ( 42) In February 1 86 9 ,  there was yet 
another polit ical upheaval in Br isbane which led to the 
res ignat ion of Fitzgerald , who t ook no further part in 
parliamentary Rr oceedings for the remainder of his t erm  of 
office .  The Kennedy thus lost representation at a cruc ial 
time . The local Bowen newspaper complained that "Fit zgerald 
has left us in the lurch'' , and his departure from polit ics 
certainly harmed the move for provincial c ounc ils ,  as support 
died almost at once in Bowen and the Kennedy , as well as other 
North Queensland areas . By the end of February 1 86 9 ,  two 
public meet ings had been called in Bowen with the renewed 
demand for outr�ght separation to be achieved by pet it ioning 
the Br iti sh Government . ( 43) 
In June 1 86 9 ,  elect ions were scheduled and a rather strange 
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event occurred in Bowe n .  The elect ion c ont est in the 
Kennedy appeared t o  rest between Michael Cunningham and 
Mr Hardy , both supported by Townsville . ( 44)  In response t o  
this bid by Townsville t o  dominate the region ' s  polit ic s ,  
Bowen res idents nominated the English radical John Bright , 
11a man of s ome weight at home who will -take our cause  before 
the Queen . .  11 and 11 a  champion of liberty" who will " break 
the iron rod of the s outh" . ( 45 )  He was therefore included 
on the election card , and unbeknown to  him ,  emerged the 
successful candidate by one vote to represent the Kennedy 
district in the c olonial parl iament . Strong support for 
John Bright was r egistered in Mackay , an expression perhaps 
that no other candidat es  had bothered to visit that t own , 
and in Bowen , t.he overwhelming v ote for Br ight was as much 
an attempt to thwart Townsville , as genuine c onf idence in 
the candidat e . ( 46 )  In t h e  inland , t h e  squatt ers hardly 
voted , displaying c ons iderable apathy, and the elect ion was 
in fact a c onte st among the three c oastal t ownships of 
Bowen , Mackay and Townsville . 
Mr Bright never did appear in the colony t o  take up his 
position in parliament . The J ohn Bright episode received 
mention in the Queensland Parliamentary Debate s  as follows : 
" The S peaker stat ed that he c onsidered it t o  be his 
duty to  report to the House that s ince the receipt by him 
on the 24th July last , of the Writ of Elect ion c ert ifying 
the return of J ohn Bright Esquire for the Electoral D istr ict 
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of Kennedy , n o  such persons had ever presented himself. t o
be sworn or had subscribed t o  the roll . Under those 
c ircumstanc e s ,  it appeared t o  him that the Member for Kennedy 
had been absent for one whole sess ion of the Legislature • 
( 47 ) The seat was subsequently declared vacant . Although 
this incident was c ons idered by s ome to be a j oke , it was 
in fact a s olemn prot est on tWo count s :  a protest b y  the 
North Kennedy S eparat ion League against the refusal of the 
s outh to  assist the north in their efforts t o  realise their 
separate c olony ambit ions , ( 48 )  and a prot est by Bowen and 
Mac kay resident s  at Townsville ' s  att empt t o  achieve regional 
political dominance .  
Consequently,  the separation movement. was revived.  By this 
time , N orth Queensland had progres sed considerably and the 
discovery of g old at Cape River and Ravenswood made it s 
economic future look promising . Bowen st ill hoped for a share 
in the trade f�om these north8rn goldfields , and refused t o  
concede that Townsville provided more reliable and faster 
access to a port fac ility . The northern separat ists were 
wary of associat ion with Rockhampton as a result of their 
previous experience .  Reas oning that their small population 
would deter the Brit ish Government from granting them fully­
fledged responsible g ov ernment , they adopted the aim of 
separat ion as  a Crown Colony . ( 49 )  In a Crown Colony , the 
Queen , through J:ter appointed officials , would control the 
legislat ion and all public offic ers .  It was argued that 
North Queensland needed a period of tutelage under the  
British Colonial Office before it  would be ready for  the 
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onerous respons ibilit ies of self-government . The main 
obj ective was s imply for N orth Queensland to  be recognised 
as a separate colony from the s outh .  
This movement of 1 869-1 872 was the first move for the 
separat ion of North Queensland proper as dist inct from c entral 
Queensland . This t ime the boundary of the new colony was t o  
b e  at the line o f  Cape Palmerston s outh of Mackay ,  excluding 
Rockhampton and the c entral districts .  In 1 871 , a petition was 
sent to E:1gland asking for separ-ation, but it was refused by 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies in 1 872 on the grounds 
that the complex question of separat ion had not been adequat ely 
discussed in the Queensland parliament . ( o O )  The Br it ish 
Government was reluctant to interfere in the internal affairs 
of self-g ov erning c olonies like Queensland . This negat ive 
reply effectively put a halt t o  the northern movement until 
the 1 880 1 s  revival prompted by a strong sugar growing lobby . 
But other internal fact ors als o had contributed t o  the failure 
and collapse of the separat ion movements of the 1 86 0 1 s and 
early 1 870 ' s .  Ba sically , local loyalty proved stronger than 
regional unity in the K ennedy . At first Bowen had vied wit h 
Rockhampt on t o  be the capital of the planned new c olony . 
Other t owns such as Townsville and Mackay were unwilling t o  
assist e ither Bowen or Rockhampton in the bid for supremacy .  
Co- operat ion had, also been lacking between the n orthern 
past oral ists and the people in the coastal t owns , as  evidenc ed 
by the att empt of central Queensland squatt ers t o  organise an 
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ant i-separat ion petit ion.  Townsville also began to recognise 
its growing importance and plan it s future as a possible 
capital of a new northern c olony . During the remainder 
of the 1 87 0 1  s ,  there was little active campaigning for 
separation,  though in 1 876 , Bowen and Townsville vainly attempt­
ed to  initiat e  a mov ement . During this decade , northern 
complaints about financ ial discrimination became increas ingly 
strident . Northerners believed that the c entralisation of 
legislative and administrat iv e  powers in the s outh allowed the 
south to use the finances of the c olony for it s own benefit , 
��d to neglect es sential. public works in the north .  Public 
loans were raised on the security �f the whole colony , but , 
according to many N ort h Queenslanders , the money was applied 
mainly to s outhern development . Still the north had to pay it s 
share of interest , though it received no d irect benefit from 
developmental proj ects in s outhern Queensland . Administration 
was increasingly ineffic ient with greater distances from the 
capital as expans ion c ontinued . Further�ore , N orth Queens land 
lacked influence in parliament to remedy these injustices 
because seat s were allocated on a populati on bas i s .  
During t h e  1 870 ' s ,  pressure from North Queensland represent ­
atives in parliament. , stimulated a number o f  legi slativ e  
remedie s .  The idea was t o  divide Queensland into three or 
four provinc.es for f inancial purposes . S eparate acc ounts 
of revenue and �xpenditure would be kept , and the parliamentary 
repres�ntativ es  of each of the provinces would form c ommittees 
empowered to adv i s e  parliament on the financ ial administrat ion 
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of their province . ( 5 1 )  Southerners tended t o  find these so 
called "Financial Separati on1' Bills too drast ic , while 
northerners felt that they did not go far enough in redressing 
their grievance s .  Pleasing no-one , they wer e easily 
postponed or shelv ed .  In 1 877 , a Royal C ommission was 
appointed in an att empt to allay discontent in the more 
distant parts of the c olony , Such as Bowen.  As a result of 
it s deliberati ons , another Financial Separation Bill was 
drawn up " t o  provide for the division of the c olony into 
districts for financial purpos es , and to adjust the general 
and l ocal r e c e i pt s and expPndii .. ure of the c olony . 11 ( 52 )  
But this  bill  als o failed t.o pass  parliament . 
During the 1 870 ' s ,  the edit or of t. he Port Denison Times 
re ma ined pers istent in his calls for cont inuing efforts to 
bring about northern separation .  It was an interesting 
editorial in March 1 875  which encouraged the part icipation 
of the m ining pppulat j on in such a mov e . 
"The large digging populat ion is becoming aware of the 
fact that the profit. s from t h e ir labours are diminished 
in proport ion t.o the m i sg 0VPrnment and it s effect s under 
which they suffer . This class is not always so orderly 
as those with m ore  s ettled occupation ,  and when the extent 
of the disadvantage • . •  is fully known , this enforced  
drawback and factitious hindrance t o  a greater degree of 
prosperity will .not be allowed to continue • • •  Inc ident 
upon separation there will be direct import s ,  which will 
remove a lar
.
g e  portion of the expense incurred on the 
g oldfield . " ( 5 3)  Obv i ously, the more dedicated separat ist s  
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saw the need t o  br oaden the base of their support er s .  
However , the northern miners were more int erested in identify­
ing with Townsville than Bowen . I n  August 1 87 5 ,  the Queenslander 
observed that T ownsville had c ons olidated it s pos it ion as the 
first c entre of N orth Queensland , and on the other hand , 
" Bowen , splendidly situated as it is , with it s magnificent 
bay and its j etty built at a c ost to the country of £3 0 , 000 
has gradually retr.ograded into a c omparative insignificant 
place because Mt Wyatt ond Marengo proved failures as g old­
fields ,  and no otherfl w�re opened and squatting and agriculture 
proved insufficient of t hemselves  to make the port a flourishing 
one . 11 ( 54 )  Neither thP. mi ners nor squatters were suffic iently 
interested in the pol it ics of the separation move ment t o  
add their voices  to t h e  more radical t ownspeople . They 
often seemed more intent on foll owing their own affairs than 
those of the parliament . 
By 1 87 2 ,  the Bowen j et.t. y ,  onc e the sourc e  of so much 
community pride . had ber� orne infested with ,.,oodrot , and by 
1 875 , was c om ing apart. . A 11 wharfage at that time was built 
of hardwoods , that o ould rapidly det.erioratP. under unfavourable 
conditions . ( 5 5 )  The Government patched i t  u p  a s  best it 
could , and did a small amount· of dredging , but i port trade 
had waned . T ownsv ille had proved t o  have the better inland 
access ,  and the 'effects of the 1 866 rec ession had ended 
Bowen ' s  br ief peri od of expans ion . As  lat e as  1 86 8 ,  the Port 
Denison Tima·s had spoken of the amicable r ivalry between
the two port s ,  but by the mid 1 87 0 1  s, the truth s�eped out 
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that another port c ould serve the Kennedy hinterland better . 
( 56 )  Expansion throughout the whole o f  North Queensland had 
placed Bowen 1 s  role in the area in better perspectiv e . It 
was no larger than all other North Queensland c entres , as 
Townsville and r.fackay had become more dominant , and the 
regional r ivalry that had been so bitter throughout the 
1 870 ' s  finally placed Bowen i.n the losing , sec ondary positi on .  
In  summary,  the period 1 86 1  -1 880 was an active period f. or 
N orth Queensland political development , particularly in the 
first agitation for separation of a northern colony . The 
move for separat ion was sparked off by general s outhern 
g ov ernment negligenc e ,  the large distance between the north 
and the seat of g ov ernment in Bri sbane , Queensland 1 s 
capital , the poor c ommunic.ations by sea and land , and the lack 
of government spending on public works for the north . The 
pioneers in Bowen and the surr ounding Kennedy distr ict felt 
that they wer e .  owed better re�ognition for their efforts t o  
settle a fairly hostile and remote land , thereby adding 
much needed revenue to the c olony ' s  Treasury . It was not 
v iewed as a particularly radical move to demand s eparat ion , 
as it s eemed a natural progress ion for the area once it had 
become sufficiently establishe d ,  as had occurred in the 
separat ion of the c olony of Queensland from New S outh Wales 
in 1 8 59 .  
H owev er ,  the  separat j on movement foundered on  the  rock  of 
regional r iyalry , which became more and more intense during
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the 1 86 0 ' s  and 1 870 ' s .  At. first Bowen had envi saged heading 
the movement for separat i on and claiming the t itle of capital 
of any future northern c ol ony , but it quickly became apparent 
that Rockhampton held a similar view for it s own future . T o  
boost t h e  energy o f  t h e  movement , t h e  central and northern 
district j oined forc e ,  though the critical que st ion of which 
t own would become future capital remained a point of 
controversy . The Kennedy g ained polit ical respresentat ion 
in the Queensland parliament in 1 86 4 ,  and the succession of 
polit icians served the s eparat ion cause . The Members f or 
Kennedy all apprec iated the importance of promoting the north 
for separation in retaining the popularity of their c onstit ­
uents . Although the squatters had played a tradit i onally 
powerful role in Australian colonial politic s ,  in  the north 
few of them had the funds or leisure necessary f or parliamentary 
service during the 1 86 0 ' s  and early 1 870 ' s .  I n  fact . i n  many 
elections , t he pastoral v ote  for the Kennedy was minimal , 
and the elect ions were generally a contest between those 
supported by the three main coastal centres ,  Bowen , Townsville 
and Hackay . 
On a more local lev el ,  Bowen pushed it s own importance but 
failed to appreciate that physical locat ion meant that it s 
superior harbour was eventually overlooked in favour of the 
more strategically locat ed Clev eland Bay . Access  to the 
pastoral and mining industries of the hinterland was the 
chief criteria f or a port ' s  progres s  in the north ,  and Towns­
v ille rapidty emerged as the  more favourably locat ed c entr e .  
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Rivalry between the two ports was intense , with numerous 
personal fueds reported in the pres s .  Each centre  hoped t o  
capitalise fr om the mining boom o f  the early 70 ' s ,  but as 
most of the lucrativ e g oldfields were s ituated north of the 
Burdekin River , trade tended to flow to Townsville at Bowen ' s  
.los s .  A hard c or e  of separat ists c ontinued t o  promote Bowen 
as a pot ent ial capital of a nevr northern c olony , but realit y  
gradually dawned o n  even the most ardent spokesmen that 
Townsv ille had taken over as the chief centre of North 
Queensland by 1 88 0 .  Bowen still serviced the South Kennedy 
propert ies , and was bu ild ing a more productive agricultural 
industry , but this was insuffic ient to allow it to keep pace 
with Townsv i lle ' s  progre s s .  A l s o  t h e  port o f  Mackay was quickly 
growing in re sponse to the success of the sugar industry in 
that area . The first two decades of settlement in the Kennedy 
therefore c ould be v i ewed as a ' s ettling ' period , during 
which regi onal priorities were clarified ,  and unt il this was 
complet ed , the · move for northern separat ion could not gather 
the unified v oice required to make it a reality . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RACE RELATIONS 1 86 1 - 1 8 80 :  
AN ERA OF ABORIGINE/EUROPEAN CONFLICT .  
1 20 .  
For many year s ,  Australian race relations history has been 
written from the European v iewpoint . A more balanced assessment 
has only c ome with the research work of such histor ians as 
Stanner , Rowley , Reynold s ,  Hartwig and Riskup , who have 
pre s ented the " other side of the frontier11 in int erpreting 
racial conflict in newly opened front iers in Australia. 
In Bpwen and the surrounding Kennedy distr ict , invaluable 
work has been carried out by Reynolds and Laos , and this 
chapter will draw heavily upon their background informati on .  
( 1 ) I t  is m y  intent io n t o  analyse t he particular race 
relations experience of the - Aborigines and white settlers in 
Bowen and district in relat ion to the overall Australian 
experienc e .  There were s imilarities and differences . For 
the first generation of settlement in this area of North 
Queensland , relations between the two races  were dominated by 
violence and bloodshed , f ollowed by an aftermath of misery , 
distrust and resettlement of the Bowen tribe . European 
attitudes changed from outright fear of the Aborigines t o  
harsh resent ment . 
The Bowen district saw a more protracted c onflict between the 
indig enes  and new arrivals than most other frontier areas of 
Australia.  Reasons for this 'include such factors as the 
indifferent government policies , the already f or me'd att itudes
of the early settlers , the nature of the t errain .in the 
Bowen district and t he tropical climatic pattern which influence( 
the f or m  of white settlement . I s olation from white authority 
and the need to rely on pers onal suffic iency prevent ed 
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adequate 1aw enforcement . The infamous Native M ounted 
Police had a cons iderable part to play . B oth the Abor ig ines 
and Europeans had c onvinced themselves of the need f or v iolent 
res istance and aggression by the t ime that Bowen was settled , 
and from the first day this mutual c oriflict was pursued. 
Although the c onflict was inevitably scattered and sporadic and 
many encounters passed unrecorded, there is  nonetheless  ample 
material available to the res earcher to provide insight into 
this important facet of N orth Queensland hist ory.  
Firstly, it  is necessary t o  depict the  Aboriginal s ociety before 
white man c ame ; subs equently t o  examine rac ial c ontact from 
the earliest encounters through the first ten years of frontier 
settlement in Bowen and district , f ollowed by the second decade 
which was a period of fringe dwelling f or the last remnants 
of the B owen tribe s .  Two basic facts emerge :  g ood intenti ons 
and benevolent policies notwithstanding , the v ery act of 
settlement by whites implied that whenever the Abor igines 
c onfronted the encroaching newc omer , they would be crushed 
and that such action generated a c overt cultural resistance 
destined to last long after the init ial frontier era closed . ( 2 )  
The Europeans ventured north wit h  a well-established history 
of dealing v iolently with Aborigines in the s outh ,  and 
sufficient news of t he ir tactic s had reached the Bowen district 
tribes to ensure that their react ion t o  intrusion would be 
one of armed resistance , Certainly there were attempt s made 
by both g ov ernment and individual to limit the aggres sion , but 
the i solation and large unoccupied areas of the Kennedy 
hampered effective c ontrol of both 11 sides of the frontier" . 
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The inclus ion of this chapter o n  race relat ions i s  essential 
to the full understanding of the character of frontier 
settlement in Bowen and the Kennedy. 
Before European s ettlement , the distr ict later to become 
the Kennedy , was occupied by more than sixt een independent 
Aboriginal tribes . ( 3) Conc entrating on the S outh Kennedy 
region , there were the Juru people s outh of the Burdekin delta , 
whose territ ory c onnected with that of the Gia of the P ort 
Denis on area and hinterland . Then the Ngara ranged s outh t o  
Cape C onway and t h e  adjacent Whit sunday I s lands . The Biria 
lived along the Bowen River , and finally , the Bindal tribe 
occupied the territory between the Fanning River and the 
lower raches of the Burdekin . This was the established order 
of tribal t erritory at the t ime of inevitable European 
intrusion in 1 86 1 . 
The pattern of life and social orgnaisation of the Aborigines 
here seem to have been an extens ion of that generally prevailing 
throughout mainland Australia , As hunter-gatherers , the 
Aborigines utilised a stone-age technology which was skilled 
and effect ive ,  if primit ive . They lived in very close contact 
with the natural environment , and formed a c ollect ive s oc iety 
with an order based on general sharing of resources , notably 
f ood and worldly g oods . A highly mobile people , who frequently 
went on ' walkabout 1 ,  they valued personal property in the light 
of practical utility and ease of transport , placing little 
value on accumulati ons of material po. ssessions or dwellings 
of substanc e . ( 4)  These standards and  values were t o  be  in 
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marked c ontrast with those of the inc oming Europeans , and 
caused the settlers t o  greatly underestimate the c omplexity and 
durability of the Aboriginal culture . 
In cust om ,  there was a strong and fundamental bond between the 
Aboriginal people and their tr ibal land , as each man knew in 
intimate detail every feature of his natural environment . It 
provided es sent ial plant , water , animal and bird life 
necessary to sustain life . Because of it s all embracing 
supportive qu alit ie s , the land was imbued with a deep relig i ous 
s ignificance and held t o  a central place in Aboriginal mythology . 
( 5 ) In societ y ,  law and social orgnisat ion were deeply 
embedded in relig ion and inevitably . with the land . Thus 
there existed a c omplex web of assoc iation between Aboriginal 
s ociety and t he physical environment , the v ery c ommodity 
that the white men sought . ( 6 )  
C omparing pre-European N orth Queensland w it.h the situation 
elsewhere in Australia , L aos c oncludes that it repre sented 
a " land of milk and h oney" f or the Aborigines . ( ? ) This was 
part icularly so for the c oastal region near Bowen , r ich in 
game , edible plants and a variety of s eafood . In the interior , 
life was slightly more precarious during the frequent drought s ,  
but water was always available beneath the sand of �ry 
creeks , and the Aborig ines were extremely res ourceful in 
surviving in t.he most harsh c onditions.  It  would appear that 
the S outh Kennedy provided a g enerally s ecure envir onment 
for its original occ upant s ,  and it warrants comment that their 
hunter-gathering activities  were in greater harmony with the 
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natural environment than the land use activity of the 
inc oming European s .  
The well-being of the Aborigine s was noted b y  early visit ors  
t o  North Queensland . In 1 846 , Stokes reported that the 
Aborigines between Cape Cleveland and P ort Denison were 11 st out 
broad shouldered,  stalwart fellow s ,  and fat withal • • •  and
good humoured . 11 ( 8 )  Brayshaw c alculates that the population 
of the Aborigines before c ontact with the Europeans was in the 
order of 1 2 , 000 for the Herbert-Burdekin region before 1 86 1 , 
( 9 )  and Loos support s this suggest ion of high density by stating 
that the sheer numbers of the Aborigines of North Queensland 
would have 11 posed a greater problem to the invading Europeans11 
than 11 on other front iers . " ( 1 0 ) The impress ion is therefore 
one of a necessarily demanding life -style , but the s ituation 
was one of c omparat ive secur ity  and c ontentment , of intelli­
gent adaptation t o  environment and ut ilisat ion of res ources . 
The society  was organised and stable , and though primitive by 
European standards , the Aborigines operat ed within the 
c onstraints of a traditional g overnment which was practical 
and predictabl e .  
The European settlers ventured t o  Bowen with predetermined 
not ions of their rac ial superiority and c ivilisation,  and 
the right to occupy land regardless  of t he indigenous 
inhabitant s .  Example i n  the south o f  A ustralia. proved that 
the white s  were more powerful and few doubted that their 
proposed productive use of the land gave them the right t o  
c laim it by force from the nomadic , pr imitive Aborigines .  
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Social �arwinism was t o  bec ome a rising , influential theory 
which supported this attitude .  The ev olutionary theory seemed 
to prove that the 11passing11 of the Aborig ine was a " natural 
necessity" which came about in obedience to "a natural law . 11 
( 1 1 }  Of even greater importance than S oc ial Darwinism in 
shaping the moral attitude of Bowen 1 s settlers was t he over­
riding c ommitment to material progress which characterised 
Australian settlement from its earliest year s .  For reasons 
of practicality , c olonisation of the north was a .d istinct 
step forward in human progress involving the sacrifice of a 
few thousands of an inferior rac e .  Overal l ,  it was considered 
a small drawback f or such a huge gain. ( 1 2) There were L iberals 
amongst the s ettlers who did argue for a more enlightened 
approach in the treatment of Aborigine s ,  but. their v oice wa s 
a minority and the large distances and isolation of the 
frontier allowed the relentless  pursuit of personal ambition 
to dominate race relati on s .  
First recorded Aboriginal/European c ontact in the Kennedy was 
through the landings of British naval surveyors in the first 
half of the nineteenth centur y .  Captain P .  K ing enc ountered 
the Aborigine s in 1 81 9 , and recorded friendly c ontacts at 
Rockingham Bay , with an exchange of gifts taking plac e .  In 
1 84 3 ,  J .  Beet Juke s ,  naturalist aboard H. M . S. .  Fly , report ed 
a similar response from the Aborigines at P oint Upstart , 
Cleveland Bay and the lower Burdekin . ( 1 3 )  Howev er , repeated 
and prolonged European visit s  led to friction , and by 1 84 8 ,  
Aboriginal aggres s i on had flared. It is  likely to have been 
aroused by increas ing s ea traffi c  along the eastern c oast and 
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c onsequent clashes betw-een Aborigines and visit ors less scrupu­
lous or a s s iduous than the British naval c ommanders .  The 
early react ion of amity and hospitality was verified by the 
experience of J ames Morrill, a shipwrecked Brit ish seaman , 
who with s ix other survivors came ashore at Cleveland Bay in 
1846 . ( 1 4 )  Only M orrill survived t o  make c ontact with the 
outward spread of settlers s ome seventeen years later . At 
f irst Morrill had been taken in by the Juru tr ibe , but later 
transferred to the Wulguru of Mt Elliott , north of the 
Burdekin, with whom he lived f or twelve or thirteen year s .  
There seems t o  have been some religious s ignificance 
in the acceptance of Morr ill , as he was adopted into the 
tribal kinship system as a deceased brother reincarnate , but 
the incident illustrated the falJ.acy of preconceived expect ­
ations of instinctive Aboriginal fer oc ity . When Morrill 
returned to c iv ilisat ion with the whites , the Aborigines 
showed obv ious anguish at his departure , and he c ontinued 
to have a strong empathy for the people to  whom he owed his  
survival .  Morrill was s o  c onfident of th� c ompassionate 
nature of his former c ompanions that in 1 86 5 ,  he urged 
c ontinuance of the search for Leichhardt , being c onvinced that 
if the Abor igines found him in d istress ,  they would certa inly 
take him in, as they had done with M orrill . ( 1 5 )  
B y  the t i me of Dalrymple ' s  first explorat ion of the Kennedy 
district in  1 859/6 0 ,  t he Aborigines were host ile "t o  any
white intrusion. The explorat ion party met f ierce res istance 
to their progre s s , and Governor Bowen later wrot e ,  
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" The Aborigines i n  that part o f  the c olony are reported 
as being v ery numerous and hostile and as exhibit ing more 
athlet ic frames and a s omewhat higher order of intellect • 
still the s ix Englishmen who c omposed Mr Dalrymple ' s  party ,  
though often attacked,  were able t o  force their way through 
all opposition with the loss of a s ingle individual . 11 ( 16 )  
Certainly , Dalrymple was suffic iently i mpre ssed b y  t h e  strength 
of the attacking Aborigines to insist on adequate Nat iv e  
M ounted P olice protection f o r  the expedit i on o f  first settlers 
to Bowen in 1 86 1 .  During the sea exploration of Captain 
S inclair and his crew which led to t he actual discovery of 
P ort Denison in 1 85 9 ,  many encounters with Aborigines 
occurred. James G ordon reported the extreme caut i on with 
which the white explorers approached any c ontact s  with the 
indigenes . The . Aborigines at Bowen at first acted friendly , 
and in fact. were invited aboard the 1 Santa Barbar a '  after 
helping to fetch water for the crew. However two days lat er , 
natives attempting t o  ambush the crew were repelled and the 
party departed hurriedly to report their discov ery of t he 
harbour . In the nearby Whitsunday I slands , the small crew 
had a v ery close shave with the Aborig ines which c aused 
G ordon t o  note in his  j ournal that the Wh it sund�y Abor ig ines 
11are the most treacherous , murderous lot . They also understood 
the full importance of surprise  which is the great . art of 
war in all c ountries . " ( 1 7 ) 
E . M .  Curr in his  book 1 The Austral ian Rac e '  quotes a Sergeant 
B .  O ' Shea in describing the AborigP,nal inhabitants of P ort 
Denison at the t ime of f irst settlement . The first arr ivals 
1 28 .  
had already been treated t o  a h ostile exhibition by a large 
number of Aborigines on the shores of P ort Denison,  which 
forced the sea party to camp on nearby St one I sland , until 
the overland party arrived with the Native M ounted Polic e .  
The Bowen tribe lived a typically primitive lifestyle , wearing 
op_o ssum cloaks at night to ward off the c old,  ornaments made 
of kangaroo skin, shell and grass stems . Their weapons were 
a good deal carved and included wooden swords of up to f iv e  
feet in length ,  spears , clubs , and boomerangs but no woomera . 
( 1 8 )  The canoes of  the  Aborigines were made of pieces of  
bark stripped from the  ironbark tre e ,  sewn t oget her and  rendered 
watertight by smearing with the gum of the pine tre e .  When the  
first white settlers arrived in Port Den ison there were an  
est imated 5 0 0  Aborigines living within easy distance of  the 
new settlement , and many thousands spread north,  west and 
s outh of the t ownship . ( 1 9) M orrill was later able t o  describe 
the accuracy with which every acti on of the Europeans was 
reported. The Aboriginal intelligence section of tribal 
staff was far beyond anything the white men ever devi sed in 
the Same period . The women were splendid sc out s while the 
men hunted.  News spread rapidly between the tribe s ,  and any 
particular episodes of violence on the part of the new arrivals 
were well broadcast throughout the ent ire area . ( 20 )  Thus , the 
squatter s encountered well informed - Aborigines pre�ared to 
resist as past oral settlement radiated out from Bowen .  
Throughout the  period of  European settlement in  Australia , 
c olonial g overnment never came t o  t erms with the dilemma of 
Aborigines and land r ight s .  In lieu o f  any real s olut ion , 
1 29 .  
stop-gap prov is ions for Aboriginal protect ion were legislated 
but because of the nature and setting of squatting act iv ity ,  
these c ould be disreg arded on  the  frontier . ( 2� ) Frontier 
occupat ion proceeded without rational or humane directi on in 
regard to the Aborigine s ,  and individual attitudes and 
dec is ions formed the real power . The recent hist ory of frontier 
mas sacres by Abor ig ines in central Q ueensland , notably at 
Hornet Bank in 1 85 7 ,  and Cullen-la-ringo in 1 86 1 , were accepted 
as proof and warning of Aboriginal treachery and ferocity . 
The squatters passing through Bowen in 1 86 1 , wit.h two generations 
of frontier lore and attitudes ,  bore the expectat ion that they 
would have t o  fight f or their land and almost as a matter of 
c ourse they brought with the m ,  the established agent of 
frontier pacification,  the Native Mounted Polic e ,  an Qbvious  
exten sion of the  methods formerly employed by  the New S outh 
Wales government . This force originated in New S outh Wales 
in 1 842 ,  and their effect ivenes s in the outer d istricts there 
led to their retention for frontier service as the squatting 
movement moved north . Detachments were generally s mall , 
c ompris ing a senior European officer and perhaps a subordinate 
off ic er , a camp sargeant and usually between five to ten 
Aboriginal trooper s .  In the case of the f irst detachment of 
the Native M ounted Police t o  Bowen,  there were 1 5  trooper s ,  
under the c ontrol o f  3 European officers who reported t o  
L ieut enant P owell ;  a particularly large force f or the  t ime , 
but hopeles sly inadequate t o  patrol the enormous- -area of 
the newly proclaimed Kennedy d istrict . ( 22 ) Instructions 
t o  the Queensland' f orce outlined in parliament in 1 86 1  prov ided 
that they should patrol squatting runs and be on call to the 
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1 3 1 . 
squatters in any emergency .  They were also �o be employed 
to " disperse  any large assemblages of blacks11 as  11 such 
meetings invariably led to depredat ions or murders ., 11 Their 
dut ies als o involved t-he apprehension of suspected Aboriginal 
criminals , and any suspected outrages were to be severely 
punished , to impres s  upon them the meaning and effectiveness 
of European authority .  ( 23) 
The Nat ive P olice set the t one of the law as it emphasised 
the sanction of force and was for over three decades the main 
instrument of g ov ernment policy in Queensland . By 1 86 1 , it s 
methods had aroused public critic ism ,  which led to a Select 
C ommitt ee of the Legislative A s sembly t o  inquire int o the 
organisation and management of the Force and to look .at the 
whole quest i on of 11how far j_t may be practicable to ameliorate 
the present c ondition of the Aborigines" of Queensland . ( 24) 
Despite the grim evidence presented about atroc ities  carr ied 
out by the Native Polic e ,  the Inquiry f ound generally in 
favour of the Forc e ,  and it c ontinued as the v eh icle of 
g overnment administration of the Aborigines in the Bowen 
d istrict throughout the 1 860 ' s .  Winifred C owin who has 
studied the Native Police  in detail , makes it clear that the 
uncertainty about the l imit s of its functions and powers 
remained throughout it s existence .. It was c onsta?tly inv olved 
in actions which were illegal for p olic e ,  though not for a 
military body under c onditions of martial law(which never
seems to have been declared) . ( 25 )  
Lieutenant Powell was an ' old hand ' i n  the Force b y  the t ime 
1 32 .  
h e  arrived i n  Bowen. I n  1 85 7 ,  h e  had been involved i n  the 
s earch for the Aboriginal culprit of the Frazer family 
mas sacre of central Queensland , when he  headed a party of 
native troopers and white squatters on a punit iv e expedition 
in which Aborigines were pursued and attaeked ind iscr iminately . 
( 26 )  His  Force ·in Bowen was mounted,  uniformed and ar,med 
with deadly Snider carbine s .  The Officer -in-Charge of Bowen,  
Dalrymple ,  was a st-aunch advocat e of the use of white troopers 
and the development of friendl y ,  peaceful relat i ons with the 
Aborigines . The two men soon clashed ,  and no doubt this inter-
rupted the running of the Forc e .  Yet , within two months of 
persistent Aboriginal attacks in the terrain to  the north of 
Bowen , Dalrymple had modified his  ideas and had resorted 
to act ive part icipat i on in what had become a situat ion of 
rac ial warfar� . ( 27 )  
As  occupat ion spread out. from Bowen , squatters increasingly 
t ook dispersal and defence matters upon themselves . In 
December 1 86 1  a police officer report.ed that a Bowen River 
squatter had formed a v ig ilante group to c ounter threatening 
Aborigine s ,  and so the process  c ontinued throughout the 
northern d istrict . It was indeed paradoxical that despite 
the clause in. the squatting act which expressly forbade 
squatter interference with Aborigines on their runs , ( 28 )  
the  government made no  secret of the  fact that the  para military 
activit.y by s ettlers was condoned and expected . · When the 
Bowen squatter , J ohn Yeat e s ,  claimed damages  from the g overnment 
f or not be ing adequately prot ected against Aboriginal attack , 
he was adv ised that it was his  duty t o  arm and protect himself . 
( 29 )  
1 33 .  
Thus , d ir ect participation i n  frontier conflict was a 
practical reality , and it was a rare squatter who d id not 
share in the dispersal of Abor igine s .  By 1 86 4 ,  aggressiv e  
Aboriginal resistance became a n  intensive guerrilla campaign 
in which they ut ilised their spec ial skill and resources of 
the natural environment t o  cause maximum inj ury to the 
Europeans . The scattered nature and scarc ity of t he European 
population assisted Abor ig inal purpose , and having seen the 
futility of massed c onfrontation against armed European groups , 
they concentrated their attacks on i solated travellers and 
workers ..  From late 1 86 4 ,  11 black outrages" ·were reported in 
the Port Denison o �Times in incretas ing numbers , amid g eneral 
cries of anger and reveng e .  
The European mortality rat e  from t h i s  Aboriginal campaign is 
d ifficult t o  know for certain.  Robert Gray calculated that 
" during the 6 0 1 s ,  probably 1 0  to 1 5 %  of the white populat ion 
lost their lives to the blacks" . ( 30) The Nat ive Pol ice  1 s 
L ieutenant Marlow c onsidered 20 t o  30%  to be more accurat e . ( 31 )  
Laos and Reynolds have compiled a register from reports in 
newspapers ,  g overnment record s ,  diaries etc ,  ·and asc ertained 
that there were 56 deaths attributable to Aboriginal resistance 
in N orth Queensland during the 1 86 0 1 s . ( 32 )  But many deaths 
must have g one unrec orded, lonely travellers lost ,without 
trace and shedherds disappearing from their isolated bush 
posting s .  This. A boriginal hostility strongly discouraged 
labour in the Kennedy reg i on , and the case of squatter Robert 
Gray abandoned by his shepherds typified the s it uation 
throughout much of the distr ict . In  Bowen , newly arrived 
1 3 4 .  
immigrants seeking work refused frontier employment .; Pastoral 
runs languished f or want of builders and labourers and stock 
went unshepherded and unprotected . At least two stations , 
Inkerman and Victoria Downs , were abandoned in the mid 1 86 0 ' s  
due t o  A boriginal hostility . 
On Reedy Creek Downs , W .  Hill had "three shepberds in charge 
of 2 , 000 sheep -each.  They had to be armed with Terry Rifle and 
C olt ' s  Revolver as  the blacks were always on the aggressiv e . "  
( 33 )  Even the station hut had  t o  have loop-holes in the 
walls to allow firing through and these were put to frequent 
use . ( 34 )  His final c omments prove that armed resistance was 
very much acc epted by both sides . He concluded that "the 
only wise thing to do on seeing a black was to shoot , and 
shoot straight , otherwise he would certainly spear y ou . "  ( 3 5 )  
I n  h i s  reminiscences o f  h i s  days as  a Native Mounted P olice 
officer in the Kennedy district , Edward Kennedy recognised 
that it was "natural" for the Aborigines to  fight f or their 
land in the face of the white invasion . Thus he admitted 
that the frontier situation near Bowen was in fact regarded 
as a race war .  He also admitted the excesses  of N at ive  
P olice methods , when he stated that " some epis odes c onnected 
with the doings of the Force cannot be published" because 
11events happened which were unavoidable , and the ' boys ' 
g ot beyond the c ontrol of officers in certain c ircUmstances . "  
( 36 )  The Native Troopers were Aborigines drawn. from various 
tribes in more settled districts ,  and they proved v ery  adept 
at tracking and hunting down fellow Aborigines . Often they 
discarded their unif orms and d isappeared into the bush in 
1 35 .  
pursuit of their human prey , while white officers were left 
beh ind ,  unable to c ontrol the s ituat ion. 
However ,  not all white settlers were to c ondone bloodshed . 
At Ex moor , on t.he Bowen R iver , despite the loss of stock and 
station property to the l oc al "wild blacks" , Biddulph Henning 
was unwilling to shoot the offenders .  When the st olen 
property was found in an Aborig inal camp on his property , t he 
camp was burnt as a lesson and all of the Aboriginal weapons 
were c onfiscated but B ilddulph !!enning res isted the temptat ion �o 
shoot them .  A lthough his  native station hands wer.e very 
keen to kill their Aboriginal 1 c ous ins 1 ,  Henning prevented 
them from c arrying out this usual f orm  of front ier j ustice . 
( 37 )  There seems t o  have been little r a c e  loyalty between 
different tr ibes , as  an Aborigine from one tribe was quit e 
willing t o  f ire upon an Aborigine from another . It was this 
lack of unity between the different Abor�gine tribes that 
greatly weakened their strength of res istanc e .  It also 
explained why guerrilla tacti c s  were favoured , as  the small 
tribal bands c ould carry out raids more effectively this way , 
without in any way relying on neighbouring tribes for support . 
By the m id 1 86 0 ' s ,  stock losses were serious , and a s ign that 
the Aborigines had been driven back from their hunting grounds 
and their game scattered ,  so that . they were desperate for
food.  However , killings of sheep and catt le wel'·e not l im ited 
to meeting f ood demands , as the Aborigines were quick t o  realise 
the value of the stock to the 'Sq·uatters , and deliberately 
killed the animals as part of their war . ( 38 )  From the c omplaints 
1 36 .  
and estimates that were crowding into the offices of the 
P ort Denison Times by 1 86 6 ,  the animals dest oyed in this 
campaign must have numbered thousand s . Such was the 
frequency of t hese incident s that the edit or , Rayner , c omplained 
unsympathetically that he  was sick of reporting stock losses . 
( 39 )  The Aborigines had mount ed a highly intelligent and 
effective economic campaign.  The supply bullockies travelled 
in small c onvoys for mutual prot ection. If the heavily 
laden wagons were left unattended f or any length of t ime, the 
Aborigines were quick to thieve foodstuffs and v ar ious metal 
obj ects which they c ould put to g ood use . Thus Aboriginal 
resistance in t he district around Bowen developed into a well 
c onceived strategy , us ing guerrilla tactics to avoid suicidal 
c onfrontation .  The material loss to the squatters was certainly 
c onsiderable and very keenly felt , and made the frontier 
experience a· harrowing one espec ially when c ombined with the 
hards..h.ips  of depress ion. and environmental challe·nges also 
faced during the 1 86 0 1 s .  
Despite this  determined resistance of the Kennedy Aborigines , 
the long t er ms result was not in. doubt . A s  one observer 
c ommented:  
" There can be little doubt howev er ,  about the final 
result , as f or every white man · k ille�,  six blackfellows on 
the averagl'!•' bit·e the dust . " ( 40)  By 1 86 8 ,  the c onflict had waned , 
and large ar eas were c onsidered pacified with the Aborigines 
reduced in numbers and displaced from their tradit ional lands . 
Yet in several selected  regions where t errain provided 
sanctuary , res istance c ontinued for longer periods . At 
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Fletcher ' s  Creek oppos it e  t h e  Dalrymple t ownship o n  the 
Burdekin , the Aborig ines found the permanent wat er ,  fish and 
game and natural fort ificat ion which allowed them t o  keep up 
prolonged res istance from a secure refuge . As lat e as 1 87 0 ,  
Aborigines from this area were still attacking shedherds hut s 
and killing and scattering herds in the area . ( 41 )  Howev er , 
inevitably, the stores of game depleted and the last res isters 
were forced to leave their sanctuary and became easy targets 
f or the squatters and Nat ive Polic e .  Some endeavoured t o  reach 
a settlement with the whites  by means of d iplomacy , as 
occurred at Strathdon station in the Bowen district . A 
squatter succes sfully negotiated with neighbouring clans t o  
bring host ilities t o  a n  end. The report. indicates that he 
used as  a go-between a - local Aboriginal woman who had been 
living on the stat ion f or some t ime . ( 42) 
Front ier c onflict in the Kennedy during t he 1 86 0 ' s  was there­
fore a bitter racial war .  I n  compari s on with other Australian 
front iers , B owen suffered very high casualitaes and experienced 
a long period of fighting before the Aboriginal populat ion 
was fully subdued . Not only were the Aborigines a ided by 
the availability of abundant f ood resources and suitable 
places of res istance ,  but they were fac ilit ated  by the degree 
of i s olati on and s carc ity of 'the EU:ropean populat i on ,  plus
slow development and g overnment economic restrict i ons on 
prot ect ion due to the coinc idence of northern expans ion with 
the depres s ion. Gov ernment s pending on the Nat ive P olice 
Force was curtailed as  a direct result of the depress ion in 
1 865-66 . 
1 3 9 .  
The c oming o f  the Europeans was catastrophic for the 
Aborigines as they not only were killed wholesale , but lost 
possess ion of the root s  of their soc iety and cultur e ,  the 
land . Drawing from many sources , Reynolds c oncludes that the 
Aboriginal death rate in North Queensland was probably ten 
t imes greater than t hat of the European , though no  more definite 
t ot al estimate is poss ible than " a  minimum of 5 , 00011 . ( 43)  
There c an be no doubt that the loss was v ery great , not only 
due to shoot ing , but from malnutrit.i on ,  European illnes s  and
also poisoning , as it was occasionally reported that pois oned 
flour was used to eJ<t erminate whole camps of Aborigines . ( 44)  
A s  late as  1 874 ,  the f indings of a Royal Commiss ion on 
Aborigines expressed an almost universally accept ed opinion 
throughout the c olony that the Abor ig ines were a "rac e ,  the 
great majority of whom whatever may be done to improve 
their condit ions , there was too much reason to fear are 
doomed to early ext incti on . " ( 45 )  When host ilit.ies  ended , the 
Aborigines became prone to a new set of threat s .  The Crown 
Land ' s  Alienation Act of 1 86 8  included a clause giving the 
g ov ernment power to grant , entrust or by proclamat ion t o  
reserve , e ither t emporarily o r  permanently,  any Crown Lands 
required for the benefit of the Aboriginal inhabitant s of 
the c olony . It became the basis for an experimental reserve 
system undertaken in the mid sevent ies . In 1 871 , a reservati on 
of 1 4 , 080 acres was set aside  in the K ennedy di.strict near 
Mackay , and Aborigines settled there fairly successfully for 
s ome t ime.  However , little was done at Bowen or Townsville 
1 40 .  
before a n  end was p.ut t o  the Commiss ion ' s  act ivit ies b y  the 
refusal of parliament t o  pas s a v ot e  of cf 1 ,600 requested to
expand reserves in 1 878 . ( 46 )  The Aborig ines remained a 
lost rac e .  
B y  t h e  1 870 ' s ,  racial c ontact had c oncentrated i n  t h e  small 
t owns servic ing the past oral frontier .  Bowen attracted many 
of the tribes from the South Kennedy and a fringe settlement 
grew up on the out skirts of the t own, much to the discomfort 
of the white t ownspeople.  Although life in Bowen for Europeans 
was not as  threatening as it was in the more remote district s ,  
the c ommunity there still experienced c ollective anxiety 
when the Aborigines began huddling down at the nearby swamp . 
The t own camp became a s anctuary where the remnants of local 
tribes were j oined by others forced in from the hinterland 
by the dwindling f ood supplies or the crack of the Native 
P olice Carbines . I n  October 1 86 9 ,  the Port Denison Times 
noted that the "blackfellows are coming about in c onsiderable 
numbers ,  there being a good many camped on the Don River and 
a g ood many on this s ide of Muller ' s  Lagoon . This last place 
i s  t oo near t own , and they ought not be allowed to c amp ther e ,  
as  they are a nuisanc e t o  their neighbours , not that they 
seem mischiev ous , but that their principal enj oyment in life , 
their recreation after the labours of hunting , seems t o  
c onsist in a nightly c oncert , o r  dis-c ert , i f  i t  be allowable 
to c oin such a word , c ommenc ing a bout 8 . 00 pm and c ont inuing 
t ill the small hours . " ( 47 )  Though t h e  T imes editor was 
gratified that the Aborigines were safe from random killing , 
he warned the Bowen inhabitants to keep on their guard , as  
1 41 .
it was absurd t o  expect any k indly feeling t o  exist t oward 
the whit es in the heart s of the Aborigines , so shortly after 
the reign of t error by which they had been kept in subjection. 
( 48 )  By  J une 1 86 9 ,  there were more than 200 Aborigines 
gathering in Bowen ' s  immediate v ic in it y ,  and serious quest i ons 
were arising about how best t o  c ope with this new devel opment 
in c ontact between European and Aborigine . 
Reynolds has researched the fringe camps of Aborigines in 
nineteenth c entury Queensland , and many of his c onclus ions 
are based on the evidence offered in the Port Denison Times 
of Bowen . The disintegration of the Aborigines i s  well 
chronicled by t hat newspaper , and many lett ers  to the edit or 
reflect the white thinking of the time .  The idea of reserves 
being set as ide for the last of the Abor igines was a frequent 
theme , and in J une 1 86 9 ,  there was t alk about the allocation 
of lands along the Don River f or this caus e .  A station was 
suggest ed , which would be inhabited solely by the Aborigines ,  
allowing them t o  pursue their tradit ional ways , thus removing 
the itinerant c ampers from clos e to the t own , and also 
protecting them from some of the abuses that the whites  
offered . ( 49 )  In ,fact , the  edit or of  the P ort Den ison Times 
expressed a very enlightened view in 1 86 9  when he declared 
that it would be appropr iate for the government to " appoint 
a Protector of Aborigines , whose duty it should be t o  go 
amongst them,  learn something of their languag e '  ( see A ppendix  
2 ) , as:: er>tain their movements ,  mediate between them  and  the  
1 42 .  
Europeans , and protect the Aborig ines from the whites 
and the white s  from the Aborigine s .  11 ( 5 0)  Another r esponse 
to the plight of the Aborigines was forthc oming from K ennedy 
squatters in an unusual. proposal , made as early as 1 867 , when 
c onflict was by no means ended . A squatter pet ition was 
forwarded to Brisbane outlining a plan whereby s everal runs 
in the district would be reserved for exclusive Aboriginal 
us e ,  ( 5 1 ) no doubt inspired by earlier reserve schemes in 
southern c olonie s .  This proposal showed rare squatter 
inclination to  share the land with the Aborigines amidst the 
atmospnere of nineteenth century expans ion ; like Morrill ' s  
proposal for a s imilar scheme , it would have involved inevitable 
d ifficult ies ,  but it is regrettable that it received no  more 
than summary attention from the g overnment . 
Various schemes .were implemented in the country by the more 
enlightened squatters , to permit peaceful co-ex istence between 
whit es and A borigines . At Strathdon , Frederick Bode , a 
s ignatory t o  the unsuccessful pet ition of 1 86 7 ,  began t o  
admit t h e  Aborigines t o  h i s  run i n  February 1 86 8 .  H e  was 
ridiculed by fellow s ettler s ,  but persevered to allow over 
one hundred people to camp on his property . The predict ed 
mas sacre was not f orthcoming , and it was not long before 
the Aborigines were showing their $kills as  st ockmen on the 
stat ion. With this example and others ,  many K ennedy squatters 
admitted t he Aborig ines t o  their land in 1 86 8 -6"9 , with many 
A borigines present ing t hemselves  at homesteads once the word 
had s pread among them of the different treatment being dealt 
1 43 .  
out by the white s . ( 5 2) A new phase of race relations was 
t hus ushered in . 
A public debate on the quest ion of Aboriginal protection and 
welfare was mounted in the Bowen district in the last years 
of the 1 86 0 ' s ,  largely stimulated by the actions of Rev Ian 
Black,  the local Anglican minister . ( 53 )  Bode had recommended 
t he provision of such practical it ems as  metal axes and 
fishing net s ,  and urged that the government supply Aboriginal 
groups with perhaps a bullock a fort.night , which ,  as  he pointed 
out , was much more suitable than flour rat ions and dec idedly 
less expensive than t he maintenance of the Native Polic e .  
Finally h e  suggested a n  annual government allocation o f  a 
blanket t o  each Aborig ine . · The distribution of blankets 
was duly adopted,  but t his  was a c ompletely inadequate gesture 
without c ontribut ions of food and land , 
The settlements that formed on Bowen ' s  outskirts for the 
Aborigines became the s ource of much misery and illness .  
MalnutFition c ontinued a s  a maj or disability among the 
Aborigines after they had been " let in" because of poorly 
balanced and meagre diet and loss of their tradit ional food 
s ources . Equally detrimental was the effect of alcohol , t obac c o  
and even opium , which were found t o  hold a particularly strong 
attraction for the Aborigines . Alcohol was a maj or sc ourg e ,  
often supplied by unscrupulous Europeans i n  order t o  secure  
Aboriginal women, despite the  illegality of  supplying 
Aborigines with any spirit s .  The blacks ' camp provided 
c asual , underpaid sex f or the male residents of Bowen.  Only 
144 ·  
a few  weeks after the  local tribes had been  let  in t o  Bowen , 
the Port Denison T imes noted that even some prominent c itizens 
had j oined the nocturnal procession t o  the camp . ( 54l  
The sedentary lifestyle in the fringe camps brought other 
problems . Confined in the same camp , members of different 
tribes were constantly warring with each other . Removed 
from their traditional hunting lands , the old beliefs of the 
Aborigines were gradually corr oded . Traditional authorit ies 
were challenged by the young who adjusted more quickly t o  the 
new c onditions , and who by employment and prostitut ion, came 
to provide the main support for the fringe dweller s . ( 5 5 )  
But . . despite t h e  deprivation and t ensions o f  l ife  in Bowen 1 s 
fringe settlement s ,  there were benefit s when c ompared with the 
s-ituation on s ome pastoral stat ions . Although SOJDe members of 
the pastoral camp were likely to be constantly employed with 
stock ,  or around the station home stead , pay was meagre and 
f ood only intermittently supplied to the whole camp , while 
the proprietorial attitudes of many squatters greatly limited 
Aboriginal freedom. Work in and around the t own of Bowen 
was unreliable ,  but at least there was a variety of employer 
and task,  and alternative poss ibilities in illegal activities . 
The town speople f ound Aborigines useful as cheap unskilled 
labour in the absence of an adequate supply of white domest ic  
s ervant s .  The blacks chopped wood , carried water , · rounded up 
horses , scrubbed floors and scoured pot s .  There were no 
regulations c oncerning their pay - they could be paid poorly , 
or not at all . ( 56 )  But when t h e  Aborigines became t oo 
useful or began t o  develop s ought after s kill s , they posed 
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an unacceptable threat to white labour . In 1 876 ,  a Bowen 
c orrespondent referred t o ,  
"the j ealousy of many working men, who ,  to  use their 
own express ion , don ' t  wish t o  see the bread taken out of a 
white man 1 s  mouth by a nigger , and endeavour in many cases 
t o  entice or frighten them away from any work they may be 
employed in . " ( 57 )  
Europeans made a list o f  other c omplaints about t h e  Abor ig ines 
from the neighbouring camps - begging and drunkennes s .  noise 
and indecenc y .  Theft was a problem, and in 1 874 ,  it was 
reported that c orn and potat oes  were being pilfered by the 
Aborigines in the Lower D on ,  and resident s were urging that 
their camp be relocated  further from European sett lement . 
Howev er , despite crit icism ,  abus e ,  and in s ome cases violence , 
the fringe dwelling Aborigines near Bowen were probably safer than 
their c ount erparts in. the bush. There were some white 
resident s in Bowen who opp os ed the use of indiscriminate 
violence and who afforded protection to the local Aborigines . 
The editorials in the P ort Denison Times often acted as a 
c onscience for the European s ,  reminding them that the Aborig ines 
had received extremely harsh treat ment in the past and deserved 
more c ons ideration once peace had been declared.  The 
presence of local police and m·ag istrat e s , and potential
witnesses  was als o a deterrent to overt v iolence .  However , 
the Abor ig ines remained a people without their most treasured 
possession , land . In 1 871 , an editorial in the Queenslander 
noted the dissat i sfact ion that the white population c ontinued 
to feel t owards their Aboriginal neighbours . 
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110utrages by blacks are bec oming t oo frequent in the 
Nort h ,  and cr ime of this kind i s  assuming a different aspect 
from the old t ime s pear ing of cattle or the massacre of 
station hands . The criminal black f ellow of the present day 
freqents the t own, gets drunk , robs houses , insult s women 
and otherwise c onduct s himself like a c iv il is ed whit e 
blackguard . " ( 5 8}  
Aboriginal dis satisfact ion with their treatment by the Euro­
peans is far less chronicled , but a cov ert resistance 
was maintained . On a Kennedy station in 1 874 , local Abor ig ines 
dres sed up two effigies  of whit e men and all the warriors 
present - a great number - after exc it ing each other with war 
s ongs and dance s ,  attacked the effigies  wit h  their tomahawks 
and cut them to piece s . ( 5 9 )  Once the Aborigines had come in 
from the bush t o  European c ommunities , their defiance had t o  
b e  h idden behind a mask of deferenc e .  However , their memories 
remained of the recent atrocit i es at the hands of whit e 
men and the Native Police , and it was an accurate observation 
of the Times edit or when he wrote that • we shall do well t o  
bear i n  mind that their feelings towards us  are and must be 
those of resent ment and hostility and that however the 
exhibition of those feelings may be restrained by mot ives  
of  policy on  their part , they do exist and probably will
c ontinue to do while t he race last s ,  and that this smouldering 
fire will be ready to burst into flame when fav l>urable 
conditi on s  offer . • ( 6 0) 
Throughout the 1 87 0 1  s ,  the r elations between Europeans and 
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and Aborig ines was an uneasy truc e .  Whites clearly held 
the upper hand , and the Aborigines had been forced to accept 
whatever prot ection and support was offered . The gov ernment 
made half-hearted efforts t o  e stablish a system of reservat ions 
to contain the last of the Kennedy tribe s ,  but a shortage of 
funds s oon interrupted this progress . The Aborigines suffered 
a breakdown of tribal structure and life-style , malnutrition,  
abuse , disease and psycholog ical alienation . Their population 
c ontinued to  decline , and of the estimated 1 , 500  Aboriginas 
living in the immediate area of Bowen in 1 87 0 ,  as  few as 200 
were to remain by the end of the century.  ( 6 1 ) Admittance to  
European society , with it s promise of  food and s ecurit y ,  was 
apparent ly quite as lethal to  the Aborigines as  the previous 
state of frontier warfare .  
North Queensland 1 s fr.ohtier experience followed a pattern 
which had been establs ihed not only in other Australian 
colonie s ,  but in most countries where colonialism and imper ial­
ism had proceeded with its pract ice of domination of the 
inferior native race by one means or another . There was never 
any s er ious doubt amongst the European s ettler s  that they would 
succeed in taking over the land and driving the original 
inhabitant s from it . They felt c ompletely j ustified in their 
approach by the higher order of their civilisat ion, which 
s eemed to place their needs well above those of such a 
primitiv e , uncivilised rac e .  I n  t h e  Bowen district , t he 
initial res istanc e of the Abor ig ines did cause the s ettler s  
s etback , but this only served t o  heighten t h e  aggr e s s ion of 
t he new s ettler s .  For the first decade  of s ettlement , race 
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relations c ould only be described as bloodthirsty and 
warlike . The isolation of the pastoral district , the 
remoteness of station homestead s ,  the solitary shepherds,  and 
the lonely bush tracks for travellers , all aided the guerrilla 
style t.actics of the res isting Aborigine s ,  which lengthened 
the period of active c onflic t .  While the settlers were 
struggling to c ome to terms with the tropical environment 
with it s harsh c limatic changes  and uncertainties , they were 
c onfronted with the c onstant threat from the marauding 
Aborig ines . The Queensland c olonial g ov ernment did little 
to protect either the whites or the Aborigines ,  wit.h t.he 
Native Mounted P olice the sole instrument of law and author ity . 
The Bowen contingent conformed with the brutal reputation 
that the force had already acquired in other sectors  of the 
colony , and revenged any Aboriginal aggression with indiscrimin­
at e slaught er . When the g oldfields north of the Burdekin 
River became productive in the late 1 860 1 s ,  this token force 
was relocated to the Dalrymple township from Bowen , t o  
afford better protection for t h e  g old digging s and t h e  well 
travelled road to  Townsville . Thus the settlers south of 
the Burdekin were largely left to their own devices until 
the Native P olice were returned to Bowen in 1 873 .  By then , 
the active resistance of the Aborigines had been halt ed ,  
and the remaining Aborigines were moving ont o stat ions and t o  
the out s kirt s of Bowen t o  form makeshift camps . 
The sec ond stage of Aborigine -European relations dur ing the 
1 870 ' s  was not much improved on the first decade of conflict . 
Though the power of the Europeans had finally beaten the
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Aborig ines into submission , rac ial t en sions continued . The 
fringe dwellers led s edentary liv e s ,  gradually losing their 
cust oms and tradit ions , and more and more becoming addicted 
to the worst aspects of white man ' s  soc i et y .  Prostttution 
excess  of alcohol and t obac c o ,  malnutrit ion, int er-tribal 
disputation,  and theft invaded their way of life . Although 
the white community at Bowen was hardly pleased with this 
development , the more unscrupulous characters actively 
encouraged the Aborigines �o indulge in these demoralis ing 
pract ices . Government remained largely disint erested in 
alleviating the plight of the dispos sessed people , and the 
Aborigines relied on the more humane Europeans f or the few 
necessit ies  that were forthcoming . The European population 
on the whole , res ented the intrusion of these uncivilised 
people t o  the very limit s of Bowen settlement , j ust as the 
Aborigines resented the settlers who had stolen their lands . 
An uneasy peace cont inued,  with the whit e s  taking a paternal istic 
stance in their treat ment of the Aborigines ,  and the Aborig ines 
feigning acceptance of their subservient s tat us . Underlying 
this was a mutual disrespect and distrust . 
On the frontier near Bowen , v iolence had been met with v iolenc e ,  
and the resistance o f  t h e  Aborigines had only int ens ified the 
conv iction of the s ettlers that they had t o  fight for their 
l ives  and land . Any peaceful alternative was quickly quashed 
as s elf-defence became t he prime preoccupat ion . · The frontier
dilemma was expressed by a squatter in a letter to the Port 
Denison T ime s , as he b itterly defended front ier act ion i.n 
the Bogen area . It is not " fun" and " brav ado" he insisted ,  
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but a grim matter of necessity ,  and he invited his urban 
cr it ic s  to go to the bush and experience it for themselves . 
( 62 )  The lack of enlightened g ov ernment direction was perhaps 
the s ingle most important factor contributing to the 
destructive relation ship between the Aborigines and s ettler s ,  
but g overnment , a s  a reflect ion of soc iety , was dedicated t o  
progres s and development , and planning any policy for the 
Aborigines amidst the frugal budget programme of the 1 86 0 ' s  
had v ery low priority.  There was n o  place for Native P olice 
refor m ,  for c ostly welfare or reserve schemes in the 
political thin�ing of the t imes . M at erialism triumphed , and 
the more remot e the front ier , the less  humanitarianism 
prevailed . 
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CHAPTER S IX 
BOWEN ' S  EVOLUTION AS A PORT SETTLEMENT :  
REALITY VERSUS EXPECTATION. 
1 56 .  
The culmination of this thesis i s  t o  examine the reasons 
why Bowen failed t o  l iv e  up to the early expectations of its 
founders during the first generation of s ettlement , 1 86 1 -
1 880 .  During t he first five year s , a mood of optimism and 
high ex�ectation prev aile d ,  as pastoral settlement fanned out 
from the port , and new settlers rushed to  the area in s earch 
of their fortune . The financial depression cf the mid 1 860 ' s  
dealt this posit iv e  outlook a cruel blow , but by that t ime , 
other setbacks were be ing felt , such as the aggre s s ive  res istance 
of the Aborigines , the extreme isolation of the settlement 
from other e stablished c entres , and the unpredictable 
climat e .  By the 1 870 1 s ,  gradual improvement was evident , 
as the depression was r eplaced by a more bouyant economy , as  
the  Abor igines were brought under European c ontrol and the  
squatters and far mers had  c ome t o  t erms with the  pecularities 
of their tr;opical envj_ r onment . Although it became obv ious that 
the region was not able to  fulfill original expectat ion � 
the Bowen s ettlers were c oming t o  t erms with the reality of 
their s ituati on ,  and accepted  that a steady and reliable 
livelihood c ould be made. in the area , but that no overwheln:ing 
progre s s  c ould be expected.  By 1 88 0 ,  Bowen emerged as  a 
stable but sec ondary port settlement , which was a far cry 
from the grand iose plans for its regional supremacy that were 
made by the first settler s .  
This theme o f  reality versus expectation is a n  integral 
part of understanding the past and current development of 
t he whole N orth Queensland region.  High expectation and 
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opt imiSm were not sufficient t o  guarantee the prog:i-es s  
o f  the early settlement . Other ingredients were essential -
strategi� location , plentiful natural resourc e s , favourable 
envj ronment., ruitability of the actual s it e  for settlement , 
adequate potential for diver sification of industry and 
the motivation of the settlers to  promote their settlement . 
Bowen ' s  example was to prove that when these important 
factors were lacking , progress was hampered and other c entres 
in the reg ion c ould c ompete fer supremacy .  Bowen was 
originally chosen as a s it e  for port settlement because of 
its strategic location in relat ion to  the newly proclaimed 
pastural district of the Kennedy . However,  after the 
original enthus ias m ,  it became apparent that the natural 
barrier of the Burdekin River , the lack of mineral resourc es , 
in particular gold , the har<Ships c aused by the tropical 
environ�ent with frequent drought and the lack of foresight 
amongst s ome of the town ' s  busines smen , were to cause 
serious s et -back t o  Bowen 1 s  hopes t o  bec c�e the leading c ity 
of N orth Queensland . Instead of pr ime plac e ,  Bowen 
occupied a secondary function in the region . It becan:e 
a s mall man ' s  front ier , With modest capital and det ermination 
settlers c ould build a future for themselves . By 1 880 , 
Bowen had evolved from a flourishing new .port centre for the 
entire Kennedy district , to a stable , but secondary port 
f or a fairly c onfined district s outh of the ·Burdekin R iver . 
Much of its  business and g overnment function had relocated 
t c  the more successful centre of Townsv ille , and even the most 
parochial and opt imistic resident s of Bowen were fcrced tc 
accept the redueed status of their t own in the N orth 
Queensland region.  
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Bowen ' s  strategic locat ion was a v ital factor in its 
development . The s ite was chosen f or sett lement primarily 
because the port was a f ine , natural harbour for shipping , 
and located in an ideal place t o  serv ice the expanding 
past oral frontier . Exploration of the distr ict that becarr.e 
known as  the Kennedy had established that f ine pastures 
existed for sheep at a t ime when favourable market c ondit ions 
had stimulated an intense interest in squatting expans ion . 
A s  the K ennedy was too  far removed from the already established 
port of RockhamptOn,  another cutlet was sought , and Bowen 
duly fulfilled the role of the K ennedy port settlement . 
Settlers rushed t o  the area with high exFectation ra ieed ty 
the glowing descriptions of the explorer s .  Other asset s  
were als o c ons idered . In his  f irst report rec oremendati on 
for sett lement of Bowen district , Dalrymple ment ioned that 
11an admirable route exists through this region for the 
pas sage of the proposed Anglo-Australian telegraph . " ( 1 ) 
Thus an impress ion was formed that the new settlement would 
be s ituated on the co�munications l l feline between Australia  
and Engla nd . Subsequent reports made by Dalrymple and 
L ieutenant Smith of the ' Spitfire ' expedition cor.firmed that 
Bowen was a beaut iful , natural harbour , eminently suitable 
as a port of access f or the entire Kennedy . 
The Kennedy experienced a �inor land. rush during it� first 
year s .  The squatters invaded the district , undeterred by 
distance and heedle s s  of future d ifficulties . The easy terms 
of the new Queensland land laws drew them l ike a magnet , 
and they had little thought for the hazards of pasturing 
sheep in a troJ::ical e.nvironn:.ent . In the meant ime , it was 
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dec ided that Brisbane was t o  b e  connected with the capitals 
of the other Australian c olonies by telegraph wir e .  The 
Dutch,  having finished the cable from S ingapore to Batav ia , 
expressed a desire to connect with Australia , and in the  
opening speech of  Queensland ' s  parliament in 1 86 0 ,  a cable 
from Java to  the Gulf of Carpentaria , and a telegraph line 
from there to Brisbane. via the new coastal s ettlements in 
Queensland was proposed.  Direct trade with Britain via the 
Dutch East Indies and the Torres Strajt s ea rout e ,  which 
augered well for the North ' s  future was also adv ocated . 
( 2) A s  one of the n ew ports along the coast , Bowen naturally 
formed high ex�ectation for it s part in these scheme s .  
Supported b y  a thriving pastoral industry i n  the h interland , 
the r crt could becctre a vital link in the chain , of coastal 
c entres that would trade directly with the Dutch East Indies ,  
and that would receive telegraphic news fron1 Britain ahead cf 
the southern c ities and c olonie s .  
Although the first five years saw vigorcus pastoral settlement 
in the Kennedy , it was. s ome time before large q uant ities of 
wool were available for export through the port of Bowen . 
The t cwn t ended to serve as a forward i r.g centre fer the rr:any 
supplies that the stations required , rather than as an export 
outlet . In 1 865 , trade returns for imports in Bowen cutweighed 
returns for exports by ;f 1 03 , 1 00 to £ 3 3 , 1 6 5 . ( 3 )  I n  comparison,
the newly established port of Townsville received· ·the benefit 
of the Kennedy export trade , as  it had more direct acce s s  t o  
t h e  larger area  o f  pastoral h interland . The squatters were 
quickly made aware of the difference s  .between the tropical 
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northern frontier and the s outhern pasture s  with which 
they had experience .  In the early organ isation of their 
flocks , Kennedy squatters followed the sheep breeding routine 
of s outhern Australia • .  Lambing occurred in August -Septe mber 
in time for the late spring shearing , but the c limatic 
c onditions in the north meant that this programme had lambs 
arriving at t he beginning of the dry s eason , and this result ed 
in heavy losses because of lack of fodder . ( 4) In 1 86 2  and 
1 86 4 ,  which were paritcularly dry s easons , only 30% of the 
lambs survived at Exrnoor stat ion , ( 5 )  and in 1 86 4 ,  another 
squatter rec orded losses of 1 00 % . ( 6 )  These realities of 
northern c onditions gradually forced the squatters to revise  
their schedules· and lambing was  changed to  follow the wet 
season when there was adequate grass available . Howev er , 
this experimentation took valuable t ime , and the pastor-al 
industry d id not boost Bowen as quickly as was antic ipat ed .  
Sea transpo�t was the only ec onomical weans of c orr.munication,  
transfer of g oods and travel for pas seng ers during this era . 
Bowen 1 s  progress relied heavily on attracting regular shipping 
tc it s port , and providing adequate port facilit ies to cope 
with the s ervi c ing of shipping . Early ag itation fer a j etty was 
rewarded with g overnment act ion , and by 1 866 , Bowen had a new 
j etty offering c onvenient mooring and loading facilities for 
the sailing ships and steamers that c alled into port . Although 
the shipping servi ce  was irregular and unreliable , Bowen ' s  
location on the northern sea r oute from Australia t o  the 
Dutch East Indies via the Torres Straits see][ed f<vourable 
with regard to developing future trading opportunities . 
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As early as March 1 86 4 ,  the editor of the Times was writing 
that it was " only a matter of t ime" before the T orres  Strait 
s ea r out e was opened and providing Bowen with an important 
shipping cor.nection with the Dutch East Indies . ( 7) An 
improved mail service with England , an important c or:: s iderat ion 
for many of Bowen ' s  res idents newly arr ived from Britain, 
was als o env isaged with a much faster Torres Strait sea 
paseage between Australia and England . It was expected that 
Bowen would bec ome an important port of call for all shipping 
us ing' this northern r out e ,  and the t own would benefit from 
the pr ivilege of being one of the first Australian port s t o  
r ec e iv e  mails fron1 Brit a in and c ontact wit h  the near Dutch 
East Indie s .  
The financ ial hardships o f  the Queensland government prevented 
it ·from invest igating the possibility of a Torres Strait 
s ervice until 1 86 5 .  In that year , the g ov ernment in Brisbane 
called for tenders for a rrtonthly service between Brisbane and 
Batavia ,  calling at P ort Den ison and Cape York . ( 8) This led 
t o  the v oyages  cf the ' Souchays 1 and S S 1 Hero 1  in early 
1 866 . A lthough Bowen s ettlers t ended t o  v iew this development 
as the start of a whc.•J e new era for their port , a caut ionary 
note was struck  by the Brisbane authorit i e s .  They reccgnised 
that c on:merc ially , Queensland , and in particular the north ,  
would benefit by  the  c ontinuance of  the  Torres Strait s ea 
r oute a<: a "ear:s of opening and extending trade· idth the 
fert ile islands t o  the north ,  and with the Dutch East Indies  
However , from  a purely postal v iewpoint , the 
inexpensive c ommunication with Britain was ICore likely to be 
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obtained from the r cute i n  which all , o r  the greater port ion, 
of Australian colonies c o�bined . ( 9) Naturally , the seuthern 
c olonies with their greater p opulations , preferred the s outhern 
route via the s oon-to-be opened Suez canal and P d nt d e  Galle , 
as the Eritish mails would arrive in their colonies fir st . 
The planned opening cf the Suez canal in 1 86 9  was t c prc·ve 
extremEly i nfluential in dec iding1� shipping route priorities  
from Britain to  Australia . Further difficulties for the n or t h ­
ern sea r oute �ere pointed. out , when it  was  recognised that 
with the increased useage of the Torre s  St�ait , lighthouses 
and pilots were needed to  safeguard shipping , a c ostly 
exerc ise for the c olony s o  recently set back by the ec cnomic 
depres s i on .  The fate c f  the northern sea route seemed sealed 
when the Bri s bane postal author it i e s  finally admitted that 
there could he no d oubt that by JLeans of the route via Suez 
and K ing George ' s  S ound in West ern Australia , the great tulk 
of mail for t he Auetralian colcnies could be carr ied to their 
dest inations more swiftly and more cheaply than by any other 
r oute . ( 1 0) W ith the Prisbane authorit ies bas ically in 
agreement with the southern colonies ever the �est preferred 
sea r oute to  England , Bowe� and North Que ensland stood 
very little chance of gaining permanent benefit fron 1  a serv i c e  
v i a  Torres Strait . I t  was due t o  isol at ion from t h p  1Lere 
populous and politically powerful s outh , and due to the v ery 
sparse and s c attered nature of northerr. sett le01ent , that 
Bowen ' s  locat ion proved unfavourable for inclusion in the 
most important nati onal shipping route t e  Br itain . 
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The experimental trips o f  the ' S ouchays ' and 1Hero 1 
demonstrated that the northern sea route was indeed feas ible , 
and Bowen resident s ' heightened expectations were evident 
when they v o ic ed the desire that Bowen net cnly be a �crt along 
the future shipping rout e ,  but become the actual terminus 
in Queensland . ( 1 1 ) The newspaper c arried the message that 
11 it would be a great extravagance t o  carry the Batavian 
boat s beyond Port Denis on ,  w-here there i s  a g ood safe and 
eas ily access ible harbour , and c onvenience for making ordinary 
repairs and for obtaining such store s ,  provisions and water 
as might be required.  11 ( 1 2 ) What the Bowen settlers were 
overlooking was the power and i nfluence of the n: ore populous 
s outh .  All Australian c olonies part i c i pated ir.. a c crrmon mail 
service  between Auf!.tralia and Br itain , and three sea routes  
were available ,  the  Torres Strait rout e ,  the  Panama route 
and the Point de Galle rout e .  The e cuthern cc lcnies d i d  not 
favour t he route which placed N orth Queensland in a mere 
advantageous posit i on ,  and thus the Pcj r..t de Galle route was 
chosen as the most appropriate s ea route between Australia 
and England. But Bowen settlers ref1:sed t o  atandon the Torres 
Strait scheme . It received frequent ment ion in the lccal 
press , and was promoted by the other northern ports as well . 
By Oct ober 1 866 , Bowen was linked by telegraph l ine with 
Brisbane , ty way of Mackay , Rockha mptc.n ,  Cam boon , Dalby , 
Toowoomba and Ipswich . The s ingle galvanised iron w ire 
was able tc tran s«it morse  c ode messages  from one rereater 
stat i on to the next with a hand operated  set , and was c onsidered 
the wonder cf the age . ( 1 3 ) Des�ite the ever - present threat 
of bankruptc y  that fa.c ed the struggling c olony , the Queensland 
g c·vernment planned t o  extend the t elegraph line northward 
from Bowen t o  Townsville and Cardwell , then over the  range 
westward to Burket own. on the Gulf of Carpentaria. From 1there , 
it was hoped that an under sea cable c ould be laid t o  c onnect 
Australia with Jav a ,  and so  to Britain . For the period during 
which Bowen was the t er�inus of the N orth Queensland telegraph , 
it was in the strong position of be ing able t o  transmit the 
f ir st news from Britain to the southern centres and c olonies . 
The S S ' Hero ' was c onduct ing r egular mail  t o  Bowen from 
Batavia , and as Port Denison was the first Australian port 
of call , t he people of Bowen were the first Auetral ians t o  
receive  t h e  mail and new s ,  and t h e  first t o  be able t o  
transmit this news t o  others i n  the  c olonie s .  It  was noted 
that the working of the t elegraph " has been thoroughly 
effective and of special value in the Frornpt transmission of 
European and Indian int ellig�nce per the S S 1 Hero 1 ( 1 4 )  and 
the P oat-Maeter General of Queensland went on to say that 11 in 
c onnection with the ment ion of S S ' Hero ' ,  lately emFloyed 
in c onveyance of mails from Europe and I ndia v ia Batavia,  
I may remind you on the occasion of the last v oyag e that 
vessel only arrived at Bowen on the morning of the 6 February 
1 86 7 ,  and her telegrams were rece ived at the Bowen office  
a few  minut es before 9 . 00 am , and  at  1 0 .30  am,  full telegraphic 
r eports reached Brisbane , and at 1 1 . 1 5  am of the same 
mcrning were received in Sydney ,  a distance of f .. 522 miles . "
( 1 5 ) Much deFended on Bowen r et aining the pcsit ion as 
A ustralia ' s  first port of call for shipping arriving with 
mails via the T orres Strait , for this c ombined shipping-
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t elegraph s ervice to c ontinue from that c entre . The 
telegraph was soon to be c onnected wit h  port s further north 
such as Townsville and Cardwell , but the port receiving the 
first mail would hold the privileged pos it ion of being the 
first t o  c on:municate important news from England t o  the rest 
of the c olony. 
In 1 86 8 ,· there was s ome c onsolation for Bowen when the 
Dutch East Indies g overnment announced t hat it intended t o  
e st ablish a mail route between Batavia and Australia,  v ia 
Tcrres Strait . ( 16 )  Following the return of the mail steamer 
1 Souchays 1 from her first experimental v oyage be.tween Batavia 
and Port Denison,  the Dutch East Indies government had shown 
interest in bearing a portion of the expense of installing 
a more permanent s ervic e .  The Dutch  saw br-nefit s t o  be 
derived from the establishment of steam communication 
between Java and Australia.  The length of the v oyage was 
reckoned to average about 17 days between Batav ia and Brisbane , 
with port s of call at P ort Denison and Gladstone en rout e . ( 1? ) 
Despite the success  of the experimental v oyages  of the 
' S ouchays 1 and S S 1 Her o 1 , the Queensland government had been 
hampered by its lack of funds and the ·connection with the 
mail services  of the other Australian c olonies to take the 
initiat ive in e stablishing a regul_ar s ervice  between Java 
and Queensland. 
Bowen promoted the inclusion of P ort Denison as a staging 
point for such a serv ice , e spec ially in v iew of the g ood 
c oal supplies discovered s ome 50 Jni.les inland . However , 
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the difficult ies of transporting bulk coal t o  the port 
were conveniently overlooked . Shipping did in fact bec ome 
established on a regular basis , linking Queensland and Java 
v ia the Torres Strait , but Bowen ' s  part in the scheme did 
not become as important as had been envisaged. By 1 87 3 ,  there 
were many rival ports in N orth Queensland vying for a scheduled 
s ervice ,  and Townsville by then had a great er claim t o  
prominence than -part D.EJnison.  Regional rivalries were 
further emphas ized when resident s of the sugar-growing t own 
of Mackay v oiced opposit ion t o  any development of the shipping 
and trade with the Dutch East Indies on the grounds that they 
did not want to see cheap agricultural produce from Batavia 
being import ed to Australia to compete with that of Mackay . ( 18 ) 
By 1 87 0 ,  the A . S . N .  Co . had signed a contract which stipulated 
that a regular service be undertaken to all North Queensland 
ports from Brisbane which would c ontinue for fiv e  years . 
Further improvements were made after November 1 87 3 ,  when ,  
f ollowing the Palmer River gold rush and the  opening of  the  
port of  Cookt own on  the far North Queensland c oast , a new 
s ervice was initiated linking the coastal line to an overseas 
run v ia the Torres Strait t o  S ingapore and London . ( 19 ) Much 
of the increased s ea traffic which result ed was due t o  the 
g old discoveries in the interior of N orth Queensland , which 
t ended to favour other ports· than Bowe n .  In 1 874 , t he 
shipping notices  in the P ort Denison Times mentioned a regular 
monthly service by steamer with India, China,  Java and 
Japan , v ia the Torre s  Strait which was operated by the 
Eastern and Australian Mail Steam Company . (aJ ) M eanwhile , 
sea c ommunicat ions along the Queens_land coast were operated 
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between
.
Port Denison and Rockhampton , Brisbane and Sydney 
by the Australasian Steam Navigation Company . The importance 
of the goldfields was e mphasized by the notice which offered 
a pas senger service to Cookt own f or any prospective miners 
from the Bowen area . The Palmer River g oldrush was in full 
swing . Although Port Denison attracted a fair amount of 
shipping during the 1 87 0 ' s ,  it was by no means the maj or 
port of call along the North Queensland coast . The early 
aspirat ions to become capital port of the northern area had 
been lost , due to locat ion in relat ion to the Burdekin River 
barrier and the goldfields of North Queensland which were 
boosting port trade at other North Queensland coastal towns 
such as Townsville and Cookt own . 
Neither did the fate of the telegraph link between Australia 
and England meet Bowen ' s  expectati ons . Bowen and Townsville 
were linked by the t elegraph line and it was pushed northwards 
to Cardwell . By the time that the line was being extended 
westward t owards the Gulf of Carpentaria via N ormanton and 
the Gilbert River , a race had developed between the Queensland 
and S cuth Australian government s t o  first reach the northern 
coast with t he telegraph , so that the important link to 
Britain would favour the winning colony . South Australia was 
building a telegraph line through c entral Australia , via 
Alice Springs and onto Darwin . In December 1 870 , . the Times
reported that there was little doubt that the telegraph from 
Cardwell to  the Gulf shores would be c omplet ed early in 1 871 , 
well ahead of the South Australian r ivals . (21 ) This pred iction 
was not real is ed , as the line was not completed unt il January 
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1 872 . ( 22 )  Although Queensland did , in fact , complet e ·  its 
t elegraph l ink to its outpost 0 11  the Gulf of the northern 
shores of Australia s even months ahead of it s S outh Australia 
r ival , it failed tc g et the submarine cable so  that the t elegraph 
line , which passed through Bowen,  served for local use only . 
Locat ion of N orth Queensland onc·e aga in played a factor in 
the decis ion which passed over that area .  When the Direct or 
of the Briti sh-Australia Telegra.:rt Company arrived in Australia 
early in 1 87 0 ,  he favoured S outh Australia ' s  claim for the 
cable t o  be landed at Port Darwin . He was influenced by 
Charles Todd , who bad succe s sfully c onstructed a line 
between Adelaide and M elbourne , and who had an interest in 
extending the telegraphic serv ] c e  cf the south . For the 
Brit ish , the c ost of laying a cable from Java t o  P ert 
Darwin was c ons iderably cheaper than laying a lin& along the 
longer route to the Gulf . Thus opt imism that originally 
surrounded the idea of the 1 crres Strait s ea rout e and the 
Gulf c onnect ion with t he submarine t elegra.ph catle tc Java 
and onto Britain died fbr the res idents of Bowen . By the 
1 870 ' s ,  they were faced with the real]ty that the prime 
Australian shipping r oute �as in the sout h ,  and the t elegraph 
link with England was via Port Darw]n and Adelaide , which 
placed the N orth Queensland s erv ice in a subs idiary role . 
The regional r ivalry that marked relat ions between 'the 
pcrts of Eo1o1sr. and To1o1nsville during the late 1 ?.6 0  1 s and early 
1 870 ' s  was t.ased cr. the rroximity of each port t o  the 
past oral and g oldmining hinterland . Bowen was the first 
port e stablished in 1 86 1 , and from there past oral expan d cn 
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throughout the Kennedy t ook plac e .  The maj or landmark 
of the r eg ion was the large Burdekin River , a string of wat er­
holes for  most  of  the  year , but a raging torrent during 
the summer from January t o  March .  It  separated the  Kennedy 
int o the north and sout h ,  and Bowen was located in the 
southern sector . For the first f ive  years of Kennedy 
s ettlement , the squatters on both s ides of the Burdekin used 
P ort Denison fer their imports and export s ,  though the 
squatters on the northern s ide of the Burdekin found increasing 
difficulty in c ommunications and transport across the r iver 
that became a maj or obstacle for part of the year . 
The r iv er was a highly s ignificant moulding force in 
K ennedy settlement as it had attracted past oral ists first to 
it s banks which guaranteed permanent water for s ettlers 
and stoc k ,  but unlike the large Murray-Darling of the sout h ,  
i t  had no  navigation potential and its steeF tanks would 
bec ome death traps for weakened stock in t ime of drought . 
M or eover , in floodtime it was highly destruct ive and the floods  
c ould delay wagons with  wool clip or  essential supplies for 
up t o  four months and it soon became g eneral policy for 
t eamsters to  avoid crossing it altogether in the ' wet 1 •
The t cwnship of Wickham grew up on its banks , out of the 
need of north Kennedy squatters for. a port of acc e s s  that 
would avcid the lower Burdekin crcs sing at Strathalbyn , and 
the development of the port at Cleveland Bay , T·awnsville , by
private squatter enterprise occurred largely in response to 
this requirement . ( 23 )  
Townsville owed it s establishment t o  t h e  ent er prise  o f  J ohn 
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Blac k ,  a S c ot who had landed in Bowen in 1 862  and become 
involved in pastoral enterprises .  He had the support of a 
Sydney resident , Captain Robert Town s ,  a merchant , shipowner , 
trader and speculatc-r , with plentiful fund s .  Black rranaged 
propert ies at Woodst ock ,  D ot swood , and Fanning Downs , all 
on the north s ide of the Burdekin . He quickly realised the 
difficult ies of c ontinuing t o  use  the read  t c- Bowen , and was 
als o agg�avated by the busin e s smen of Bowen over a disput e 
c oncerning freight charges on goods transported to his  stat ions . 
( 24 )  His first att empt t o  sever t ie s  with P ort Denison was 
to e stablish a landing Flace at the mouth of the Burdekin , 
and in 1 86 4 ,  he organised an expedition which duly discovered 
a 10ort outlet at Cleveland Bay . With the prospect of Townsville 
in sight , Black gav e  up his pastoral pursuits , and with the 
f inancial support of Captain Town s ,  exploited the new settlement 
at Bowen ' s  expense .  Though the  harbour wa.s inferior t o  the  
facilities offering at  Port Denison ,  the lccation of  the  n ew 
port was more suitable for access  t o  the north K ennedy . 
Warehouses s oon c onta ined c on s id erable st ocks of wool , and 
shi�ping was  attracted to the port in increasing number s .  
Gold was discovered ncrth of the Burdekin ,  c o�menc ing with 
the Star River deposits in 1 866 , which led t o  the Ravens�ocd 
and Charters Towers d igging s  cf the 1 870 ' s ,  which finally 
det ermined the superiorit y  of Townsville over Bowen .. Natural 
resource s  f or pastoralism were shared by both t owns ' hinterlands . 
Howev er ,  the urgent n eed for djversificat i on of industry on 
the  frontier wa s fulfilled in the north K ennedy . Gold had 
greatly boosted dev€lcpment ther e .  In  t h e  scuth K ennedy , 
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Bowen 1 s  hinterland , the gold discov eries were. on a very 
small s cale , and not .adequate to develop into an alternative 
industry to squatting . Townsville promoters also seem to have 
beer. �ore energetic than their Bowen c ounterparts in stimulating 
the s earch for g old  in th eir hinterland . In S eptember 1 86 5 ,  
the inhabitants of Townsvill e ,  eager t o  pron1ote their l r1fant 
s ettlement beyond the rival port s of Bowen and Cardwell 
offered a reward of .f1 , 000 to the finder cf payable geld 
within their hinterland. Following the succe s s  of the 
Star digging s ,  g old at Gape River , also north of the Burdekin 
became the harbinger of better t imes following the ecc·nowic 
depression of the mid 1 86 0 ' s .  The influx of miners t o  these 
diggings als o created a market for the beef pr oduced ty 
northern past oralists ,  who increasingly had c onverted their 
sheep herds int o cattle her ds , which wer e found t o  be better 
suited t c· the local, tropical c onditions . Those squatters of 
the s cuth Kennedy closest t o  the diggings bad the advantage 
of selling their stock first . The struggl i ng squEtt ers of the 
s cuth Kennedy h oped in vain for a local g oldrush t o  provide 
a market closer to their stat i on s .  HolN·ev er ,· pr osperity 
el�ded therr and they had to travel long distances with their 
stock t o  sell beef . A cPrt a in stagnation occurred in Bowen 
as a r 6sult of these development s .  
Bowen ' s  busines s  h ouses  c ontinued t o  r ely on the scuth 
Kennedy squatters and farmers ,  as well as s ome port trade 
and t own industry for their custc,JJ: .  There were  i !tporters 
and ex.�=·crters of every item of local trad e ,  agent s for 
insurance ,  shipping , and ir.ve st rr.ent qo�panies , firms that 
prov isioned squatters , backed the t eamsters and pack6r s ,  
and st ood behind t h e  goldfields storekeepers when they 
sank capital into pr ospecting ventures and rec ouped it in 
running grog hous es . However , the earliest Bowen f irms , 
Ellis Read and Company , and Seaward , Mar sh and Gegne , were 
s oon overshadowed by Townsville r ivals such as Samuel A llen 
and Clifton A pl in . ( 25 )  By 1 88 0 ,  another Townsville firm,  
Burns Philp and Company had won paramountcy in N orth 
Queensland by developing wider and more varied interest s .  
Townsville ' s  c ommercial houses went from strength t o  strength ,  
while the firms i n  Bowen were forced t o  accept more modest 
returns . Where such r ivalr ies existed , it was the c oming 
of the railway that clinched the advancement of one port over 
another , especially as Queensland ' s  geography made for a 
decentralised railway system ,  with lines penetrat ing the 
interior from a number of point s along the coast . Townsville 
and Bowen each had hopes of bec oming the gat eway to Charters 
Towers and the pastoral west . Bowen still had the better 
harbour , despite a rapidly deteriorating j etty ,  but Townsville 
had the better polit ic ians , and was on the r ight s ide of the 
Burdekin . ( 26 )  In 1 87 7 ,  a L iberal Queensland government decided 
t o  start the inland railway from Townsville , and five years 
later the line was opened to Charters Tower s .  Even Ravenswood ' s  
trade was claimed by Townsvilie , as a southern branch line 
was ext ended from the western rail line to that g old t own . A s  
the hinterland o f  Townsville expanded dramaticaliy· dur ing the 
1 870 ' s  and 1 880 ' s ,  Bowe n ' s  hinterland d iminished . 
With Bowen ' s  lack of g old resource s ,  attent ion turned t o  
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developing i t s  agricultur e .  The experimental plots along 
t he Don River and at Queens Beach were proving that sugar 
cane was n ot the success  that had been ant ic ipated . Constantly 
recurring droughts were a ser ious setback to Bowen ' s  sugar 
cane plantat ions . A few farmers pers evered , and the Hildebrandt 
brothers , German settler s ,  ran the distr ict ' s  first successful 
crushing in September 1 883 . However , Mackay to the s outh of 
Bowen , s oon became the centre of North Queensland sugar 
growing � In 1 865 , J ohn Spiller planted a small plot of cane 
in that district , and by the end of 1 86 7 ,  the first cane had 
been crushed and reduced to j uice in an ordinary boiler , 
thus produc ing the first sugar in North Queensland . ( 27) 
Mackay pr ogres sed rapidly, and a thousan.d acres were brought 
under cane during 1 86 9  and 1 87 0 ,  and during each of the 
succeeding four years , a thousand more were planted . Bowen ' s  
acreages under sugar were paltry i n  c omparison.  The more 
reliable rains of the Mackay district were the main reason 
for the success  of this agricultural crop there . The planners 
of Bowen held very high hopes for the product ion of c otton , 
especially as Bowen 1 s s ettlement coincided with the A merican 
Civ il War which s everely disrupted c otton supplies to Br itain ' 
large c otton industry . Predict ions were made that the new 
s ettlement would bec ome a maj or c otton produc ing area , develop­
ing a prosperous plantat ion ec onomy . 
But these expectat ions also proved t oo opt imistic . Although 
the growing c onditions in B owen were suitable for this crop , 
the c ommunity of farmers who tried to develop small plantat ions 
r egretted the s lownes s  of the Q ueensland g overnment in helping 
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them t o  f ind a market . The lack of regular transport , 
and the unc oordinated effort s to secure a reliable market 
led to the downgrading of c otton pr ospects in Bowen .  Farmers 
t ended to d iversify , and fruit s and vegetables , grains and 
grapes were all cultivated in the hope that an adequate 
living c ould be earned . The large plantation ec onomy was 
not to bec ome e stablished in the Bowen d istr ict as in other 
N orth Queensland district s .  Small farming with modest income 
was to become the lot of the agricultural industry in Bowen .  
By 1 870 , Townsville had made impres s ive  stride s ,  The  g old­
field at Ravenswood had a population of 2 , 000 and a dist inct 
a ir of permancy . ( 28 )  I n  that year , J:' 97 , 91 6  worth o f  g old ore 
passed through Townsville out of a t otal export figure of 
£ 1 1 6 , 396 . In only two years , Townsville ' s  exports had 
increas.ed by 5 O % ,  Meanwhile , exports through Bowen declined 
from £5 7 , 697 in 1 86 8  to £5 1 , 844 in 1 870 ,  still predominantly 
pastoral products ,  In addit ion , Bowen lost one-third of its 
population in 1 868-1 871 . Indeed by Christmas 1 870 ,  the 
P ort Denis on Time s: :reported that many Bowen houses were un­
inhabited ,  and numer ous buildings had been removed t o  
Ravenswood . B y  1 872 , Townsville with a population o f  1 , 1 40 
well surpassed Bowen ' s  t otal of 7 1 7 . ( 29 )  
With Bowen ' s  importance more or less  dependent on  the  wealth 
and prestige of the s outh K ennedy past oralists , the polit ical 
v oice  of this group was als o influential in Bowen ' s  
development , I nherent in c olonial squatting tradit ion and 
deriving from the Brit ish exampl e , was the belief that land 
holders were part icularly f itted and indeed obligat ed t o  
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serve i n  g overnment . The Times edit or i n  Bowen ,  Rayner , 
clearly ,> had this expectat ion of Kennedy pastoralists and 
Australian history abounds with pastoral ident ities . (30 ) 
The Kennedy proved except i onal .  Discount ing Dalrymple as 
atypical of the class , M ichael Cunningham ' s  narrow defeat 
in the 1 86 9  elect ion was as near as any local grazier came 
to parliamentary office . The Additional Members B ill of 
1 86 9  which extended the franchise t o  miners meant the substantial 
eros ion of squatter polit ical power , but independently , 
few northern squatters had the funds or le isure nec essary 
for parliamentary serv ice in the 1 86 0 ' s  and 1 870 ' s .  Moreov er ,  
because of immediate preoccupations during the ec onomic 
depression ,  the c onstant demands inherent in squatting in 
the new tr opical environment , plus isolat ion and poor c ommunic­
ati ons , very  few  squatters even knew elect ion details . This  
is  exemplified by  the  case of  M ichael Cunningham ,  unaware 
of his own political candidacy .  The meagre sum of votes  
registered throughout the  Kennedy during this  per iod of  study 
reflects the low polit ical c onsc iousness  of the squatters 
of the inland . 
The Kennedy t ended t o  have parliamentary repres entat ives  from 
the urban and mining classes to the detr iment of the important 
pastoral class . Mackay gained much from the representation of 
Fitzgerald , and Bowen s eemed on the outer polit ically .  The 
mining class had little interest in the causes ·of Bowen ' s  
res ident s ,  and with Townsville ' s  growing importance during 
the 1 870 ' s ,  the more urban orientated polit icians focussed on 
that centre rather than Bowen . After Bowe n ' s  init ial agitat ion 
1 78 .  
f or northern separat ion , with the added expectation that it 
would bec ome the future capital of a s eparate northern c olony , 
the s ituat ion at the end of the 1 870 ' s  with minimal polit ical 
v oice  was a disappointment . The s eparat ion movement d id 
gather new momentum during the 1 880 ' s ,  but it was dominated 
by Mackay sugar growing interest s ,  as they battled for the 
freedom t o  determine their own labour policy. �hey favoured 
the c ont inuing importat ion of S outh Sea Island labour , which 
was bitterly opposed by the s outherners ,  Bowen ' s  part in 
the later s eparat ion movement was at most , peripheral . 
Because the dominant squatting gr oup of the s outh Kennedy 
had failed to bec ome involved in polit i c s ,  Bowen remained at 
a disadvantage when the miners and t own dwellers f ound 
repres entat ion from their ranks . Its ambitions to beC Qme 
a N orth Queensland capital were no longer v iewed ser iously . 
To c onclude , the first generat ion of settlement in Bowen 
saw a community grappling with the realities  of their s ituat ion . 
A lthough the highly ambit ious expectat i ons did not eventuate ,  
Bowen d id bec ome a permanent , stable t own , with well established 
industries and a port that serv iced a def inite area of the 
s outh Kennedy . It was generally beyond the c ontrol of the 
first s ettlers that their settlement did not achieve a more 
prominent status in N orth Queensland - phys ical loca�ion in 
relation to the g oldfield s ,  and the maj or obstacle of the 
Burdekin were key reas ons for B owen ' s  limited development . 
By the end of the 1 880 ' s ,  Bowen recognised its reduced statu s ,  
and once accepted , this posit ion did not greatly upset the 
res idents who had g�nwn accust omed to a quieter s oc io-
1 7 9 .  
ec onomic lifestyle . I n  appearance ,  Bowen· was a scattered 
settlement of permanent , weatherboard hous e s , -with a main 
street of more grand and d ist inctive business build ings .  
The j etty was patched , and shipping c ontinued t o  call at 
port to maintain import and export trade . The r oads from 
Bowen ,  nort h ,  s outh and we·et were gradually improved,  and 
c ommunicat i ons by t elegraph and ship were far more regular 
and reliable . The Abor igines had been quelled , and most of 
the serious threat s and hardships of front ier living had 
been greatly reduced ,  A sec ond g enerat ion of settlers was 
being ushered in . 
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CONCLUSION 
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The settlement o f  B owen and the surrounding Kennedy district 
was quit e  a distinctive hist or ical phenomenon. Settlement 
did not proceed along the s imple c onventional lines 
env isaged by its planners and intending pioneers . While 
it did provide land and opportunity for the early squatters ,  
success  was earned at an unexpected c ost . The three phase 
industrial soc iety in Bowen was not forthc oming as  ant icipated 
in 1 86 1 . Ne ither c ould the K ennedy claim to follow traditional 
patterns of pastoral settlement as a c ompromise was forced 
due t o  the c ircumstances operating in front ier North 
Queensland . The remote location and the nature of the 
northern tropical environment·i ,had a large influence on 
the settlement -of B owen . 
The pioneers came t o  t erms with their : new phys ical environment 
only slowly and it was v ery d ifficult for observers in the 
s outh to appreciate the unique K ennedy d istrict s ituat ion , 
The c ons equent indifference and misunderstanding , particularly 
on the part of the Queensland g overnment , proved c ostly for 
the northern settlers , as  was demonstrat ed in the polit ical 
affairs of Bowen ' s  f irst generat ion of settlement • .  A lthough 
the front ier usually induced s oc ial change , the most basic 
features of Br it ish landed s oc iety were maintained in s ome 
area s ,  and the Bowen d istrict was greatly influenced by 
British custom and tradit ion.  The immigr at ion of Germans , 
Irish and S c ot s  d id broaden the cultural basis of the t own , 
and district . 
D istance and environment were directly respons ible for many 
of the trials of the Kennedy pioneers , but naturally there 
were other factors , not least of which was Abor iginal 
res istance . Over-expansion and land exploitation were 
s ignificant among human errors as was g overnment direct ion 
or lack of it . But northern settlers in and near Bowen 
enc ountered a cruel s equence of event s  detrimental to their 
f ortunes in the first decade , beg inning with inflated stock 
prices and followed by a succession of pr oblems including 
the stock disease pleuropneumonia,  and quarantine restr ict ions 
g overning the movement of cattle and sheep t o  s outhern 
market s .  Then came the wool depress ion of 1 865 and the 
financial crisis  of 1 866 , combined with the uncertainties 
of drought and flood in the tr apical envir onment . 
Adaptation to Bowen c onditions was a long and harrowing 
busine s s  for the agriculturalists als o .  S ugar and c otton 
proved t o  be unsuccessful due t o  lack of markets and unsuitabil­
ity of climat e .  Small garden cr ops did thriv e ,  and gradually 
farming t ook on a market garden look . Experimentation >lith 
other tr opi,cB.l cr ops c ont inued ,  and the farming c ommunity 
became a consolidated section · of Bowen by 1 88 0 .  Alluvial
soils and underground water supplies pr omised a secure  
future for  the  small farmer . Plantations d id not develop 
on the scale of other tropical areas through N orth Queensland , 
distingu ishing Bowen ' s  s ettlement from that of other 
northern c entre s .  
1 85 .  
Bowen ' s  part in regi onai polit ic s  and the first northern 
separation movement c ontributed to an ongoing search for 
northern recognit ion . The Queensland g overnment was dominated 
by s outhern intere st s ,  and N orth Queensland felt s omewhat 
neglected and over-ruled . Early agitat ion f or separat ion 
had it s or igins in B owen , and the first settlers felt quite 
within their r ight s  t o  expect that their d istr ict would bec ome 
prominent in managing t he affairs of a new northern c olony.  
They underestimated the extreme r ivalry that came t o  exist 
between Bowen and other northern c oastal centre s ,  as the 
fight for separation became fragmented by regional d ifferences  
and c ompetit ion fOr  prominence .  Northern separation was 
never achieved due to the lack of population and reg ional 
r ivalry . However , Bowen r-es idents had or iginally st imulated 
the movement , and polit ical representat ion for N orth 
Queensland had its beginnings in the t own . 
The occupat ion of Bowen is a s mall segment in the history 
of European expansion during the nineteenth centur y .  In  
this cas e ,  the att itudes and rat ionale e mbodied in the 
nat ive policy accorded with those obtained elsewhere in 
the British empir e ,  though previ ous frontier experience 
urg ed espec ially stringent measures in N orth Queensland . 
The record of racial c onflict in Bowen is reveali�g of the 
European pr iorit ies of the era , and part icularly underscores  
the preponderance of materialis m ,  and c ommensurate hardening 
of human s en s it iv it y .  
1 86 . 
For their part , the Bowen Abor ig ines were remarkably well 
inf.ormed and prepared to res ist the encr oachment of the 
Europeans . From the first day of settlement , they attacked 
in the h ope of expelling this white population from their 
traditional land s .  Despite their superior number s ,  they 
lacked the fire power and organisation to s er iously challenge 
the Europeans , though they d id surpr ise the whites with 
their tenac ity and endurance in c onduct ing a front ier , 
guerrilla war for at least a decade . Their decimated tribes 
finally surrendered to white dominat ion , and they formed 
fringe camps on the outskirts of the t own and pastoral 
stat ions where they gained a little sust enance from the 
whit e s .  The disease , alcohol , pr ostituti on and corruption 
of the European culture was almost as  lethal for the 
camp Aborigines as  the white man ' s  gun , and their numbers 
c ontinued to reduce drast ically.  The  g overnment failed t o  
introduce any capable and humane leg islat ion t o  protect 
them from white abuse , and by 1 88 0 ,  their tragic future was 
assured . 
It is an important theme in B owe n ' s  early dev elopment 
that the h igh expectat ions of the f irst settlers were never 
fully realised . The most obv ious reas ons for Bowen ' s  
inability t o  l ive  u p  t o  the ambit ions of its res idents 
during the f ir st g enerat ion of s ettlement were the barrier 
of the Burdekin River and the lack of g oldfields · ·discovered
in close proximity to the t own to boost a failing past oral 
industry.  A lthough Bowen had a fine harbour and g ood 
service  facilit ies , it languished through lack of hinterland 
1 8'7 . 
pr osperit y .  Pastoralism was the great support for Bowen 
dur ing its formative years , but when that industry suffered 
recess ion and hardship , there was no alternative industry 
to bouy Bowen ' s  economy . Townsville quickly progressed 
at Bowen ' s  expense because it was on the northern s ide of 
the Burdekin , with ready access t o  a vast pastoral area as 
well as the lucrative g oldfields that thrived thr oughout 
the 1 870 ' s .  Agriculture was an important par t of Bowen ' s  
industry , but plantations on a grand scale were never 
developed due to the local c limatic c ondit ions , and small 
farming did not c ontribute to an expand ing t own buiness 
economy . The port , though well endowed with f ine natural 
asset s and an adequate harbour , fell behind after the first 
few years when it enj oyed the export and import trade for 
the whole Kennedy district , Little by litt le , other northern 
ports competed for the sea trade , and Bowen became less 
important as  a s ea trading centr e .  
The promises offered b y  the pr oposed telegraphic link 
between Queensland and Britain via the Gulf of Carpentaria 
were empt y .  Bowen had high hopes of be ing one of the 
f irst s ettlement s  in the Australian c olonies t o  receive 
news from Britain , thus giving it an advantage over the 
s outh .  However , the eventual link v ia Darwin and Adelaide 
c ompletely bypassed North Queensland , and the much talked 
about telegraph service in Bowen,  became merely- a regional 
s ervice linking northern centres with the capital , Brisbane , 
S imilarly , the expectat ions of increased trade and c ommerce 
between North Queensland and the Dutch East Indies and 
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A s ia with a maj or shipping r oute being being utilised 
via the n orthern Torres Strait were short -lived . The 
port of Bowen was ideally located to feature as a maj or port 
in _such a trade , but the power of the s outhern interests 
was too  great , and the s outhern s ea route between Australia 
and Britain became the maj or d irect ion of sea traffic . 
At most the n orthern r oute v ia Torres Strait was a Queensland 
service ,  which never developed enough to really boost Bowen 
and other ports of call . Eventually , Bowen was c ompletely. 
bypassed as it lost importance in N orth Queensland , 
A s  stated in the opening remarks , this thesis is c onceived 
as  a suggest�on of certain themes that need to be explored 
in recording the s ettlement of a tropical N orth Queens land 
port t own . It is not intended t o  be a definitive record 
describing the year by year development of the t own and 
distr ict , but rather a work which develops important themes 
that explain the origins and character of the settlement . 
The mot ive for settlement is s ignificant , and exploration 
which led up to it s foundation needs to be c onsidered t o  
understand why a particular s it e  was chdsen as  the 
first settlement in N orth Queensland . The f irst years 
of European settlement were a t ime of great trial and 
tribulat ion , and this thesis examines the reas ons why this 
part icular s ettlement survived and pr ospered , where other 
attempts at Australian tropical settlement had' failed , 
I mmigrat ion and the adaptability of the new arrivals determinro 
the s oc io-ec onomic character of Bowen , and this theme is 
explored . The experimental nature of the s ettlement is 
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highlighted with many examples such as buildings in the 
t ownship , agricultural achieve ment s ,  the modif ications 
that were necessary for the past oral industry t o  c ome to 
terms with the tropical environment , and the immigrant groups 
that proved most adaptable . Race relations between the 
Europeans and Abor ig ines reflected the v i olent nature of 
the remote n orthern frontier , and explain the determination 
and ruthlessness that were required for c omplete white 
dominat ion in their new home . Both s ides suffered at 
each other ' s  hands , and c ertainly the Bowen exper ience 
was one of the most prolonged racial c onflicts that had 
been seen in Australia . The aftermath was an era of 
mutual d istrust and disrespect , and n o  s olut ion was to 
be found for the landless Abor ig ines during the per iod 
discussed in this thes is . Finally , the overr iding theme 
of the high expectat ions of the early s ettlers gradually 
be ing downgraded to accept the reality of their t own ' s  
s ituat ion i s  examined . Why did a prominent s ettlement 
lose importance and bec ome a sec ondary port t own? The 
answers place Bowen ' s  development during its first generat ion 
of . set tlement in a much broader North Queensland perspect ive .  
From North Queensland ' s  first port , Bowen ev olved into a 
sec ondary port settlement , s ervic ing a greatly reduced 
hinterland area . But it d id surviy e ,  and in a distinctive 
way , adapted to it s tropictal environment t o  bec ome a last ing 
part of N orth Queensland ' s  s ettlement . 
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TABLE O F  A RRIVALS AND DEPARTURES ( BEYOND T HE  COLONY) FOR 
1 86 4  - PORT DENISON. 
Arrivals 
Departures 
Arrivals 
Departures 
Males over 1 4  
1 77 
47 
Females over 1 4  
1 91 
8 
Males under 1 4  
27 
2 
Females under 1 4  
22 
3 
�ABLE OF ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES ( BEYOND THE COLONY) FOR 
1 86 5  - PORT DENISON . 
Males over 1 4  Males under 1 4  
Arrivals 471 82 
Departures  1 00 
Females over 1 4  Females under 1 4  
Arr ivals 295 1 01 
Departures 33 4 
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O CCUPATIONS O F  MALES BOWEN - 1 86 8  
Civil Officers  
Farmers 
Clerks 
Judical/Legal 
M ed ical 
Teachers 
Trade/Commerce 
Mechanic s 
Unskilled 
Graz iers 
Super intendent 
Shepherds 
Farm Hired 
Mariners 
Miscellaneous 
Lunat ics 
Unspec ified 
22 
1 
2 
5 
2 
1 
72 
5 0  
94 
6 
1 
23 
29 
29 
3 
1 
37  
OCCUPATIONS OF  FEMALES - BOWEN - 1 86 8  
Domestic Dut ies  243 
Trade/Commerce 1 3  
Domestic Servants 70 
COUNTRY OF BIRTH - BOWEN - 1 86 8  ( TOWN ) 
England/Wales 
Ireland 
Sc otland 
Queensland 
Australian c olonies 
Tasmania/New Zealand 
A merica 
India 
China 
Germany 
France 
Others 
Males 
1 46 
1 02 
56 
1 38 
3 0  
6 
1 
3 
3 2  
5 4  
. 6 
5 
Females 
1 1 4  
1 56 
44 
1 27 
57  
1 
1 
1 
45 
1 
2 
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COUNTRY OF BIRTH - BOWEN - 1 86 8  ( RURAL) 
England/Wales 
Ireland 
S c otland 
Queensland 
Australian c olonies 
Tasmania/New Zealand 
America 
India 
China 
Germany 
France 
Other 
Polynes ian 
Unspec ified 
Males 
1 5 9 
1 07 
63  
72 
83 
4 
6 
8 
48 
38 
4 
8 
1 94 
1 
Females 
52 
6 0  
8 
5 9  
3 4  
1 
2 
1 6  
RESIDENCES IN TOWN A N D  DISTRICT - BOWEN - 1 868 
Stone 
Brick 
Wood 
Metal 
Tents 
RELIGION - BOWEN - 1 86 8  
Church o f  England 
Presbyt erian 
Congregational 
Wesleyan 
Baptist 
Other Protestant 
Lutheran 
Roman Catholic 
Hebrew 
M ohammedan 
Other 
Unspecified 
TOWN 
1 
3 
237 
8 
Male 
520  
202 
1 4  
38 
1 2  
5 
82 
238 
2 
86 
3 
1 88 
DISTRICT 
1 
3 
31 8 
1 6  
9-
Female 
330 
1 26 
9 
1 6  
1 0
3 
6 1  
21 4 
4 
8 
ALL DETAILS TAKEN FROM CENSUS FIGURES PUBLISHED IN THE 
QUEENSLAND VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS 1 865/ 1 866 /1 86 8 .  
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taken fr'om the n otes  of W .  Hanlon , Bowen - transcript in 
J ohn Oxley L ibrary,  Br isbane . 
Gun 
Blackfellow 
White 
Boat 
Work 
Blood 
Sun 
M oon 
Star 
Ground 
S pear 
Boomerang 
Husband 
Wife 
K ill 
Fish 
Bandicoot 
Koala 
Hungry 
P orcupine 
Wallaby 
H ot Season 
C old Season 
L ittle Child 
Die  
Good 
Bad 
Hut 
Murrhginna 
Murree 
Miggeroo 
Buller a 
no word 
Kooma 
Gai 
Kuggera 
Oorah 
Nannee 
Kunda 
Wongull 
Buldeena 
Beeg oona 
Mung a 
Winna 
Woodj alla 
Woolmull 
Kubbeena 
Purbera 
Gnullumbulla 
Kurree 
Weer a 
Kumboola 
Oola 
Binbee 
Kooyer 
Koogah 
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